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THROUGH ROSE
COLOURED GLASSES
THE ALESSI Brothers seem just too cute to be

true.

That song. Light, airy melody. Smooth. falsetto vocals. Just
the right blend of naive romance In the lyrics. In short, the
perfect summertime sure...hot.
And the boys themselves. Pop music's answer to the
Robbery Twins (Who?. Ed). Y up, they really are that alike.
Eau ran tell 'em apart by their watchstraps. Good looking
la a Oaaaldrish sort of way
all Ultra belle smiles and

ji

gamin soft hair.

-

-

Ugh.
Rut there's something about these American chappies that's
reminding. British lads couldn't get away with it, that's for
sure
but Billy and Bobby's attitudes are somehow
Infectious. Five minutes talking to them and the world takes on
a definite rosy tint, sunspot. start dancing before your eyes,
and you start believing the world really is wunnerful. Just

-

wunnerful.
Bobby's sitting In his hotel room in New York City. The sun,
naturally. Is shining. The new album Is coming along fine. And
he just can't wall to come back to Britain.
Anything else? Oh, yes. And Lori is sitting right here with
h im Yea. Lori really does exist. That's her on the cover.
Bobby means every word he sings about her.
"Lori is my girlfriend," he says. "We met about two years
ago, and we've had some great times together. She's a really
great girl. She understands about the music business - it's
difficult to find a girl who understands like she does. I'm
always out of town, away for about three days at a time, or
getting on a plane to come to England, but she tolerates all
that.
"It's nice having her here now, because we have a really
unbelievable schedule at the moment. We're rehearsing for the
British show during the day, recording the album at night, and
fitting photo sessions and interviews somewhere In between. "
The album they're working on Is their second, the follow-up
to 'Alessi' which was released this spring.

%I. want to get much more punch this time," says Bobby.
"And we think we're getting It. The first album was kind of

mellow, don't you think?
"This time we want to get a bit edgier. That's how it's always
been on-stage - people have remarked on the difference
between our records and our stage show, and that's one reason
we want to change it.
"Everything's going fine, just fine."
The studio, New York's famous Hit Factory, Is 'really nice'.
"It's the first time we've actually auditioned studios,"
laughs Bobby. "We knew the sound we wanted to get, so we
looked them over, got a feel for the people who worked there,
and played back a few tapes. It's very important, because you
spend a lot of time In the studio, and If you don't look It over
first, you're really going in blind. "

Universal
The boys also plan to do a bit of recording when they come
over to Europe next week.
"We'll be working in AIR Studios," says Bobby. "We haves
song which we wrote In London, called london, about London.
So it's only fitting that we should record it in London!
"Then we'll be going down to Madrid to add the strings.
Apparently, there are very, very good string players down
there
our producer David Lucas has worked there before
and he recommended it.
"Also, the string players are very cheap, so you get slot more
time In the studios for the same money! We haves 75,000 dollar
album allowance, and It's amazing how quickly that goes. In
Spain, string players cost maybe 30 dollars an hour, where In
the States they'd charge 130. So it's quite a bargain.
"Besides, I love to travel. I've never been to Spain before, so
it should be really nice. It's lucky you don't have to play in
Spanish
fortunately, music is a universal Language!"
The last time the brothers visited these shores, their record
company threw the customary launching party for them, and
they gave the lucky few a preview of their act
just the two of

-

-
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their first single on Decc
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them on tonsils and tinkling ivories.
Their live show, though, should be very different. They're
bringing their own band, who're all "really hot to go to Britain.
A couple of them have been there before, but none of them have
performed in England.
"We are putting some changes, Into the act, but well be
concentrating mainly on the first album for our numbers. The
second one isn't really completed yet, and anyway, the first one
Is the one people will know,"
Ile asks me about the New Vic. "Is it a nice hall? Gee, we

can't wait to play there."

-

There are problems though
like the eternal one of
equipment.
"The voltage Is different over there," he says, "so we're
going to rent 95 per cent of our equipment. It's driving our road
crew crazy at the moment. I just hope the equipment will be the
same as the stuff we're used to."
He suddenly goes off at a tangent: "What's the weather like
in London? Good? Oh, I hope it stays nice. It was nice for us the
last time we were over.
"We really loved London. We stayed there one night, and
then we had to go up north, and I already felt homesick for
london! We went all over the country, and saw all the other
cities
Glasgow, Edinburgh, Manchester
and they were
real nice, but there was a magic about London. I've never felt
like that about a city before,"
And that's what Inspired our heroes to compose the song.
Bobby gives me a sneak preview, but stops after half a verse.
sounding a bit embarrassed.
"If we see you in London, we'll play you some tapes and let
your hear It properly," he says. "But the lyrics express
exactly what we felt about the place, about the traditions and
all. They go, 'When I leave you, Will I need you, Are you more
than just a place?'
"And that's just what I feel right now. I can't wait to go
back. I feel as If I've just meta beautiful girl and I've had to go
away and leave heel"
Funny
I've never thought of It that way before. .
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LATEST ADDITIONS to the Reading Festival on the
August Bank Holiday weekend are US rock band The
Dooble Brothers, and Britain's Blue, Hawkwind,
John Miles, The Enid. and The Motors
Tickets for the three day festival are priced (7 95
from 'NJF / Reading Music Festival, PO Box 4SQ,
London WI A 4SQ'
The Motors are currently recording their first
album 'The Motors' for September 2 release on
Virgin. A single by them is released on August 19, the
first 5,000 copies will be 121n versions.
A new album is expected shorUy from The Doobles.
but no release date has been confirmed yet.
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_LINDA RONSTADT

Doesn't
and 'Different Drum'.
The latter is released as a
single this week. Must.
clans on the records
include members of The

Eagles. John David

THE ONLY ONES
LOVERS OF TODAY

,

0

Souther and Emmylou
Harris

T

mingo 15, Worthing
Carioca 16, Great Yar.
mouth Tiffanies 18,

GABRIEL TOUR

is to make a 15 - date British provincial tour in September
and October.
New
matte City Hall with shows on September 19 and 14, then
The tour opens at
continues Glasgow Apollo IS. Sheffield City Hall 17, Stoke Trentham Gardens 18,
Brighton Dome 19, Leicester De Montfort Hall 21, Bradford St George's Hall 22,
Liverpool Empire 24, Birmingham Odeon 25 (shows at 5 and 5 pm), Manchester
A polio 27/2a, Bristol Hippodrome SO and October I. Southampton Gaumont 2.
As yet no London dates are envisaged, since Gabriel appeared there earlier

PETER GABRIEL

this year.

Worthing
THREE MEMBERS of

of Hendrix Havens' own
album, 'Mirage'. Is
released next month

Dr Hook

-

South Coast based new
wave band The Depression were charged with
spraying the band's name
on a Worthing wall, and
all three were fined f150
each

no British

Hendrix musical

year, dates to be

'It for London
Matter Anymore'

1

0

/ergo/rm./. nn dust, for London

Golden Needles',

Puns.

s

THE JALN Band have a
121n single released this
week 'I Got To Sing' sr
The first 10.000 singles
will be this size with
picture sleeves and
shirt
voucher fora

July dates for the band
Include: Hereford Fla-

Depression hit

DOUBLE album of
early material by Linda
Ronstadt Is released by
Capitol
Title 'Linda Ronstadt
A Retrospective', the US
compilation has been
available only as an
import priced about (7 50,
but the UK release will
cost I4 50 The 22 tracks

-

SALES MANAGER

1

,

accepted now, and cheques and postal orders, accompanied by an SAE, should
be made payable to the Individual box offices. At Stoke tickets will be available
from M Ike Lloyd Music shops only, and should be made payable to them.

from Ronstadt
,

TELEPHONE

Woos.

'

All shows except Birmingham begin at 7.30 pm, and tickets for all except
Stoke cost LE. AO, (2. 40 and (1.78. At Stoke tickets are all 22.50.
All tickets are available in a month's time but postal applications are being
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there is a possibility of a
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their 'Off trial Live Boot

available now from the

CONTRIBUTORS
James Hamilton
Jim Farber
Robin Katz
Geoff Travis
Robbie Vincent

In

copies
On the 'H' side of the
single is a live version of
'Luna', a song on their
first album, taken off

(2.60, (2 and (1.50 and
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of

single on August 6.
The standard 71n
version will follow a week

"one - off" concert at
London's New Victoria on

August IS, their first
British date since last

limited edition

Petty and The
Heartbreaker's 'Amen
can Girl' Is issued as a
Tom
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RICHIE HAVENS plans
to bring a rock musical
based on the life of Jimi
Hendrix to London
Called 'Electric God',
Havens will produce the
show In New York with
Jack Hammers In the role

tour

RUMOURS THAT Dr
Hook were to tour Britain
later this month were
denied by the band. They
do, however, plan to visit
the country later this
announced shortly.

Yes

tickets

available
TICKETS FOR the
Bingley

nounced

'Yesshow% anin last week's

RECORD MIRROR, are
now available from
Virgin, Manchester, Ray

Petersfield HMS Mercury
20, Plymouth HMS Drake
21, Bristol Turntable Club
22, Hastings Pier Pavilion
23, Ryde Carousel Ballroom 25, Bridgend Recce
atlon Centre 29, Manche*
ter Mayflower

Stranglers

favourites
TWO OF The Stranglers'
stage favourites are
Issued as another double
'A' side single °flinty 22.
The tracks are 'Some
thing Better Change' and

'Straighten Out'.

Liverpool,
Cyclops Sounds Ltd.
Birmingham, and not
Virgin, Birmingham.

Hollywood clinic to say

Wonder saves

City Boy
new single

Ross and Co,

Lee

Garrett

AMERICAN SOUL singer
Lee Garrett, who had a
UK hit last year with
'You're My Everything',
barricaded himself in his
Hollywood home last
week and threatened to
commit suicide.
He was helped to
change his mind by friend
and musical collaborator

Stevie Wonder, who

pleaded to Garrett, 26,
through the door of the
bathroom In which he had
taken refuge.
Garrett had phoned a

he

was about to shoot himself
In the head because of
financial problems.

-

CITY BOY release their
first single since 'Hap -El
Do-Kid' over a year ago.
on July 29
'She's Got Style' is

penned by group mein
hers Lot Mason and Max
Thomas. and Is oft their
next album 'Young Men

Gone

_

West' out

September
September

a US

In

tour for

Four dates
for Smokie
SMOKIE ANNOUNCE

ELP TOUR

IN SEPTEMBER
ion

EMERSON, LAKE and Palmer look set to play
British tour In September or around Christmas.
In New York. where the band completed three dates
at Madison Square Garden, manager Stewart Young
said that he hopes to bring ELP plus the orchestra
over for three nights at Earl's ('ourt In September and
three other large venues - possibly for the north. But
If it isn't financially possible to bring the orchestra
along then he wants the band to tour by themselves at
Christmas on a larger scale tour.
Emerson Lake and Palmer have run into financial
difficulties In America. Young said that the tour was
costing 3.3 million and they were only getting 2.14
million back. The band finish their Stateside tour
using the orchestra at the Montreal Olympic
Stadium. The event will be recorded for television.
For Eli' story see page eight.

.

wow. sese

KEITH EMERSON' coming, with or without orchestra

four dates for later this
month Redcar Costlier
Bowl. July 21, Newcastle
City Hall. 22. Isle of Man
Lido, 24, Norwich Theatre

Suzi's live
Tokyo album
LIVE album of Sufi
Quatro's recent Tokyo
A

concerts Is to be released
Having
In September
completed 35 concerts Is
Japan, Stud is to Wm

Australia V

andsPe

taltils:

Zealand.

X support
Stanley Clarke

Brand

pu...:
sum....ri
Lu
roco
X are
rock
US Jazz
band
and
Stanley Clarke
on their London N..
Victoria date on Augur ts
Further tour dates are
be announced shortly

BRAND

.
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Rotten

TOURS.
I

show on
Rotten

Show takes to the air on
Saturday at 9 pm on

London's Capital Radio
The hour long pro.
gramme Is devoted to
"Johnny's life and taste
In music", and is
Introduced by Capital DJ
Tommy Vance
Meanwhile, a writ has
been issued against the
Sex Pistols accusing them
of damaging a rehearsal
studio
The High Court writ has
been taken out by A J
Collins (Music) Ltd, and
served on the groups'
agents, claiming 1480
damages for the hire of

the Roxy

rehearsal

Pistols' latest single
'Pretty Vacant' are

on

Virgin Records shops

Capital catching up

The two shows at Manchester Apollo
July III and 17 begin at 8 pm and all
L2 and are available by

tickets are

personal application from the theatre
box office and ticket agencies in
Manchester.
Their concerts will be recorded using
the Island Mobile Recording Unit for
what will be their next I.P.
There will be no support band, and
the shows begin at it pm.

Stiff/Island make up
STIFF RECORDS and
Island have made up over

album 'My Alm Is True'
(SEEZ 3), out on July 22

agreement, and an

The first 1.000 copies of
the album will contain a
'Help Us Hype Elvis' offer
for a free album to the
person of the purchaser's
choice for just the cost of
the postage.

their recent

with Radio One
LONDON'S COMMERCIAL radio station Capital
Radio is fast catching up with BBC Radio One for Its
city audience, the first national survey of commercial
radio stations shows.
Capital has increased Its audience by 100.000 in the
last six months bringing their total number to
4.212.000. a 23 per cent share of the London radio
audience, compared with Radio One's 23 89 per cent.
Wolverhampton's Beacon Radio was found to be
listened to by approximately a third of the
population

-

distribution deal
First release under the
new deal is Elvis

Costello's

YOUTH has been
remanded in custody in
Dublin after appearing in
Juvenile Court on Thee
day In connecUon with the
stabbing of Patrick
A

Coultry at Ireland's first
punk festival on June 25

with

The AWB Ben E King
date at Hammersmith
Odeon on July 23 has sold
out and they will now
appear there on July 22 as
well.
Bonnie Raitt adds
August 7 at New Victoria
Tickets for both concerts
are available now

New album
from Ferry
FOLLOWING COM

PLETION of his success-

Beach Boys
BARCLAY JAMES Har-

vest have been added to
the Manchester Belle Vue
concert of the Beach Boys
UK dates
This will be BJH's only
UK date before their
autumn tour Sad Cafe, a
Manchester based band,
are also being considered
for the bill.

AWB/Raitt
add dates

ful world tour Bryan
Ferry and his touring
band are working on new

projects.

Ferry

is

to

record a new album in

Los Angeles,

using

American musicians
Guitarist Chris Spedd
log has Joined Ferry's EG

management company
and releases a single
shortly and album In
September, about which
time he hopes to be

touring
Phil Mansanera re
leases a new solo album in
October, and also plans a
tour to coincide.
-

DATES have

been added to the London
concerts of Bonnie Raitt

CLASH WILL

IN

SUNDAY'S BIRMINGHAM one day punk fest will
definitely not take pint,, despite continued efforts by
management& the headlining band The ('lash to find
an alternative snood
The hand claim that a local publican and church
complained that the area would be devastated by
punk fans running wild in the streets of Birmingham
11/ the gig was allowed
to proceed. A licence for the
Show was retuned by the pollee.
The Clash null Intend to torn up at the Rag Market
pm to OM what will happen.
en Sunda) night

all

lull story in next week's RECORD MIRROR
Clash exclusive.
r_ I
I
.

,I

(SEEZ 11. 'Bunch Of
Stiffs' (SEEZ 21 and Nick

Lowe's EP 'Bowl' (LAST
II are available again,
but all Stiff singles prior
One
to The Adverts'
Chord Wonder' (BUY 14)
have been deleted.

28

kit

BURNING SPEAR'S new
album, 'Dry And Heavy'
released by Island

on

July

29

1

elniZeZ17

August release on Polydor
Lesley Duncan's new single

'Maybe It's Lost' out this

week off forthcoming

album produced by Tom
Dowd.
Scottish new wave act The
Jolt support The Jam on

their dales over the

their own.
Grangemouth Motel Interborder, also

raw

air

FIRST LP by the reformed
Animals scheduled for

on

July 13 and
Wllshaw Crown Motel lath

national

/

'

Debutikfie

'IT'S ALL OVER NOW,

,

BABY BLUE'

(lunchtime)

Former Gong bass player
Mike Howlett's band
Elevators play London
Nashville on July 21 Also
in the band are Stuart
Copeland and Sting from

'

201/ 105
11

1

Pollee and guitarist Andy

Summers.

The Darts can be seen on
BBC 2's 'Rhythm On 2' on

July 18
Former Pretty Thing members Phil May and Wally
Waller have joined Fallen
Angela, the band formed
Heavy
last year by ex
Metal Kid Mickey Flan.
Contrary to reports she had

Cherry

deported,

Vanilla is in fact in the
States recording her LP
'Rad Girl' for August
issue, single 'The Punk'
out this week
The Boys LP released
August 5,two tracks not on
album featured on new
single 'The First Time' out
next week
John (away and Wild Willy
Barrett add North FInch
ley Torrington Arms July
24.

Barclay James Harvest
single, 'Hymn',
July 22

J

released

on

Forthcoming goodies

at

London Din walls include

Hunter July

23.

Radio

Stars 25, Elvin Carlene
and Lew Lewis Rand 28

26

RING O'RECORDS
cirweeecies

r

Till'
I.

20,

EATER: Uckfleld Youth Centre July 22. Glasgow
Thumpers 27
BOOMTOWN RATS: Barnstaple Chequers 14,
London Marquee 15, Wolverhampton Lafayette 20,
Retford Porterhouse 22 (with The Saints)
WINDOW: Teddington Clarence Hotel July 14.
Hounslow Sneakers t8, London Open Space Theatre
24, Coventry City Centre Club 29, 30
AMAZORBLADEB: Harrow Tythe Farm House July
18,
Windsor Castle 20,
18, London Greyhound
Lancaster No 12 Club 21, Netherton Tow Bar Inn 22,
!Nottingham Imperial 23, Bolsover Blue Bell Inn 24.
London Windsor Castle 27, Brighton Resource Centre
28, Eastbourne Sundowners Club 29 30
AMERICAN TRAIN: Hastings Pier Pavilion 18.
Hounslow Sneakers 17, Brighton Bucaneer 18,
Reading Target 19, Swindon The Affair 20. Basildon
Double Six 21. Margate Van Gough Club 22, Lincoln
New Penny Club 27, Bolsover Bluebell,
PANAMA SCANDAL: London Rock Garden July 19.
London Polytechnic 15, Marquee 18, Ronnie Scotts 18.
SWEET SENSATION: London Royalty Ballroom
July 15, Manchester Belle Vue 16, Hackney Spooky
Caddy 20, Cottingham Westfield Country Club 21,
Shawbury Aries Club 22, Basingstoke FC 23,
Alconbury NCC Club 30.
SHEER ELEGANCE: Portsmouth HMS Victory 14,
Clacton 101 Club 16, London Royalty Ballroom 22.
Coventry City Centre Club 28

BRIEF

been

BE THERE

awaited

long

Stiff's catalogue. 'Dam-

ned, Damned, Damned'

Newcastle City Hall

19,

Wolverhampton Civic Hall 21. Sheffield City Hall 23.
Croydon Fairfield Hall 25, Birmingham Odeon 26,
Ipswich Gaumont 27, Leicester De Montfort Hall 29
Oxford New Theatre 30, Bristol Hippodrome October
3, Southampton Gaumont 4. London Hammersmith
Odeon 5 Tickets available from July 16
ILLUSION: Burton On Trent '76 Club July 22.
Aylesbury Friars 23, London Queen Elisabeth Hall

NEWS

Band.

youth detained

cite

nounced this week a new
three year pressing and

and the Average White

Punk Stabbing:

to

PLAY two special concerts in

Rice

Manchester this weekend to be

available free from

JOHNNY ROTTEN

EXTRA

TWO lOcc GIGS
FOR LIVE LP

centre. Harlesden, London on December and 2
1

BJH

Usher Hall

lOcc. this weekend

recorded for a live album to be released
later this year.

last year.
Photo sleeves for the
-v

TOURS.

MOTORHEAD / THE COUNT BISHOPS: 'Beyond
The Threshold Of Pain' tour Hastings Pier July 29

Stafford Top of the World August 1. Manchester
Electric Circus 5, Aylesbury Friars 4, Plymouth
Woods R. Yeovil Johnston Hall 9. Torquay Town Hall
12,
10, Penzance Winter Gardens 11, Cardiff Top Rank
Wigan Casino 19, Wolverhampton Civic Hall 17, West
19.
Hotel
Imperial
Runton Pavilion IR, Blackpool
Sheffield Top Rank 21. Birmingham Locarno 22,
25,
Gardens
Winter
London Lyceum 24, Cleethorpes
Newcastle Mayfair 26, St Albans Civic Hall 27.
Crawley Sports Centre 2R Lights by Hawk
Liquid Len and the Lensmen Motorhead LP out in
August, produced by Speedy Keen.
HAMILWIND: 'Spirit Of The Age' tour Reading
Festival August 2R. Manchester Palace September 16,
Liverpool Empire 17, Glasgow Apollo 19. Edinburgh

radio

THE JOHNNY

.

5

IA fin, .-st-TvkaRtorvvirtr..4tt
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Racoon Woes. July 161474

Bob Marley's
fight with
the devil
Clinton Wilson talks to The Man
and finds he's a pretty cool customer
BOB'S DOING well

this year, that's
obvious - a hit
single

and album

both titled 'Exodus', four straight

sold out nights at
the Rainbow, the

first

book pub.

lished about him.

Much bett-r than last
year. when hie 'Rasta man Vibration' LP
didn't do as well as
expected, his girl friend
Yvon the 'Miss World'
contest, and NA a result.
Rob got some fairly

undesirable publicity,

and to cap It all some
crazy dude tried to kill
him at the end of the

year.
What happened was
that Bob had written an
anthem for the Jamaican people called 'Smile
Jamaica'. and was due,
to play it in front of a
huge crowd at a political
rally, when several
gunmen got Into his

house and

started

shooting at him.

Wounds
damage, but Bob, his
manager Don Taylor
and another of his girl
friends had to go into
hospital to have treat
meat for the wounds
they received. The
strange thing was that
nothing much was heard

about the incident
afterwards, and I asked
Bob who he thought had

done the shooting.
"I think it was the
devil", he said, being,
sepal tray have read, a

very religious man who
reads the Bible every

Rut It surely

shouldn't have

1..

w

hap-

pened "These things
happen, you know.

There's no control over
them. but God protects
me "
So what did you do
about it? Did you go to

the pollee "It wasn't
worth it. That's how it
is." OR, well how about

moving away from

Janata,

bemuse they
could do it again? "Yea,
they might try, but to
me, what Is to be must
ne

"

A

1

-

believes, before the

Second Coming, the
return to Earth of God,
orJesus Christ.
Bob feels that It's
written In the Bible that
Christ will return to the

Earth exactly

2000

years after hr left.
"The tins' Is coming

when everything will be
revealed. Ras Tafarl
said he would return In
2000 years, and It's been
one thousand, nine

hundred and seventy
seven." Do you think
you'll still be around if
he does come back then?

"If

Ras Tafarl allows
me to, I will still be

alive."

From there It becomes
Apparent that 'Exodus'
with Its lyrics 'Movement of Jah people' is
Bob's rallying call to all
his fellow Rasta. to get
ready. So what's going
to actually happen,
Bob? "It's a time when

cool customer

Indeed. That's again the
result of Bob's religion,
which is known as Ras

Tatar!,

Its followers
being called Rastafa.
clans. Part of their
beliefs relates to their
quite amazing hair - a
Rasta never has his hair
cut but plaits it into

thick 'dreadlocks',
which are very impel..

sloe when you get clue
to them, and have
became tone` of Bob's

records, but we still met
after that, and he told
me I should become a
singer too."
So what's happened to
Desmond, because we
don't hear much about
him these days. "I think
he's as successful as he
wants to be, and maybe
he's cooling out, taking
a rest. Rut he's still

(and also

and the other followers
of the faith believe that
Selassie was the reincarnation of Christ on
earth, who will return
before too long. Many

believers feel that
eventually they'll be

transported to live In
Africa, which Is where
they all originally come
from.. slaves centuries
ago.

whether
going to be
his group to
to play, where
there would obviously
be a great many people
who'd enjoy hearing
I asked Rob

he

was

taking
Africa

him.

"Well, we've

thought about it, but I
don't think we'll do It
yet." But Bob didn't
seem to want to talk
much about that, so I
asked him about Dew
mood Dekker, who was

probably the first

reggae artist to be heard
widely In Britain, and
was also supposed to
have encouraged Bob to
take up playing the

guitar.
"No, he didn't encour.

age

me,

but

we

encouraged each other
to sing. He's a great
singer, and we used to
learn a trade together
and sing together. Then
hr went to make his first

a

It'N

on

Steve

Viinwond's fine debut
album more recently), I
asked Bob where he was

from.

White
"Junior's a Jamaican

the feel, supposed to be
the right nen, knowing
that he's travelled the

everyone."
Ras Tafarl was
originally the name of
Emperor Halle Selassie
of Ethiopia, and Bob

'es
I

who's threatening Bob's
complete domination of
the action, and that's a
smart new guitarist
called Junior Marvin,
not to be confused with
Junior Murvin, who
nearly had a hit with
'Police And Thieves'
last year. As he was not
a familiar name before
he played on 'Exodus'

Ras Tafarl will live In

everyone did that,
they'd kill that man. So

'

someone else on stage

who's lived in America
and been over here to
Britain. I root him, and
he's got the feel, like
he's supposed to have

be

CA
sk.4

really great."
In the Marley stage
show, there's definitely
something new, In that
for the first time there's

revealed. But you can't
just watch out for one
special man, because If

everything will

Fortunately, they
didn't do too much

day.

onstage trademarks as
they swirl about every
time he moves his head.
But the locks are just
a detail
what Bob's
really excited about is
that It won't be long, he

world circuit."
There have only been
couple of white
musicians who've ever

11

a

played on Wailers
records, and I wondered
if Bob chose black

a

musicians because he

felt that white men
couldn't really play
reggae.

"Well, they never
really understand.

They can play for two or
three tunes, or even
perhaps on every tune,
but it's not their type of
music, although It can BOB MARLEY -Ras Talon will bre in everyone
have that feel, Rabbit

(one of the white
musicians on 'Catch A
Fire') used to play with
Johnny Nash. . ."
Bob Marley doesn't
Impart a great deal of
Information other than
questions you ask him
directly. In many ways,
he's a very private man,
and although his music
Is a very big part of his
life, it's his religious
beliefs which mean
much more to him
Perhaps he summed
up his philosophies
when I asked him I/ his
ambition was to be as
successful as someone

like Jimmy Cliff, who's
now a film star as well
as a famous singer.
"I don't really think
about success, I just

play.

If

I

started

thinking about success.
I'd have Wotan thinking
about atonic."

1

think the shooting was the

devil. These things happen.

There's no control over them,

but God protects me'
.
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The Bay City Rollers, international superstars and hit makers supreme, triumph yet again with
it's A Game, their long awaited and justifiably sensational new album that takes this super
talented band further ahead than ever before.
0
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,1"
usually crashes straight
ground -

to the to the can funetion so one
Dane
that..
AC
that's costingn
engine."
3. 5 minion.
Backstage at the
as
The Emerson Lake and Garden It looks like
scene.

0

Palmer entourage rolled
out of Louisville and

bravely arrows

In New
days.

It
nritrodrekikdir3f.orabrrdelth:erinlee

Financially it's been

ho

a

cnenre
di
_

1

-)

riot

A

promoter

rockedgig.elinb

another auspicious

mr.fr

ti

ocs.

venue, then at another
they suffered
poornnedgig

There
ihere wan nothing else
for it but to Jettison the
orchestra for all but the
moat Important gigs. It
saving
t o fs SO.,000
meantrp
the
dollars, buta even

i!

rtiol

show costs 129,000 a week

A
DRE
A

FULF
a

drink.

Your Answer

file on
gives rendition

Garden
Madison Square

4Z)

,frri

with electric Instruments
hut it works - crystal
clear. Somehow
attempts at blending the
ten have sometime,leln
screws as being
blown. But for Eli' the
blend Is entirely natural.
0`1"fleamee:t.

you ran feel there's such 1:
close bond and everyone's
obviously getting ;if on
each other's playing.
Keith rips into 'Hoe,
played
down'.
his usual manic zeal and

looks almost

Back' section from 'Earn
Evil 9'. Lake sounds like
a. circus showman and
Emerson knocks out some
bubbling keyboards.
"Yeah, it's good to see
you all again," said
to put on.
Emerson before 'Tar.
:ulActse
The keyboards
FLY satarte.
buNteaaritinntrenseutacces"
na d rolling and the
orchestra filled it out
an magnificently. It's fine
thea haimprnpeynstheat'codsteapite
ambition M being ful.
of flowing rhythm.
piece
filled."Keith
in the audience
Someone
told roe be was responds with a fire
prepared tose hisgp
cracker.
get this
necessary
tour together," said
manager Stewart Young,
alter their final night at
It's the Greg Lake
Madison Square Garden.
spectacular as be strum.
ebu-eut rif.t
"Weee
the
evocative notes
they
`Still Yon
Me On',
t henrtw
tIll went underway.
before
There's such a great team voiced. The emotional
spirit on this tour It's like highop sb:m dint e by
musician. are really tasteful siring..
great. we've become close
great
lef?tnonlAihisehoLy Manadn'aghae1na
friends. It's fun.
reflects tots of
"We'll be using the he
thoughtfulIn themes
orchestra
tra again at
his
Montreal Olympic Sta- moods
dium. The gig will also be firecracker a explodes,
filmed
was
band'sedforteidiseslont
uot tell you
want
original film there. dangerous, we
concert just for
They believe In doing one cal. the
"
things In a
;rot
flea
reeestibuwcorkpos
way, it was v`
°lowly
freezing,and
He
more flawless
than 16,000
Plastic
cheering he's
people
From the
of
10

Emotional

Turnto

Montreal,summerheteat

-

summer heat of New
Outside Ire like
walking around In

very
it's been
4f<eith

enjoyable/

Was

prepared

eon Square Garden Is a

a

4

to get this

together,
0

.

r

pare-

to

house
sell his
.

rods Malt.
Me air

conditioning

--1

P:speaii:dddgdedsge;eadd

that the orchestra sit b

thesideandbehndthe
hand
band

inevatedsIons.

Trouble shooter,gior rind.dee
ance counsellor, den
mother and shoulder to

the

on

ur

the effect,

To complete

two cannons mounted
precariously on the stage
out over the
boom
audience

Screams

Vegatea',1e::e

4We've lost

before

During up picture. of
great heroic deed. emit
as the one I was a bit
dubious about on record
hut live the serninaphem
comes over melt better.

enter.
There's
obi":intisy 'Fanfare
The Convene Man' The
orchestra begins with
Omen

the horns blast out the

cheers

openingnote*

amoidghstYereda:7111"11g,round.

The simple, but

bass

over and
gn
It

ebsuotye

session.

Emerson Isn't

leave without some sere
violent theatrics, so he
pulls hi. Hammond organ

by o t

o

himself.iNaturally,Sgerooyr
ntInto
"a
fr
tnj

concertat

been

away

corm,°

use a
p11
superlative - but the
lights, from
flick
reds
lighters,e
matches and biasing
say
hall
ticket..
wantingnuphret
edr esy

uss

tbfopilsoppowl:dg

pe

before
show,
we manage to grab a few
with Greg. We
can't
too long

because his voice I.
p

doctorth

and by
g

throat spray.

o
abnforseen things
unforeseen

many
m

things on tour

Aand

1

money but

ermine

he

sound like a giant
machine staring thee the
rant orchestra start. eon

be the easiest thing In the
world to tufa an orchestra

"

really like

rid you

string.

'Non It

burlesque 'Welcome

plane

o

Bolero',

beginning the

tune before the
dine

nonchalant by the side of
the stage. Into the

so Robin

i

on to the
leaping
keyboards again. Back In
the classic'. with 'Pt
rates' Emerson make. it

The orchestra
flutes

Emerson even manages
to work In an extract from
'Mils,' DaisyGee.Give Me
It?"

Natural

Lake

cost £3.5 million.
ELP's show
jumped on
spared) Smith
(no expenses
at New York's
to see them

milamakliminnevdatheOlddivieralltberiniteeaL:n7Thk*.4den471.74":".

-the" ugh,:u'Llrybeker'.

I nder canopies they've
set up tables and chair.
ands freezer is filled with

esontfai.gifrAg,abnsdnell:n s

Cl

lepd,mZpeop,r

N

few
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English country

a

rough ride. They ran Into
trouble. In Florida where
the city fathers decreed

Lathier.

it'

been very
but It'sbeen
enjoyable,"
says.
miss paying with the
orchestra,ytalf
we need it

we felt we

couldn't take the demiour music any
Igernentbeets
borther without Nettle(
ling. They were
picked from 1,800
twat..a Obvtatety Itt gives
yougreatf
miles truth
then,
you, but
In his throat
on our own we
Playing
'Neaten At An
Exhibi stillget excited because
wtioithn.'
the orchestra
You don't
is
and E18.7
their lightest discipline
yourself so
constant series
r Pill"
of low
much.
1

1

peaks

sparking

The

timed another.

hest

ea

Ira tau es a bow hot
intermission.
ere the
Back for Emerson's

Shorter
Twd

piano concerto that

w

thestridesout
pi.lisylgv,,Isr.pherechnedliteand

about

boldly. Again

p.

be
IL The

most effective

horns. Often
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treaty

Into

wW

about you song
of,It

with
foundation.t
I
Briley in; initotd:OkidoeTeesease7ITIs
a
ae lighting min
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half
to
by to get a universal feeling
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just
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P
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.One of
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wassdeed early in
e
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their sound
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airplane.
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safer than jet..
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Bay City Music and the
Tam Paton Organisation
wish to thank all the
many Bay City Rollers
fans for record sales in
excess of 20,000,000

-

And wish the Bay City
Rollers every success
with their new album
It's A Game:
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It may
people over the age of six and your
even have a harmful effect on
bones
talk
Ok, but with all this health

HOME with
Chris Squire. A

AT

lazy Tuesday afternoon in Virginia

why Is Chris smoking'
"Obviously I have to compromise.
like anybody
I have my faults just
like
else I do other unhealthy things
studio
conditioned
sitting In an air
be
for seven hours at a time. I can't

Water. Squire

Towers lies at the end of a
long and winding road. Chris
bought the place from a rich
businessman and the landscaped garden rims down to
rolling woodland where cows
often wander through from a
nearby farm. The garage
boasts a Bentley and a Rolls.
Inside the house you walk through
cool roans. There's a baronial
atmosphere to the dining room and
the house smells faintly scented.
Everywhere there's elegance and
taste, even in the cloakroom where
you' Mind some Yea momentoes
"See that television." says the
lanky bass player." I s ren lad. I've
got the papers to prove it You see
I'm no dale rent from anybody else. I
live on credit I'm not a good
economist
"This place gives me the
opportunity to create. the chance to
gather together new ideas I could
write things in a council house but I
don't think they'd be as good."
His home in the stockbroker belt
where he lives with his wife Nikki
and two children (and another
arriving shortly), is a far cry from
the garret In South Kensington
where he'd sit for hairs perfecting
his playing techniques.
"I got expelled from school I
was a rebel," he says. "But you
learn to channel your revolutionary
attitudes Into your music "
The origins of Yes were born when
Chris met up with Jeri Anderson In a
Legend has it that
Soho club
Anderson was sweeping the floors.
Chris had taken up the bass because
he's a big guy, standing over 6 ft,
and it seemed like the natural
thence. It's unusual to find a tall
musician. Despite what publicity
people tell you, they usually stand a
little over 5 ft 8 In their cotton socks
"I suppose a lot of people become
musicians because they could be
trying to overcome their lack of
height, or disabilities," he says
-Take Stevie Wonder, he corn
penile tea for his blindness by turning
out great music."
Chits has been acclaimed
as being a bass pioneer.
"Yes that's true. I've
been influenced by a lot
of classical composers.

t

I

perfect "

afternoon rolls by
and Chris moves on to
talking about the new

The

album

"The opening track is
about achievement." he
the opening on the
"Maybe
says.
first song Is a bit out of character,
but lilt makes people sit up and say
'Is that really Yes*' then that's
good. I think the album is more

-14
e...r ]
.t:71`

-

st.

he

lights, become three
dimensional. But lessen going to be
costly to move around. On the last
trip the bill was over 60,000 dollars "
But is It worth IC Yes have often
certain

Or

been

heavily criticised for too

elaborate stage effects.
"We do it because the fans like to
see a good show, people like a sense
of theatre I don't mind people
criticising us except If they say that
Yes are anything less than total
musicians, both Individually and for

`a.

the band."

e,-.4.

-

-S

Yes not the
goodies you
think they are

They didn't use bass so
much as a background instrument,
particularly Bach. I've always tried
to bring It to the fore. It used to be .......wrequite a neglected Instrument.
"I suppose one of the reasons Yes
have been successful Is because we
preached togetherness I hope we've
crossed intents eons' barriers.
'Yours Is No Disgrace' could be
related to an antiwar theme but
you'd have Walk tome. to discover
the full meaning of the lyrics, he
could talk for hours about IL Isn't It
ridiculous that governments spend
all this money when people could be
so better off.
"People have eritleised Yea for
being a bunch of old hippies who live
on health fool. What they don't
realise Is that whole food is very
expensive_ You'd be amazed at the
amount of crap they spray on fields,
sometimes It'll ruin the very fleets
they're trying to grow things in
When a cow is killed the amount of
adrenalin released In its system can
poison the meat If you eat meat ire
not good for your karma, It turns you
Into a more aggressive person "
And now a word from Chris' wife

(they even smash up hotel
rooms and throw cream
over one another)

"Fluoridation Is a clever trick by
the Government to get rid of waste
aluminium", she says The fluoride
will be extracted from It and put In
the water supply It doesn't help

couldn't come.

"He's not designing the set for our
next tour, It's going to be simpler
without so many things floating
around the stage. The best way I can
describe It Is a series of illuminated
shapes on stage which, under

Y.

-

Nikki

It's
together than some of the others,were
got a family atmosphere We
In
were
we
and
again
all together
that studio In Montreux for a hell of
time. "
Apart from the logo the sleeve Isn't
graced by one of those Roger Dean
designs.
"I think he got a bit fed up with
working for us," says Chris. "We
Issued a challenge to him to come
over to Montreux for seven months
and Join in our little community but

What about the departure and the
subsequent return of the mighty
Wakeman to the Yes fold?
"At the time he left he wanted to
proceed at a faster rate than Yes
were going through He was lacking
stimulus from the band and being
with a different record company
didn't help matters. When Patrick
came along he'd already done a lot of
work on the 'Relayee album, so to a
certain extent he was only filling in.
He's a fine keyboard player but
being Swiss he wasn't in the essence
of our music. We had a meeting and
mutually decided that If he left he
would be happier. Rick's had some

heart problems but he's looking
extremely healthy

hat about the

solo

albums' Yes were
rumoured to be splitting
up.

"No, not at all, when

we did the albums It was
one of the strongest periods In our
career. It gives you a break to

.

.

These shock, gasp statements come from
Chris
Squire and given to you by our own wonderful,
but sometimes very wild, Robin Smith
-

generate Ideas and come back
refreshed. I called It 'Fish Out Of
Water' because I get a lot of Ideas
near water. I was christened the flab
because I spent a lot of time In the
bath. The album Is full of love songs
and a feeling that everything will be
alright in the end."
Surprise, surprise, Yes aren't the
goody goody band that everybody
thought they were.
"We do wreck hotel rooms," says
Chris. "It's Just that nobody ever
tells the press about It. In
Pittsburgh, Steve smashed up a
hotel room and we had this really
strange dinner party where we put
napkins on our heads and threw
cream over one another
"At a gig In Detroit one guy was
killed and a woman gave birth It
makes you stop and think "

Record Mirror, July
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With The Jam's
guitarist, Paul Weller

SOUL ASSAILS
!
a

I

THE NATION. 36
per cent of the
records played in US
discos are 12in.
HUGE US SINGLES

ALL ON

BRITISH EP
THE

ONE

SYLVERS:

'High

School Dance' (Capitol

12

C Lx 10289). They always
look so damn enthusiastic
on their covers, they

probably know that they
make neat mid - market
dance singles. Put on
your dandled up plimsolls
and shuffle your backbone to the rhythm.
Imagine the Jacksons all
grown up, with good

It

songs and

all their

freshness and you got it

NATALIE COLE: 'Party
Lights' (Capitol 12 CLX
lel). Another great four
track cream of the Cole
crop. Mini samplers are
really in fashion. Sophisticated soul from this
sophisticated lady On
*This Will Be' she sounds
like she's finally made it
to the Wizard of Oz's
palace and she really
believes. Dorothy catches
fire.

EMOTIONS: 'Flowers'

(CBS 5364). The title
track from the Emotions
album of the same name.

Currently the most
FUEJAM

A

interesting of all the old

number one

fashioned vocal trios
performing today This
absolutely exquisite.

E1

Is

explosion In the middle is
like a quick journey to the
centre of the earth Single
of the week. A number
one 'Carnaby Street' Is
on the B side.

THE BAY CITY ROLLERS: 'You Made Me
Believe In Magic' (Arista
121). If you look at the
Arista catalogue you'll

find that they have
someone called Patti
Smith on their label.
she may make
believe In magic.
bunch have lost
way

Now

you
This

their

COCKSPARRER: 'Runnin' Riot' (Decca FR
19710). This is a record
companies idea of new
wave. Cliched heavy
metal riffs and someone
shouting in a Cockney
voice, This is a con and I
hate IL

THE RUMOUR:

'Do

Nothing TW You Hear
From Me' (Vertigo 8059
174). The Rumour know
how to swing. how to play
booting saxophones and
honky tonk pianos, how to
write songs that have
twists in the tall, and here
they dolt all sounding like
a Dr. Hook song with
R&B roots. B side sees

them reggae lurching
through another little
gem

CLOVER: 'Streets Of
London' (Vertigo 8059
175).
175). This band are a bit
like an American equivalent of the Rumour. Cult
heroes In the past, but

THE SAINTS: 'This destined for even worse
Perfect Day' (H
obscurity if they keep
HAR Algal. As the falling the wrong side of

1

world's most committed
new wave soul fanatic, I

insipid A waste

can only say It's

Rumour have got a much
better sense of style A

shame
that this won't ever get
a
US
disco
This
played in

Is

rk,

a

the world's

best

of

their

brilliant guitarist The
shame

Australian new wave

gpv
toto
EMOTIONS absolute', r.cp6ulee

Now,

a

band. True pioneers of
the hot wired guitar sound
with a patent all of their
own and a very great
sense of humour. If speed
kills I'm ready to go.

LITTLE

These records fit

listens

BOB

STORY:

'All Or Nothing' (Mercu-

This Is a
workmanlike rendition of
the Small Faces classic
1-2,

81307141).

A certain earthy charm
emerges on repeated

small bags

THE JAM: 'AU Around
The World' ( Polydor 2058
8098). I was hoping for
'Modern World' as the
new single from The Jam
love them Seen them
I
play about 15 times. But
this Is no disappointment
In fact they make records
that sound like anthems

Paul Weller's guitar

SHOWADDVWADDV:
'You Got What

(Arista

128).

It Takes'
This Is a

great pop record. I can
hear it steamin' out of my
radio, as my car
overheats for the fourth
Ume I'll go mad after the
10th time, but I admire
their skill

(Reprise
BLUE: 'Another Night Love To Town'
A timely re
Time Flight' (Rockey KI MAO).
for one of rock and

ROKN 527). Blue are a release
songs
sadly unnoticed band. roll's all- time sick
Hugh Nicholson has been Over a totally compellinga
he
sings
beat
shuffle
for
a
songs
writing lovely
the
long, long time now They tale of Ruby leaving
deserve to break into the man who has fought in
is now
big time. This could do it Vietnam and who Rogers
paralysed. Kenny
U the Eagles can, so
I just
true
redneck.
is
a
can Blue
wish this song would
leave me alone. But It

-

VENUS AND THE won't
RAZORBLADES: 'I
Wanna Be Where the
Boys Are' (Spark SRI
1159). Kim Fowley is the
The
man behind this
same man behind the
Runaways and the new
Helen Reddy album. He
Is truly unique, a real cult
hero. Unfortunately the

THE ELECTRIC

CHAIRS: 'Stuck On 1 ou /
The Last Time' (Illegal
Records IL 002). Wayne
County masquerading as
a straight rock and roller
with a
and pulling it all
style that you usually
read
about
in
strange
plodding that sets In half
way through, leaves Kim magazines. His Southern
and his group absolutely pout transforms the
Stones' classic into a new
nowhere.
life of sheer lewdness. A
ALICE COOPER: 'My true original.
God' (Warner Bros K
16984). You'd never have SNATCH: 'Stanley /
guessed this was Alice. It I. R. T. ' (Bomp Import).
sounds like an ELP Talking of originality.
outtake
Judy Nylon and Patti
Paladin, two women from
THE ISLET BROTH- New York, have made one
ERS: 'Voyage To Allan. of the most astounding
tld (Epic EPCI1443). This records I've ever heard.
le from their great 'Go Over a garage backing of
For Your Guns' LP, acoustic guitar and bass,
which no - one should be Snatch hit you with two
without. A beautiful street tales of New York
ballad with Ernie's guitar This pair are going to be
streaking like a seagull stars, remember that you
Into the sunset.
read It here first.
THE DELLS: 'Our Love'
(Mercury 6167 526). The
Dells are a bit like Harold
Melvin and the Bluenotes. With one major
exception. They are

BARBRA STREISAND:
'My Heart Belongs To Me'

moment. This should see
them with some chart
success. It sounds a bit
like 'The Love I Love' on
the choruses and that
should work in its favour
The snare and slapping
bass updates the sound to
the discos of today

any day.

much

(CBS 5392). Some people

are born stars, others
have the pazzazz to make

better at the people
stars.

MIKE NESMITH: Na.
vajo Trail' (Island WIP
8398). The philosophical
Mr Nesmith takes us on a

pleasant trip through the
pastures of a vaguely
amusing recorded vets
slon of 'Bonanza'
It
sounds like a children's
fairy tale with touches of
Boy Scout romanticism
It's time to climb Into my
saddle and ride the
Navajo trail, he sings
And why not"

KENNY ROGERS AND
THE FIRST EDITION:
'Ruby Don't Take Your

believe they are
I prefer Twiggy

JOHNNIE TAYLOR:

'Your Love Is Rated X
5950).J
10

Is

oThnhinsieisTaayTioopr

record. Johnnie Taylor

just going from

strength to strength with

his tough, but sUky tones.
The hook on this song Is
capable of taking over
your late night brain. Be

warned.

SILVER CONVENTION:
'( There's) Always Another Girl' (Magnet MAO
9S). Their Euro - disco,
robotic rhythms, have the
same fatal fascination
that I can appreciate in
K rafhverk

It's the way
that they sing In English

without sounding

as

though they are aware of
what they are saying.
that kills me. It sounds 40
weird, that it's got ms
hooked
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DAVID
BROWN

Froggy story
they're popping
up everywhere
QUESTION: WHEN is a Kermit not a Kermit?
Answer when he's a frog. A toy frog in foci.
Television's leading amphibian creature has found
himself in the middle of a copyright tangle.
There are, it seems. a lot of shops selling lots of
frogs all of a sudden, and not all of them are the
authorised Muppet puppets, though many could
have been modelled on that TV star.
Henson Associates of New York's solicitors have
been writing to some toy retailers threatening court
proceedings for infringing copyright.
As some of the manufacturers and retailers were
quick to point out -Just how different can you make
a frog look?" Sounds a sticky problem. and Kermit
himself isn't much help.

F'116!
)

W

bs

T6

orsoeOwells

When asked whether he was involved in this row he

croaked-

TEDS

V PUNKS

YOU'D RE hard put not to have

noticed some of the coverage
afforded to the teddy boys versus
punk rockers 'battles' Now, at
teat. finally
thanks to London's

-

-

Evening Standard
the truth
can be revealed . Fearless reporter Ian Glover.
James travelled around the
seething metropolis last week
with a gang of Teds duly filing his
report He wasn't to realise
however that a printer's error
(about the best this year) was to
provide
dazzling, devastating
Insight Into the teddy boys' beef.
Over to the Standard July 5
1977
"Gangs of Teds, teenage
imitators of the '60's originals. on
search and destroy missions for
the enemy, driven by a bond of
brotherhood and intolerance for
anything more bizarre than
themselves"

"Their motive? Over to the
leader of the pack.
Rock in' Mick from Brock ley.
'WE HATE PUNS', he stated
simply."

Ouch! It's not the safety pins
and bin liners that make yer
average Ted gag, IVs the puns.
Self-styled dinosaur Teddy Boy
Ravin' Loony talked to our
reporter as they set off to find
some "one, two three gore"
among the shake, rattle and
dolers He swore at two passing
people with green -flecked hair,
asserting savagely: "A cursed
punk Is the weakest" His mates
recoiled in horror
Later, after a furious pitched
battle with over 20 men wielding
Nikons, notebooks and sharpened
pencils, Loony, aged 18, licked his
lips and said- "We got them
alright . .
It were a nob well
done"
His mates could take no more.
They set about Loony with fists
and feet The fracas was only
Interrupted by ins timely
Intervention of a passing
policeman
Bundling Loony UN- Into a
passing taxi be "Stopped to
reins rk "This ain't the Planet Of
The Drapes y know."
Hell bath no fury like a human
the remaining teds
seemed
were seething Such was their
anger that they failed to notice
the arrival of van -loads of punk
rockers from out of the blue.

-

TOMB win.

Leader of the self-styled

WITH PUNS
-

thesauruses and back issues of
the Guardian the punsters had
won the day
And so to ted. The pun ain't
gonna grind anymore
. the
rest la up to you. Whatcha gonna
construe about it'
We'd like to hear your teddy
boys' puns The best get an LP.
JOHN SHEARLAW
.

.

d more
And
pun(che)s
A

ipiat

writing about it'

But more is to come. The
Boomtown Rats come on like a
glam Eddie and the Hot Rods.
Their music is far removed from
the hard core punk of the support
bands may be too far removed.
There are restless shufflings from
the floor
They play a song called 'Kicks,'
which frivolously invites everyone to kick the person next to

-

to use it, but
five minutes before we went on,
they said we'd have to pay DO."
How much are you being paid
for the gig'

"M."

After the incident, Doc Rat was
hustled out by the bouncers. The
group followed, and as they

reached the

door,

general

confusion ensued, Involving both
the bouncers and some angry
Boomtown Rat fans
"They were really heavy," say
the group, inviting me to witness
the lumps on their heads.
Meanwhile the police just
happened lobe passing.

"There are two situations
highlighted here," comments one
young cop. "The reputations of
the punk rockers, and the

them, and the tension suddenly mishandling of fans by
erupts as people spill onto the bouncers "
floor, thumping and kicking their
The bouncers' view' "No
partners, then carefully pulling comment
"
them to their feet again. Difficult
And the case for the Rats'
to differentiate between make - defence?
SKREWDRIVER, 999 and the believe and dangerous reality,
"I was told the guy thought I
Boomtown Rats down at the but It looks painful
threw a glass at him," says lead
From somewhere near the singer
Music Machine in Camden. Just
Celdotf " Well, there
stage, a beer glass flies through was a Bob
another new wave gig
being made of the
air and shatters on the show, so film
Or is It? Down on the dance the
you could go over It Inch
ground
floor, something is sUrring
by Inch and you'd see nothing
And
then,
unbelievably,
a
guy
It's half way between groups walks calmly onstage, takes a was thrown.
Suddenly
an unfamiliar voice
"The PA was E100 to hire, and
breaks In over the sound system. swing at the lead singer, and just we got paid C45 for the gig, so It Is
calmly walks off again.
possible they were asked to pay
"I got something to say " He asThe
talks of punks and teds "We've singer show continues, with the (5 towards the hire I don't
wiping blood from his nose believe they were asked to pay
taken this long enough. Let's all
go down the Kings Road and sort and cheek.
E10, but I'll find out And
that's IL Until we get
"There is a lot of soul searching
this thing out once and for &IL "
outside That's where It's really going
on In the band at the
The disc jockey Is back in an happening.
bouncers stand moment What do we do from
instant, persuading the crowds Just Inside theThe
doors, looking out. here' If we have to have security
that 'That Isn't what we're into.'
The police hover watchfully in the at concerts, it defeats the whole
But the damage Is done.
road. And in the middle are idea of what we're about"
support group Skrewdriver, with
As far as the law was
the Ratcatcher himself.
concerned, the night passed
His name, strangely, appears without charges or arrests , . a
to be Doe Rat "Yeah," he says, relatively small incident_
"I hit him Why' Because they
But the implications are more
were crap, that's why. I enjoyed serious It could be yet another
It "
one of the small, sharp nails
The group move In to explain which are relentlessly
their side of IL "They were driven into the coffin of punkbeing
rock
leering at us, trying to annoy us, as a movement which gives
and the lead singer threw a beer young people a voice
glass at him.
A few more heated nights like
"And another thing," says that and . . . well, all that the
"We
had
to
Ian
Stewart
singer
Sunday
papers have said about
.
use their sound system, and they punk and violence will be
turned it right down so our set absolutely true

-
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WITS SQUAT IT FOR 5/L MOORS. nor
THEY KEEP !TOOLING US sr
THEIR
POSITION. LET'S MCC IT. WE'RE NOT
GOiNG TO CATCH TRIM TONIGHT WE
NIGHT AS WELL GO MIME. CAN
WE GIVE KW A LIFT?
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A BUNCHOf PEOPLE OPERATING
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sound had

were

.
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thought Kiss were just another rock head
huh? Did you really believe that they looked like those
kosmIc kharacters that play molten riffs and
moonshot solos dressed in that other world gear?
Well, we know better. We know their real secret
We know what the four Kiss members really look lice
and how they came to get the way you see them on
stage and on their album covers.
The Kiss secret Is out. Gene Simmons, Paul
Stanley, Peter Criss and Ace Frehley are more than
mere mortals, They have "the truth and the mystery
of mind, body, intellect and emotion, time sod
space!" No wonder their albums sell so well, they're
superheroes.
And now the krazy Kiss kharacters step from their
send real life into the realms of total fantasy vla the
hallowed pages of a Marvel Comic. a Stan Lee / Rork
Steady production, written by Steve Gerber who
comes up with a weird and wonderful script about
how the four New York youths are magically
transformed Into super beings.
Marvel was once the home of all the lave
superheroes of yesteryear and while many believe
they're now hanging on to a past ago, you have to
hand It to them, this is a good Idea. Take an unusual,
world wide known band, add a bit of visual magic
with the aid of blood enriched paint and you have a
19701 phenomenon moving Into the new wide epee
field.
The US cover price la 1.50 dollars, and the cornice
are finding their way Into London specialist shops
already.
Having transformed Kiss Into bombe kings. now all
we have to do is bring them back to reality again!
SO YOU

This situation Is getting supposed to pay t5

vigilantes Fark Thee, aged 46, led dangerous. It looks as it in the
the tapered-trousered punks into words of Marc Bolan. 'some
a pitched battle with the people are just silly enough to
drainpipe- trousered teds with the start believing In their own
battle cry of: "It's only a plague publicity.'
of nurds!"
Think about IL Can you
By evening peace had returned remember any real trouble
to the Kings Road, Abergavenny. between punks and teds
before
Armed with dictionaries and the Sunday People started

PITSCrOu YAM.
GBAMP
TA i.ocATII A LOCAL

Maar

"I'm green-.

-

Very heavy reading THE LUST for knowledge
In the pop world seems to
be all consuming. Scarcely a week passes without
the appearance of a new
melsterwork claiming to
be the definitive history of
rock, out- (acting all the
previous definitive vol-

umes
They range from short
chunky bibles, that you
can just about fit in your
pocket (provided you're
not too fussy about the
state of your pockets that
Is), to stiff backed, multi

art pie books that
perhaps
-

ain't the end in
facts and figures, but sure
look impressive when left
at the right angle on the
coffee table.
Amongst the latest of
the endless reference
books are 'The Rolling

Stone Illustrated History
Of Rock 'n' Roll' and 'Star
File The Ultimate Rock

-

Reference'

Rolling Stone, the
former semi outrageous
ma g, now semi
-

establishment,
grouped

Gloat

not

posers of the seventies

Each essay is really too
long and often gives more
of the parglcular journalist involved personal
thoughts than a clear
development of the artist
concerned
At about a fiver It's also
pricey, though when you
see the size of the book
lee
you'U realise why
huge and weighs about
half a ton. Better eluded
your shelves will taking
before purchasing One
way out of this would beta
make It into the ultimate
coffee table book
Nit
add four legs

-

-

/
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a

collection of essays about
a wide range of the rock
spectrum from the old
blues pluckers to the flash
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Coming
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L.,

the go(o)ds
LITTLE RICHARD has been
putting some thought into a
planned visit to Britain.

At first the star. whose single 'Good
Golly Miss Molly' is back in the charts,
said he'd only come over If he could do
some religious TV shows. When his
record company OK'd that, they called
him hack and said what about It Little
Richard then told them he's prayed to
God about the matter and was still
waiting for an answer. Presumably.
God came through with the goods,
because he'll be here in the next couple
of months to tour.

artist Bar.
ry Biggs may make his
latest single success his

lie'

seriously

considering going into
the restaurant business
In New York and giving
the music biz the big E.

THE FONZ

-

Wish we'd kept that black polo neck
jersey with the fan club badge
embroidered on the front

Mick Jagger ( again. )
was among the punters
at a Mink De Ville gig In
New York recently
Square presumably).
Also In attendance were

tire...
London.

Gallant Sid Vicious throws his cloak
In a puddle metaphorically speaking)
to save an A merican dancer from being
deported. Ii year old Nancy Sponges
was charged with carrying a truncheon
in her handbag "for protection" but
was saved from being sent home when
the court heard that Vicious was
intending to marry the lady
and that
it wasn't a marriage of convenience.
How convenient
The party held after the Billy
Connolly London opening night had to
be one of the funniest ever. For some
strange reason, It was held in a pub
the Cockney
a million miles
away from any Scottish connections
and the guests (which Included Eric
Burgos, Neel Edmonds and Lynsey De
Pod) ate fish and chips and watched
the most appalling cabaret of all tine.
-

-

-

-

fl

r

Stephen

Stills.

s.

saw

Robert Plant and

We've

unconfirmed reports

5,0

eeses,TIL.

that Juicy Luicy was

-

rale

there too nice to know
she's still down but not
beaten.

Interesting quote from Henry "The

Font" Winkler: "The Fonz

Is

a

chauvinist, but I've learned what It is
like to be a woman and treated as a sex
object " Oh yeah, How?
Irish pop paper Starlight has just
carried an Interview with Johnny
Rotten In which they claim "The half
Irish stars of the hell -raising Sex Pistols
tells all " In fact, it looks as If they've
had great difficulty In getting much our
of him at all. "I'm not totally
obnoxious," says John, and "yes, I'm
normal " He doesn't intend to stay that
way long It seems: "When they cart me
off to the loony bin I'll know I've
succeeded." Ireland seems anxious to
claim John as one of Its own dear sons

es1

SUmy

Toad, a mem
her of Johnny Moped,
claims that Cliff is his
hero. Cliff, are you
reading? And Captain
Sensible loves Abbe.

s

V

I

(before Berkeley

for sale,

rated through
out. Bryan Ferry is flogging his
home In Notting
and John
7.. 4 Hill
is a
Ne.). prospective buyer. Fawity Towers comes to

St /A

couple of the

a

Adverts and the Boomtown Rata.

good area, deco

,

object

Damned, Jean Jacques Burnet (hiding
from the French Foreign Legion?), the

on it and BeaUes' seamfree stockings.

Hee

Sex

breakers (of course).

There was a good turn -out for the
Pirates last London gig until the end of
the summer, at Dingwalls last week.
Among those jiving at the front was
Muddy Waters. We hear he was very
Impressed by the band's excellent
performance. Also wandering around
were Brian James 115 it true you're 38
years old Brian?) and Captain Sensible
of the Damned. Mick Moody (of Young
& Moody) and David Coverdale The
Captain, however. was not being
terribly sensible. After adding to the
menu on the wall by writing "Clash on
toast", he Upped a mustard Jar onto
someone's arm bit the head off a
flower, chewed It up and spat it out.
Very stylish.
And now to establishment rock and
roll' Mich Jagger and David Essex
were among the guests at a very
exclusive Jubilee party (aren't they
pans« by now?) in Berkeley Square.
Princess Margaret was there (isn't she
everywhere'). We hear that David
Essex didn't have much of a raving
time, as he spent most of his time In a
quiet corner.
The Beetles finally pass Into history
(attain?) as ChrisUe's auction off a load
of the Fab Four memorabilia
including a table cloth with their faces

1

47:141°

Track records held a party for the
Heartbreakers, who may not be
deported after all. In which case the
record company must be a bit peeved
having to foot the bill for the damage to
the premises. Participating in the
general madness were the Heart-

Jamaican
last.

NIGHT

I 5i ;

%--6;r

PUNK PART 97 in which the rich
The Tom
Robinson Rand went to play a gig at
(where
the annual
School
Public
Stowe
fees would nearly pay off the National
pupils
have
the
IMF)
where
to
the
Debt
re - named their Rockingham Theatre,

discover new waves

k.

-.et.

The Roxy. The inmates have
apparently gone over the top on punk
music and tried their best to pogo, while
masters dragged out the offenders by

their hair
What did Gary Glitter say to Prince

he was asked what are
the main attributes of a pop star, 1. A
great hairy cheat 2. A good tailor to
make very tight trousers and 3. the
ability to sing in tune. HRH opened his
shirt and showed that he had at least
one of these qualities.
For those of you who imagine that pop
stars eat caviar for breakfast and light
their fags with five pound notes Bob
Geldoff of the Boomtown Rata can't

Charts when

afford to employ anyone to

-

do

advertising for the band so he spent a
profitable hour or so up a ladder the
other night, (Inviting a giant ad
board.

ea

fi

aP

gra
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Glitter: the final frontier
PLANET EARTH.
Population: milIlona. Air: acceptable. Water: avail-

able. Natives: some
hostility. Government: old.
OK Mr Spot*. how do
we approach the people!
With care, sir, Theresa
I

human

feeling that

beings over

should volunteer

30

for

eutharsaala.
Print nut print out print

nut

Gary Glitter; age Pt:

divorced: father of two.
We hasp an animate
here Captain. This man Is
still accepted b3 the youth
al Great Britain and has
escaped the death peal-

b

-

think we should haves
leek. %pork. Take the
ship Into Karp One and
prepare for landing.
The West End of
London. A quietly opulent
I

Roils sits outside Gary
Inside
The Man Is steeling
himself to eat another
high protein diet, under
orders to lose another 14
pounds Captain Kirk and

Glitter's office

Bones beam In and stand

quietly, watching this

phenomenon, the man
who should have been
faded out, according to
the Youth Rule
"I'm quite happy to
have a little corner of the
cake." Gary was saying.

"I'm

much

''I've always told the
truth about my age,"
Gary went on, "but on
one would believe me I
was born on May 8th.
II44 A little while ago
Judith Simons from the
Daily Express came up to
me and said 'I know the

truth about you''

more

having had that year off.

what

I'm more
I do.

choosey

Ire all right

wave Speck told us about
Bones? The Doctor didn't
reply; he was shooting a

massive dose of rejuve
noting serum Into his left
arm. Thank the Starship
they'd had some of these
monkey glands In the

Bones fingered his

wrinkled neck anxiously
and slipped further back

deep

frees,

"I like what the new
wave bands are doing,"
said Gary. "I don't know
I
about all the fighting
think that's blown out of
proportion. The violence

into the shadows.

"When I retired, I
wasn't In the greatest of
health," Gary continued,
unaware of his unseen

is

"I've

I

don't

heard lots of
of new wave

P.

ee

reports
bands liking me I
suppose people like
myself and Bowie and
Bolan were their In
fluences five years ago

CA

The secret agents do
their work well, Captain.

Bones. Their pre.

side Isn't for me,
get off on that.

It's quite flattering I can
Little Boogie Woogle Identify with them much
In The Back Of My easier than I could with
Mind') Is more Gary the Bay City Rollers.
Glitter than the previous
"Actually I've been to a
one."
punk club In Paris. I
Can this man fit into the found It quite by
youth orientated new accident. I was over there

I

Vulnerable

when you're 18 or 19
rushing around all over
the country, but when you
get to
22. like me. Ha,
you thought I was going to
give It away, didn't you,"
laughed Gary.
Speck was right,

occupation with age
astonishing.

album Mike (Leander,
and I have been working
on is the best thing we've
done. And the new single

wondered what she'd got
hold of. There was a bloke
from the Sunday People
standing near, all ears.
You've got to watch out
for them, But all she'd
found out was that I'd
been telling the truth
about my age."

relaxed about it all.
Now

observers "I was so tired
and vulnerable But I
was shocked at the
reaction. I never guessed
it would be like that. I
believe that the new

-

-

recording and I had a
phone call from someone
who used to play in my
band before we were
called the Glitter Band.
He was playing at this
club and I went over to
see him. It was great, all
the kids with green
hair. . . "
Very similar to the
Inhabitants of Star Base
Seven, muttered Captain

net

Kirk.

"When I walked in."

said Gary, not hearing
the Interruption. "they
were playing my single

'Rock

One'

I

And Roll Part
looked pretty

0

straight compared

to
I looked

everyone else
like a freak from another
planet. "
Good job el r Spode Isn't
here, whispered Bones
with a smirk.

Whack
1:1

"But I've always liked

kids dressing

Ira

up.

In the

earlier days, when we all
copied Elvis, it used to be
black trousers and pink
jackets And there's
always been a bit of

r

bother at concerts The
first thing we learnt was
how to handle a mike
stand, to protect yourself
I'm brilliant with a mike
stand. I'd whack anyone
that came near, if they
were having a go
"All gigs are like that,
not Just punk ones If the
Sunday papers say
there's going to be a fight,
you'll get some morons
who go to the gigs for a
fight, rather than the
pub. My main concern Is
for the Innocent fans who
might get hurt.

a

"The bands aren't

aggressive, they just go
through the motions. I
used to wear the gear all
the time, even offstage. I
don't think It was to
remind the public who I
was, more to remind
myself who I was But
I've had plenty of people
take a pot shot at me. "
Captain Kirk dropped
his hand to his belt and
felt the reassuring coldness of his phaser.
"I'm a great believer in
the fantasy thing, it
makes the kids happy. I
don't think they're in.
terested in the social or
political ideas of bands.
Even when I was a kid
there wasn't a lot of work
about. I think I got social
security fora while, when
I couldn't get work. It

1

o

NIP

ek.t_ter._
-.-se.--0.7.111/7.

used

to

be

a

terribly

degrading thing to do, to

stand In the dole queue. It
made us want to work, to
do anything. But I'm sure
there must be kids In
Glasgow or Liverpool that
Just can't get any work at

'ALL AROUND THE WORLD'

all.
"The kids that are in
the new wave bands
aren't doing It for money
though. And I like that

THE BEST SINGLE YET

l's

the real love of music
that keeps them going. I

FROM THE BEST BAND YET

could have more money if
I

.

[Doet=-1.

_

iron

.

didn't live

In

Britain.

We're all paying too much
tax, but you can't put a
price on happiness And
anyway, I like being with
my kids and they couldn't
hop across to America
every weekend.
"I'm not sure I/ I'm a
good dad
I'm more

GARY GLITTER freak from another planer
easily inclined to be 13,
than my own age. We
really are more like
friends, or brothers, my
son and I I refuse to grow
old "

This must be his secret,
said Captain Kirk. I think
we should get the hell out
of here before we're

sitting next to Cliff

Gary yours Is homage
I said 'whale"
twenty'
Obviously my reputation
as a ram hadn't got there
.

before

"But

spotted. Bones shook his

head and continued
taking notes. This chance

was too good to miss; he
might even get an article
accepted for the Cosmos
Lancet.
"I didn't get a lot of
cuddles from my dad, but
I give lots to my son,"
said Gary "But not In
front of his girlfriend, he

wouldn't like that "
Ah

yes,

said

Bones,

that's a point What does
this man do for female
companionship on the

Youth Planet. Is he
shunned?

"I've always attracted

younger women," said
Gary, picking up the
vibes "I went out
recently with a girl who

was 18, but she was much
older In her head. Why
have an old boiler when
you can have a chicken? I
very rarely have a lady
that's older than me. I
suppose I'm a bit of an old

chauvinist.

I

think

women like to be with
older men, to guide them.

get a lot of
national Press looking to
me for romance stories,
but I've nothing to hide

I'm always getting
propositioned

I may be
getting on a bit, but I'm
still quite pretty," Gary
laughed "I must confess
I've never gone after
anybody if I didn't think I
would win I do the
eyebrow number and
drop my cheque book," he
joked. "Ive never been
turned down,"

How DOES he do it,
wondered the Captain
aloud. Got any more of
that monkey gland sluff

Bones!

I

went

to

Australia for the first
time, I just got off the
plane when

we

place was foliar queens in
drag. After a couple of
numbers, I said -nice to
see the girls In tonight'
and they all threw their
arms in the air and
yelled. There were wigs

flying everywhere

They'd all heard of this
glam rock and mlsunder
stood

IL

Especially

in

Australia where their
thing Is a kick sand in
your face number I've

never

anuedvieene

hada

gayer

Captain Kirk smiled
leerily at Bones and
sidled nearer. Geroff.

hissed the Doctor, and

keep your ',halter
yourself.

"I'll

to

be touring Britain

September," continued
Gary, getting up to turn
In

the cooler air fan round.
The airstream lifted the
front of the Doctor's hair
off his face
Captain Kirk breathed
heailygentlyvbs.ck

"I'm

new

Glitter Band. but with
only one drummer I
want a group that Willie
like a group, not
backing band. And the
new album should be all
Ina few
Captain Kirk had (set
Interest In the eartk
specimen, but theY
definitely had somethis
the

do

"When

me
the night

opened In Australia. the

band, It's Coming
er It will be not unlike

Ram
"I

In the

TV studio.
"The presenter opened
up saying 'Cliff, your
gimmick Is religion and

had to go on
a current affairs TV
show. I'd been travelling

there about new wave Mad
the Youth Generation. 14'
stood thigh to thighh wife
Bones and rribmurmuthred
sWn
that monkey
for me Bones. See sumo
make beautiful
together.
Keep your OW'
yourself whleP

of

Bones, between
teeth. Beam us abeeof

Mr Sport': I'm
behind you Bones.

rig,

I

for 36 hours and was
tired I didn't realise It
until later, but I was

by Rosalind
Russell
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KISS -SUBTLE

THIS IS THE

THEY AIN'T

REAL ONE

KISS:

'Love Gun'

(Casablanca

CALM:1117)

.

Four painted dudes covert's, around In
platform hoots posing as heavy rock
mperstars. right? Wrong Whatever
their attraction / limitation of their live
antics, they CAN out It on record as
their constantly Improving albums
abets loud and clear. Ken Kelly's cover
painting sets the scene - the four high
heeled caricatures stand over a harem
of pale faced, longhaired vixens
crawling at their feet Subtle it ain't,
but that. their game as the music
farther amplifies. 'Shock Me' they cry
out, "Put on your black leather', grrr
"Make me feel boner". And how do you
expert the guy bi the tight black pants
reacts to 'Christine Sixteen'. "I don't
-

mark to RCA for

.

DAVID RUFFIN: 'In
My Stride' (MOTOWN
STML IMI14)

ELVIS PRESLEY:

(CRUMB)

It's difficult not to wish

'Welcome To My World'
(RCA PL122,4)

It's

This is too much

too much.

undiluted

far
an

dollop of

sentimental Presley; a
whole collection of
romantic songs slung
together on the same
album. I think it's a bit
excessive An Ideal
compilation would give
you a selection of
different types of songs,
It wouldn't hit you with a
brick like this. Some of
the stuff la live (which
doesn't make that much

difference,

I

Just

thought you'd like to
know) The only really
good track Is 'Your
Cheatin' Heart', the

original recording in
mono. The rest Isn't
worth having. Black

Rosalind Russell

World Anthem'

an ex Temptation well.
but David Ruffin seems
set on making It difficult
for himself. There's a
lingering sense of the
sixties to this album that
works against It 'I'm
Jealous' sounds like the
backing track to the

And that Isn't
meant to be derogatory
out
Robin Tro(look
wer!). since rather than
just being a ripoff of
Jlml's dynamics, Frank
starts where he left off,
soaring Into outer space

Rooms Of Gloom',
'Nightmare' like a very

shows.

and screeching and

howling effects. Yet, the
title track is In another

world altogether, a
space hymn most
classical In It's feel and

build up,
,

Alb

ELVIS PRESLEY

with

a

stunning climax. What
with this album and
Spirit's 'Future Games',

O

The chorus sits

sounding
Nor is It

some of those unbelleveable fretworks of art

o

Welcome to the workingman's new
superstar as Stiff proudly pull back the
sheets to reveal a glimmer of light
reflecting on the spectacled mug of the
English Elvis. Working on the premise
that if you wanna go to heaven you gotta
raise a little El, they plea for assistance to
hype Ely, not by any "At least the world is
ready for
." or "Is this the new
Graham Parker?" antics but by giving
away 1,000 copies of the album to yer
mates. Alright eh? But perhaps Stiff
shouldn't be so modest and should come
out of Nick Lowe's 'Keepitasahobby'
production corner and shout out loud that
they have a rather special talent on their
roster. Very special he Is too, any geezer
who can write a lyric like "I said I'm so
happy I could die, she said 'drop dead' and
left with another guy", has got to be In a
class of his own. And there are plenty more
to choose front be it mellow romantic
strains of 'Allison' or rocking observation
as in 'I'm Not Angry' or 'Waiting For The
End Of The World'. It's sheer El below
zero stuff. Mr Costello looks for all the
world like the guy who gets sand kicked in
.

awkwardly on the song,
'Nightmare' is sung so

synthesiser from Phil
Bech on 'Lady,' is all

Hendrixesque on 'Broken Heart Blues' with

0

lesser Temptations

song.

with some guitar phras
Ing like the recurrent
theme of 'Try For
Freedom.' Bass player
Paul Harwood and
drummer Jim Ayoub
somehow manage to
keep up the pace and the
rest, bar some nifty

ELVIS COSTELLO: 'My Aim Is True'
(Stiff BEETS)

Four Tops, 'Seven

times that the
Is an un
menacing repetitious
ness that is annoyingly
false. The whole album
Is arranged and played
at a mid tempo speed
that leaves little room
for any really moving
singing. Ruffin too often

Marino gultarworlt. He
Sounds at his most

a.

+ + +

Uh oh, It's cosmic
realisation time again.
The story Is that Frank,
21, dropped a load of
acid and has since been
haunted by Hendrix's
spirit Whether that is
true or not is for you to
decide but the guitar

Influence certainly

40J.

goon forever
David Brown

FRANK MARINO &
MAHOGANY RUSH:

thinking up this horror.

Is,

ller could

This was a
real one

+ +

t.

usually say things like this to girls your
age, but when I saw you coming out of
school that day
." Top, no doubt
what a love gun Is. And if there not
enough (what are you, some kinds
pervert?), there are more far from
cautionary tales like the gripping
'Piaster Caster, 'Got Love For Sale',
etc. They also admit to a spot of
hooliganism and the title 'Almost
Human' speak. for itself. In the vocal
and instrumental departments they lay
it on thick and strong with an evil
primeval beat surging along through
out, highlighted with spasms of
shuddering guitar fire. The odd track
out on the set Is the one that comes off
worse the oldie 'Then She Kissed Me' a
crass classic that even Kiss can't
outclass. They haves damned good try
though.
+ + + David Brown

S

many

result

S

itt

.

his face on the beach.
the bloke who you'd

ELVIS COSTELLO

push past In the
butcher's queue and
know he wouldn't
object, the sort who

sounds perfunctory
when he should be
passionate.

ever fast

wouldn't say boo to a fly,
the Buddy Holly type
waliily at the dance but

enough to generate any

disco action.

Ex-

ceptions are 'Just Let
Me Hold' where the pace
is slowed to allow Ruffin
to let loose some bluesy
singing, but the lyric
weakness lets him down
again. David Ruffin is
competing In a strong
field that Teddy Pend-

put a pen In his hand or
perhaps a guitar and the
real Elvis will soon
emerge And this is the

beginning

David Brown

ergrass is currently
dominating, this record
finds him lagging some
way behind. +++
Geoff Travis

IT)

THE
ELE'CTRiC
CHAIRS
EP Out

NOW

.
'

V

iff
SST

T

PARANOIA PARADISE

EOM

1

'fillEGAI.

SECOSOS
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Glee It s

Attirints
DO YOU WANT
TO GO BACK

WITH

WITH2

Mimi)

Spontaneity v production. Enthusiasm
experience. Old teas v new. That's
what this album is about- You have to
make up your mind whether It's worth
basing an album of the raw land
aorneUmes thin, material that Marley
and Peter Toth put together in their
muskrat infancy. rather than the more
sophisticated smoothness of 'Exodus'.

THE GREGG ALLMAN
BAND: 'Phyla' Up A
Sturm' (Capricorn 2.4711

III)

The name Gregg Allman has been in print a
lot over recent months,

though unfortunately
with little to do with his

music. There was the
great on / off / on

marriage with Cher,

and the ghasUy roadie
drugs trail which led to
up of the
the spilt
already dwindling Allman Brothers Band.
The ABB was already
showing signs of dls-

Mud's cheap pack

off the boll, here It Is
back In all Ile glory
+

David Brown

NEW YORK DOLLS'
(Mercury 0641031)

If I had

to choose I'd have 'Exodus', but
If you're rich enough to buy both, then
do. It's always Interesting basing early
work by a band, just no that you can
trace their progress. or complete a
collection or whatever. I don't think
this album goes much further than that,
not now. One of the tracks here is on
'Exodus' - It's called 'One Lose'. The
rest show how Marley started out with
the fire and fanned it Into the exciting
music he produces now. But It's still
like going from back to front and that
can he a disappointing journey.

(Private Stock PVI.P

The

New York Dolls
never made much of an
Impression on Cyprus
when they started four
years ago. Too busy
screwing the peaches on
the beaches (with eyes

10221

The cover Is nice, but
off.
the rest Is a rip
Considering Mud were
only on Private Stock
for two albums, putting
out a Greatest Hits
collection la a diabolical
liberty. (Actually. bear
Ins in mind the Trades

my
for not
getting
into
the
band
even If I was
only on that diamond
Isle for a couple of
months. See, a lot of
people now think they're
terribly hip by saying
they've always loved
the Dolls when the truth
Is they were either
totally Ignorant of the
doomwatch desperados
or hated them. Pinpoint

Rosalind Russell

content from 'Brothers

And Sisters' onward,
with members spending
more and more Ume on
their own pursuits.

Hopefully prejudice
won't overshadow

Gregg's latest outing
with this seven piece
band, which on this
showing has a lot of
mileage if given a fair

chance. There's a host
of that same country
soul and blues that ran
through the Allman. at

their best with that laid
back feel the band
virtually Invented. The
Inclusion of former Wet
Willie axeman Rick

Hirsch in their lineup is
a definite bonus too
They got off to a familiar
start with 'Come And Go
Blues' and drift through
some of those carefully
conceived hot and cold
blowing numbers like
'Let This Be A Lesson To
Ya' co-written by Dr
John, keyboards player

history lesson
band

formed

a

at Empire Pool; returned home where
teenage drummer Billy
Murcia found washed
up and dead in his bath,
made two albums 'New
York Dolls' and aptly
titled 'Too Much Too
Soon', visited Britain

A

Woman', 'Nite On The
Tiles' etc were minor

4_1211

I

MUD' far from vintage

version of 'Brightest

identity and he turned
them into a political
outfit Failure. They
split '75. The Dolls were

Allman sound had gone

albums themselves, I
can't see many people
shelling out ti for this
Sheila
collection.
Prophet

fairly dls-

antrous. '1.1 Lucy',
'Show Me You're A

they

Heartbreakers This set
Is the complete Dolls
two albums of in-

a smooth

terms was

adopted a guttergiltter
stance: visited Britain
'72 and supported Faces

when they found them-

Smile In Town' a blues
which shows a further
Ray Charles connection
in Gregg's singing. Just
when I thought the

boys still know what te,
do with good wing But
bearing In mind that
most Mud fans will have
either the singles or the

tracks represent their
attempts to create a
funkier sound, a move
which. in commercial

-

strumental 'Matthew's

Arrival' and

memorable time for
them - most of the

C.'

Old Grey Whistle Test;

In-

vintage Mud. The beat
track here Is -Lean On
Me', a great pop Male
which shows that the

al

Sylvain Sylvain, guitar,
Jerry Nolan, drums.
Thunders and Nolan

Nell Larson's

hits. but far from

Descriptions Act,

they're just labelled It
Great Hits) It wasn't
even a particularly

the
In New

York '711'72;

'74, opening tubas and
shocking Father Bob on

have since formed The

Malcolm McLaren became their manager In
'75 at the end of glitter

-

-

selves without an

stability and

zone A
mania which has crawled across the years on
all fours to D recut& suck
The Pistols, Clash, etc,

who have taken their
blood and guts style to a
higher level.

Johnny Thunders, lead,
David Johansen, vocals,
Arthur Kane, bass,

than I intended; on the
plus side, Barbara has a
very attractive voles
and her own treatments
of other people's soap Is
original and sometimes
stunning. There, I bops
that's balanced It out a

The Dolls were probably the first band to
live out their fantasies
in their songs which in
turn overspilled Into

their lives.

They

unashamedly wanted to
be stars in the extreme
sense of the word and it
was only the parochial
minded snapshot business sluts around them
that prevented that from
happening. Forget the
questionable produCe
Dons on these two
albums. They simply
should be In every rock

bit

collection.
+ ++ + +

001

OWN WAY ,

6

rw

STEVE HARLEY AND COCKNEY REBEL: 'Face
To Face' (EMI EMSP 324

Rumour

A

.

-

r.

C" -

p
y

gr
.h

a

strong, and sometimes
so IrresisUble, that it
has overcome people I'd
have thought stronger. I
wasn't keen on the use of
the string section In her
songs
it's not over
done, but it just made
the material a bit more
schmultzy than It need
have been. The horn
section was excellent
though I'd like to have
seen her be more
ambitious, the songs
here would be very
suitable for the Two
Ronnie' TV show, where
she did so well, but that
base Is too wide to
appeal to the people who
actually buy records.
Although the songs here
are pretty and sometimes wistful, they are
very MOR. With Mentor
Williams as producer
he wrote 'Drift Away'

-

-

which isn't

f

STEVE HARLEY magnificent performer

deo

Nashville album sounds
totally unlike anyone
else's Nashville album.
She hasn't allowed the
atmosphere of the place
to overpower her own
style, and that's saying
something because the
flavour of Nashville is so

3

t

a

'THE RUMOUR' Ilex

That's all
Barry Cain

Barbara Dickson's

as

on

Rosalind

What a

BARBARA DICKSON:
'Morning Comes Quick.
ly' ( RSO Super 2394 IRS)

k

+ + +

Russell

'n' roll enthusiast's

EGOS HIS
Remember Cockney Rebel? You do? Then you'd
better hang on to your memories, roe the group Is no
more - and on this live double album, released,
with immaculate timing, to coincide with the break
up, there's scant evidence that they ever existed at
all. You won't find a photo of them - just a brief
nameebeck on the bask of the sleeve. Of Our Hero,
colour
however, there are no less than it full
photographs, In various dramatic poses. But
whatever you might think of Harley and his ego,
there's no doubt that onstage, It makes him Into a
magnificent riveting performer. Every time I've
seen him live. the effect was the same - total
Ins olement_ But does this involvement come over
on record, Well. side one start). off pretty
ever
unpromisingly, with Harley's worst
misjudgment, 'Here Comes The Sun'. It picks up a
bit with 41 Relieve) Love's A Prima Donna' and
'Red Is A Mean, Mean Colour', but ICs still fairly
routine stuff. Where is Barley the Presence? Well,
h e's there on side two, but In his least acceptable
form. Without his dramatic stage appearance, his
vocals sound ridruloualy overwrought, especially
on the Irritating 'Sweet Dreams'. Oh dear. But wait
between side two and three, something magic has
happened. Harley has taken over and suddenly, his
whole ego trip seems almost justified. He's the
central figure, with the audience as his backing
band - Rebel are reduced to mere bit players, on stage musical decorations. And It's 'The Rest Years
Of Our Lives' - altogether now, 'Oh, but it's magic,
our lives'. They said it. On
It's the best years of'(love)
Compared With You',
through the pretty
'Mr Soft' and 'Sebastian' And then side four - the
encore. The two Inevitable songs, 'Tumbling Down',
with the ultimate Harley singalong line, 'Oh dear,
look what they've done to the blues, blues, blues and
of course. 'Make Me Smile' - predictable, maybe,
but none the less magnificent for that and that's the
lot As the anthem fades out the crowd are still
chanting In unison. look what they've done to the
blues. blues, blue*.
as though they can't bear to
let It end. Celebrating just being there. Sides I and
2: +
Sides 3 and(:
Sheila Prophet

Pack'

MUD: 'Mud

-

BOB 41 itLEV AND THE WAILERS:
'The Birth Of A legend' (Epic EPC

shit

Give Its also
I
sto-srable

this

album but which Barbara sings superbly well

-

It would have come
out with more guts As It
was I felt It was a

pleasant album, but
somewhat neutered.
This has come out
' sounding much harsher

11116380 1(1)

As with any star and his
backing band. the
Rumour have often been

overlooked - to personsilty terms at least when playing with
Graham Parker. Sid
now they've decided to
grab a little solo
limelight with this

album, which proves

that,

on

their

own,

they're a pretty hot little
band. Not great amyl*

-

but good enough fort
and I'm sure, kr
lots of other fans. Of
course, they're really al
their best playing Oaks
some hot, smoky pub,
and inevitably some of
their energy is testis be
me,

transfer to vinyl. Out
there are enough
goodies here to make

half

hour's entertain'

Ing listening. You do
miss the dominance 01

t

Graham's vocals
first. but keyboard!

player Bob andrews
singing is more WOO

adequate, and there are
compensations - Orr
ham's absence give.
them the freedom MI
produce a more cobalt
ful, varied Instrumental
sound. As usual, lip
musicianship Is fad*
less - the brass statics
(with a guest appear
once from 41ble Donne)ly)
ly) sounding particular
ly strong. Stand vol

tracks are 'LooklM
After No I' and 140.1.1

Gonna Make You lost
Me'. A good album -

but forgoeirizi axlmam
musical power.

live.

Prophet

+

see

lir_

She'

.
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is on. Readers
have already nominated several candidates for their
favourite local station. So far no one has mentioned a
BBC station favourably -surely they must have some
fans some
And there art some readers who have
little dr AO ethnics. at all

No

,s

triAZ

IN HULL there is a
choice of only BBC
stations to listen to
during the day. We
are out of range of
all Independent stations as well as the
only offshore radio
still on the air.
Through my dislike
of Radio One I have
to resort to taping
Radio Luxembourg
programmes on my

cassette recorder
and playing them
back during the day.
On the BBC there is a
lack of northern soul,
heavy rock, reggae and
punk, all of which I
happen to like As for pop
on television, when are we
going to have some
Instead of that TOTP

life
Mike, Epsom.

Do you work In
Capital's publicity de
pa rtment by any chance?

771.44,612.3
I'D JUST like to say
thanks to all the DJs on

Radio Caroline who

broadcast exceptionally
good music from the MI
Amigo In the North Sea.

It knocks

the BBC and the
commercial stations in
the south east Into the
ground. They're all doing
great jobs out there,
bearing In mind they've

stations.
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Sailor group

l

1

15
111

17

1

3

Keeton (41

Skock

5
11

11

111)

Rite rootinent (4)

The) were lasirusiestal in Ringo's rise to fame ISi
la the local
will give you his same (41
What fools we are' We bet you found Iasi week's
crossword easy. You didn't' Then you didn't notice that
we gave you the answers instead of the previous week's
Sorry about that Here are last week's answers again. In
ease you didn't notice and the solutions to the crossword in
12
14

July tissue

LAST WEEK'S SOLUTION
ACROSS.

1

Barracuda.

Bayles IS Modern
Ttleplame
DOWN:

Alibi

2

Bars 11 Leo
Organ. IS Doll

JULY

2

ACROSS:

Tyrone.

1

12

211Mtute.

DOWN:

2

Yesterday.

J

13

28

II

Trios. I Norma. is Slim.

Gold

17

21

Calmed

Horse
13

Angel

Nash.

SOLUTIONS
Shack
Tender

72

amis. (Conway, S Daryl. I Otis.
Oa. 14 Cradle. IS Mick. IS Dame.

4

Erica

Archie.
Bump. 17 Fire.

Petty.

15

11

Cohen

3

14

Drell.

5

15

I Boat
13

23
1

IS

Mess. II
Alessi. IS Pablo.
10

Ember. I Teats.
44 Biases

that.

12

7

RECENTLY

had to
leave London for a while
and it came as such a
shock to find that In some
parts of the country you
can only get Radio One'
The best local station Is
Capital It broadcasts on
FM stereo (for people
with two ears) nonstop 24
hours a day and has some
I

of

the

best shows

anywhere

-

NIcky

Horne's 'Your Mother
Wouldn't Like It' has
some great music

Led

Genesis, Pink Floyd,
Zep, ELI', Yes etc
and
In the morning Graham
Dene will get you up with
his excellent breakfast
show. Roger Scott has the

-

'Three O'Clock Thrill',
'People's Choice' and

'Milne

Top Ten'

On

Saturday Kenny Everett
Is
the star and Greg
Edwards has his brilliant

Glom.

PS: Beacon 303 Is the best

local station
heard.

Fa.

t

have

I

ti

YOU WANTED to know
which Is the best local
radio station, well I'll tell
Piccadilly, It Is
you
fantastic' They have
plenty of competitions
and stars on their shows,
even
a variety of music
punk, the DJs are great,
even Ray Terrett' And If
you don't already know
who's best on the music
scene It's Marc Bolan.
Amanda Nicholls, Al.
trip ghe nk Cheshire,
PS When do I get paid for

-

writing all these letters'

.
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RADIO ONE was the only
station to play today's
music until along came
Radio Trent, 301, on July
9.
But don't fall In the
same trap as Radio One,
keep a variety of music in
your programmes and let
the public hear what they
want to hear Trent Is the

-t,.;.

IS 4.
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re.
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best
and we have four
local stations'
Martyn Webster, Notting
ham.
The best station in
Nottingham is owned by
British Rail we hear.
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Probably

dilly Radio read this!
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I AM a fan of the fantastic
Judge Dread and I am

disgusted at the BBC for
not playing his records. I
listen to RadloOne quite a
lot and I can't even
remember hearing them

ed.

James sounds as though he's suit you! .6,
.
. .
sad Was Wilson sound. slightly drank 14)
hoodoo or Waller? (
berms. city of Germany oar

Fat Larry's city brae. 161
Bowie, perhaps, or Bark .5.
Sedges la out of Ilse Ul
illorriso' holding albs Reese for Martha's group
He's given shears by F1.11.18,31

,

.

of

-

4..1

Wallace, Norwich,
Lancashire.
air Caroline is responfoible for some of the radio
we hear today, I bet they
wish they'd never start

DOWN
2

,

.0

11...

-

D.

Steer'. relatives (8)
McGee name 15/
to old twist for Joe IS.

1

ti

141

Pkistsala

Some

a

-

and was responsible for
pop radio in Britain
Without Radio Caroline to
listen to, I think I would
throw all my seven radios
in the nearest lake.

44

-

o

.

g;

government censorship

II
Canada ever be like this? (II

is free

radio

1

,

k'

choice of

a

Piccadilly and
Radio City, and both
station formats sound
exactly the same to me.
Local commercial radio
isn't much better than
Radio One, which I find is
a big load of rubbish. My
contender for the best
station is Radio Caroline.
stations.

II

ACROSS

HAVE

I

It has been to have a
downfall?
Since It was started it
has had no serious
competition at all during
the day time and so it has
just dragged along, same
old format, same old Dig.
OK, so we have local
commercial stations on
the air, but these are few
and far between and the
majority of listeners who
want daytime pop have to
listen to Radio One. The
records which they play
.

\AA

.

I

10

P.A.464/111,

downfall of Radio One, I
would like to know where

makes a change for
record such as the Sex
Pistols to break this
Monopoly
I feel that nothing will
change In the near future
and that Radio One will
continue to follow or try to
kill off new trends instead
of setting them
Pete Hurcum. Newent.

-

sympathise and
take your point. There
are still vast areas of the
country without corn
mercial station, but then
them aren't too keen.

THE

REGARDING

1.,

We

some of Ouse who base

4.3

you
wouldn't be the same.
Russ, Orpington. Kent.

Steve Cronus, Hull.

MEM

-

Caroline

without which

rubbish'

MEM

are usually the only ones
that reach the charts. It

got the difficult task of
playing music In all
weathers
The station also gives a
chance to the public to
hear the new, not so well
known groups as well as
playing tracks of the old
favourites such as Floyd.
Beatles, Led Zep, Eagles,
America, Bowie, Diana
Ross, ELO, Uriah Heep.
Elton John, Rod Stewart.
Helen Reddy, Simon and
Garfunkel, Dr Feelgood,
the Beach Boys and many
Not the same
others.
boring old format as other

soul show It's not just a
station, more a way of

THE GREAT mailman radio debate

CHOICE?

JUICY LUICY:

_-

helot,. escorted front the Record

play
Mirror office

kutcy hack (
WELL. YOU'VE finally
done It' What I'm
screaming about Is the
fact that you have sacked
(sob,

sob), my heroine,
my secret love, the one
and only Juicy Luicy
Every Friday morning I
used to clamber over the
empty gin bottles, bleary
eyed to the letter box and
wait excitedly for my
RECORD MIRROR to
drop through, after which
I would crawl upstairs to
my room to feast my eyes
upon the InteresUng Items
and my favourite page
was page three, which I

could read happily and
contented while wailing
for my liver salts to take
effect It was the peak of
my week, but now I have
to make do with second
hest.
OK, maybe I am a
crawler, but how else can
I lick up the spilt gin.
Hurry back Luice, sigh,
life just isn't the same
Hie, burp.
without

Juicy

Luicy mourner,

Tyne& Wear.
OK Luicy, we recantand the handwriting.
THANK GOD you've got
rid of that awful Juicy

Luicy

Maybe at last
RECORD MIRROR Is
now on the way to
recovery All we need
now is an end to all the
rave punk reviews and
the poster series Let's
have some soul posters, le
Donna Summer. KC and

Sunshine Band,
Heatwave. etc And
the

here's a message to
Johnny Rotten
'Bite
your granny'
Funky Foetid°, Addles.
tone, Surrey.
OK M. Whitehouse, we
recognised the handwriting.

-

any of Judge
Dread's records
I
am fed up with
hearing Herni Flint, Bay
City Rollers and the other
rubbish played on Radio
One If I don't hear a
Judge Dread record on
Radio One soon, I will be
forced to change to
another station.
Nicky Elmore, Kettering.
Northants.
Another satisfied cmtomer, at this rate the
BB(' had better start

writing in,

to defend
themselves. Or perhaps
they don't like it either"'
But let' change the
subject (they must be
pleased).

irt iscs

YOUR REFERENCE to
the Sunday People and

their attempt to pillory

punk rockers must not go

1
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the

C

handwriting (This is

getting very boring
d )
(1K
d. we
recognised the hand
ruing

a

E

Hit

uto

cb

BET you get fed up with
all the people who write in
trying to disguise their
handwriting when In fact

back

claim lobe praising
The Pope, The Vatican,

at
the

I

1

they are the people they
Rome,

No, whatever gave you
that Idea?
I BET you get fed up with
people writing in starting

their letters with 'I bet
you get fed up with
.

I. Eye, Cantos.
I bet you get fed up with
these stupid replies. I

VEIL DI 4 MOND everyone applauded
without comment This the future Keep up the
newspaper has published good work
.,-tales of this type In the Mark Hartley, Tivldale,
past and I would refer to 11 Midlands.
One of their leaders
OK Marc, we mermen!.
published around end
the handwriting.
i,r,1 56
The headline
-earl DIRT DISCS' and
went on to Inform parent'

everywhere

A NI just about at the end
of my tether with these
stupid idiots who write up
I

corrupted by some of the
current releases. The
--cord upon which they
vented most of their anger
as called 'John And
Marsha' by Stan Fre.
tore Freberg is a master
satirist and took the
mickey out of many forms
-.f
pop music and his
clime' Included Elvis,
Johnny Ray. Lonnie
egan The Platters
etc 'John And Marsha'.

every week and without
fall slag off the BEST
paper In the business
These mindless creatures who waste their
money should realise that
loyal readers like myself
and many work mates
just laugh at this rubbish
they write They should
invest in kids comics as
this Is all they are fit to

stated The People corre-

read.

the words John. Marsha
and don't but said In such
P. way as to be extremely

mersnUth, London.

K.

Includes only

HAVE read some biased
opinions in my life but KM
I

take first prize for
codswallop.
the

limited to reading gutter
press Mark P should
leave his shell and grace
us with his presence up
here at Bill manic land
Stark P has just jumped
on the punk bandwagon.
Maned 'Sniffin' Glue' as a
con to gain our con
fidence. The new wave
movement doesn't need

hypocrites like
Perhaps

singing. Everyone applauded. The articles in
your paper were really
catty, what's the matter,

to

Mark's Wembley

mavens then-

13 of.....az

t; OW
it's greatRECORD MIRROR
BOLAN'S

COLUMN

'

ought to be rewarded In

some way for presenting
such a superb article

have now placed aI
regular order for RM and
hope you'll keep giving
nolanites info on Bolan In
,..,I

Jealous,
Maureen Kennedy, Hest

-

Inge, Sussex.

OK Nell, we recognised
the handwriting.

Sizit

BET you get bleedin'
sick of all the gits that
I

write in every week

slagging punk. I do, and
I've only been reading

your paper for
fortnight

a

Nick, NW3.
OK Nick, we recognised

him

now he's left
'Sniffin' Glue' he should
try and become a writer
for The Sunday People
Ross Lomas, Birmingham
08 0. you won't be going

I was one of
people lucky

see Neil
Diamond at the Palladium. It was wonderful to
see the audience partici.
pation in the dancing and

ypoui&
MARK P no longer

2,000

enough to

discovered IL
Geoffrey Green, Halifax.

believes that us kids are
going to change a thing.
v are supposed to be
naive. can't see the truth
and outside London we're

we

Ei.ovax%

the market at least five
years when The People

`-.0

Alf Martin,

recognised the hand.
writing.

suggestive. In fact, the
only words on the record
are John and Marsha and
the record was mild and
"offensive fun. However.
what was particularly
annoying was that this
[-word [according to The
People was, 'corrupting
'he morals of our youth')
and was released in 1950
by Capitol Records. In
ether words It had been on

WOULD like to take this
opportunity to say it is a
shame your disco page
never takes Into account
the pub disc jockey The
big club DJ only
represents a Up of a much
larger iceberg. The pub
DJ is unseen and unsung

trouble ignoring this
guy and his jibes and
he's probably getting
one hulluva kick out of

him. he's become

worse. It has now got to
the stage where he turns
on the aggro out of
school as well, and to
make things worse, he
lives near me. Because
of his attitude, I am
frightened to go out at
times, knowing that if I
come across him, he
may start on me
My mum and dad and
lots of other people have
told me to do things to

I

e

stop him. but they
haven't worked. Something has got to be done
soon.

9

and sometimes underpaid Yet, they are the
bread and butter workers
of the entertainment
industry where recorded
music is concerned. They
play more sessions, play
to more people and have
to play a much broader
spectrum of music
Hopefully the forgotten
men of the disco industry
might emerge into some
of the limelight they
deserve Many a famous
names in clubs and radio
have cause to thank the
humble pub circuit in
which they had their
roots
David Eden, Carshalton,
Surrey.
We've seen a lot of
famous Ws in pubs.

John, Salford

I

everything with good

BET you get really fed
up with people writing in
beginning their letters
with 'I'
I and I, Desert Island.
OK Mailman, I recognise my handwriting.
Goodnight
I

-

So

you're

on

WHAT WILL
MUM THINK?
like

me as

Blackm ore

CAN YOU tell me the title and number of Ritchie
Blackmore's first album with Rainbow' Also. when
is his new album released and will he tour Britain
in soon?
again
I la Osborne, Tipton. West Midlands.

first album, 'Ritchie Bleekniore's Rainbow'

try sterIF.M1 5001) was released In April '75.
Rainbow's new album, 'Rainbow. Onstage' was
released on Friday. They plan W do a British Iota In

I'm

desperate.
a

-

I

a

her, but I'm coloured, my mum
Indian, and I'm wondering whether this
would make any difference. What should I do'
David, Swansea 9
You like her, and, as far as you know, she likes
you too. She doesn't seem to have any colour
prejudice, so why should you start getting all
hung -up about It? There's only one way to do
something more positive than wiehin' and hoping.
Suss her interest* and ask her out, even if It's only
fora cuppa coffee.

the

receiving end now and
obviously having a bad
time. What can you do?
There are two ways of
dealing with the problem. Either you grin
and hear it, accepting
humour, In the hope that
he'll see he's getting
nowhere and go away,
or you can choose direct
confrontation
and
stand up for yourself.
As you're having

-

frightened of what she
might say Surely there
must be some sort of
hormone treatment to
put me right, or some
specialist I can talk to.
Graham, London

,

girl at my school very

much and my
" friends have told me that she fancies
me too. I'd
like to go out with

Although you don't go
Into details, there seems
no reason why you
should need any form of

hormone

treatment.

When the penis Is limp,
the site varies from man
to man, but when Ira
erect these differences
even out and what
seems

to be a

small

organ can grown convict.
erably. In any case, the
girl's vagina adapts to
the site of the penis and
it makes little difference
to
her pleasure whether
I think I have VD but don't want to go to my
family doctor. Where else can I go to get a ire large or small.
To set your mind at
check up in Leicester'
rest you must contact a
Harry, Leicester
specialist as soon as
Leicester Royal Infirmary holds& regular clinic ',edible. As you obdon't want to go
for the treatment of sexually transmitted diseases viously
to your own doctor.
every weekday, from Monday to Friday. Ring back
your best bet for an
Leicester 541414 for times and further details
no Informal
counselling
appointment Is necessary. VD clinics in any area session
Is the Brook
can be contacted easily by ringing your nearest
Advisory Centre, 233,
general hospital
Tottenham Court Road,

WANTS A CHECK-UP

,

-

London WI (01.330
Tim of Altrincham. you must see a doctor 2991). Ring for an
immediately.
you don't want to visit your own appointment your visit
will be In complete
doctor, make an appointment with another GP
confidence.
pronto, before the problem gets worse.

If

-

lb

Joined
up with them, and the SANS was bore.
Alex has just rejoined tits head after an enforced
layoff due to Illness, and the group's first gig beck
together will beat the Reading Festival in August.

I

September.

[please help

be

struggling geollials group. Tearless, In -rs.

PLEASE COULD you tell me where can get hold of
the punk publication, 'Sniffin' Glue'. I've tried
everywhere - you're my last hope
Rid Seabnuee. Collard, Devon.
Write to them at 27-25 Dryden Chambers, 119
or
Oxford Street, London WI, enclosing a cheque
postal order for 45p made payable to SG
Publications.

.

first sight or even like

girlfriend because I'm

Sniffin' Glue

His

fail In love with you at

wants
to be
normal

I want to
normal man but
you. This guy could be feel that I'm not
I'm
good practice for the IS by the way. About
the whole scene, why not future - 'cos the sooner two years ago I went to
put your fists together you learn to start roping see my GP and told him
and give him a taste of with people, the better.
that I wasn't growing
his own medicine.
If you really can't sexually for my age and
Remember that all bring yourself to take that my sexual organs
bullies are cowards at any positive action. were not as well
heart and sometimes remember that your no- developed as my mates
actions can tell It like It no relationship with this were After examining
is, far more effectively boy won't last forever. me he said I was Just
than words. Next time He may get bored with being silly I got very
he starts, a surprise you, his current victim,
upset later, knowing
swift punch In the jaw and try to terrorise that he was wrong.
won't do him any long- someone else, or he nay
Since then, the situterm damage but may just grow out of It ation has become much
leave him a little wiser.
altogether. But worse I won't go
wouldn't you like to be swimming any more or
In the human Jungle, the one who makes sure use the men's urinals In
only the fittest survive he thinks twice before he pubs and clubs and I
- not everyone Is likely tries Unseal's'?
don't feel I'll ever get a

to

Is West

Everyone gets bull
lied by someone at some
time in their lives, and
many people go through
a phase of needing to
bully other people, In
turn, because they're
equally unsure of
themselves. Bet you
have too. Sad to say this
nacho vicious game of
cat and mouse !nail part
of the slow process of
growing -up and basic

survival.

by Susanne Garrett

FEEDBACK answers your questions. Send your
letters to: Record Mirror, Spotlight House, I
Ben well Read, London, N7 7AX. Plesee dor/ timed a
stamped addressed envelope as we cannot matter
letters individually.

when he does this and
although I've ignored
s

Answered

DEALS WITH YOUR
PROBLEMS

A boy at my school

7)Ts

77u46

CI

..keep teasing and
taking the mickey out of
me. He isn't joking

taTi.

Waiters, Ham.

OK

act view

WENT to see Gilbert
O'Sullivan at Capital
Radio's jubilee concert at
Drury Lane Due to
speaker stacks my view
at the end of the fourth
row was very bad and to
see I had to stand further
back in the halt I wrote to
Capital to complain, but I
have not had a reply.
R. Palmer,
You're complaining?
I

Icaob.

that their

chIldren were being

.pondent

13

HELP 1M

'THE COLUMN THAT

bully

don't.

He

Alex Harvey Band
COULD YOU please give me any Information you
can on the Alex Harvey Rand
Marla Williams, Dunstable, Beds.
The line-up of the band Is Ales Harvey on vocals
and guitar, Tel Clernineoe on gutter, Chris Glen on
bass, Hugh McKenna on keyboards and Ted
McKeon* on drums Alex was bore In Glasgow lo
1936, and began playing In skittle groups Le 'M. In
511, so the story goes, he won a talent realest and was
nominated Seel sod's answer to Tommy Steele: In
.ens he formed the Alex Harvey Soul Band, with
whom be played oath they spilt vertu IWI. After that
he worked as a sole argot mill he and up with a

Neil Diamond
COULD YOU please give me a list of all the singles
and albums Nell Diamond has released on CBS'
Hilary Briuntridge, enrol.

SINGLES: 'Flight Of The Gull' (CBS la43),
'SkyloIrd' (CBS 21911, 'Longfellow Serenade' f CBS
27419).

'I've Been Thin Way Before'

tail

Mee), 'Th0

Last Picasso' (CBS 1360). 'If You Know What I
Mean' ((TM 4390). Atargasee' WWI SOO). 'Deal
Think Feel' KISS bath),
ALBUMS: 'The Original Medea Picture Soundtrack
Jonathan Livingstone Seagull' Wall $9047).
'Serenade' (OM norm .1Bsonoinn Moth., With
forma). 'Love Al The Omsk' tale Wad
-

i

6

ii t

Aware Wets
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Jul.( 16 1977

THE Information here
ores cornet at the trail
of going to them but
mire be subject to
chancre so von advise
you to check with the
edemas concerned be -

fon traveling ID

WENT RUSTON. resilient
Dead End KW/
2031

Ron

UPI

Terre

Cheer

Sunday

BIB

.11"IN

Telephone numbers
provided
possible

are

FHir

N
Zodiac
HIT
Club. tee
WHIT El Ralf. Sands Club,
W

17

Kota, Head.
41.Lielitiir,
and the Wt Days si

rebel*

ROM

Earle

BARROW IN rumness.
Maxims (21134 The Jam
)

Wednesday

I.

.

p

BRISTOL, Arts Centre
(KOMI. Media

amICUICRT1:111.

Chichester

Cathedral, Bees

Her

Make

Mem

GLASGOW. Shuffles
/112 31721. The Jam

1041

GRANGEMOUTH, Hotel In
*relational, Tie Jolt

GUILDFORD. Wooden
Bridge. After The Fire

NEWCASTLE, Bridge Hotel.

(26021. Meek le
and De Seances

PORTHCAWL, StoneleIgh
Club. Brother Lees

Stews*

LEICESTER. Tiffany,
(21930). Verna,.

SWINDON,

Jodie Dread
dezvous Club
Marmalade

Rowlands Road, The

.

Depression

JULY

9540873 1. (leer n Pull
LONDON Greyhound. Fu I.

-

-

Stray
LONDON. Rochester. Stoke
Newington High Street (01
Little Acre /

Minotaur
LONDON. Rock Garden,
240
Covent Garden (01
291111. Tens litablesen Band
LONDON. Speakeasy. Mar.

Stage

Fright

1021

643 89511. XTC

-

580 88101.

(4671),

Metropelle

LONDON, Upsttre at
Ronnie,. Frith Street (01

areal Flyer.

FALKIRK. Maniqui. The
Jam / The Jolt
HIGH WYCOME, Nags Head
(2177). John Otanay and

Het Properly
LONDON. Windsor Castle.
286
Harrow Road 101
MO3 ). Ameserbia.d.
439 fr747 3

Wild Willy

Barrett

MEOW!). Cra nbrook. Lynx

LEICESTFAL, Baileys

MUDDLJESOROUGH, Medi-

sons (40121). Jenny

Shale' Stevens

120442)

and the Sunnite
LIVERPOOL. Eric,
78811. Sleek

Darren

MIDDLESBROUGH. Nor.
mashy Hotel. V In Garbutt

Street

1

061 238

Southgate
"LONDON'S MUSIC NITS SPOT"
THIS FRIDAY 15th JULY

Spar'

Aden

fl 20

* *
*
THIS SATURDAY 16th JULY
SOUL SNOW WITH

TONT VALAI/CS
WINCHMORE HILL ROAD, SOUTHGATE N14
,OYPOSIT I 500 TI4GA T1 UNDERGROUNOI

4111

GLC presents...
Reserved MILO bookable from GLC Parks Department.
=High Holborn. tendon Well: TON Tel 01-6M 1'707

HOLLAND PARK COURT THEATRE
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THE ALEX WELSH BAND

ALAN ELSDON AND HIS
JAll BAND

Thum*/

KEN COLTER ALL STAR

JAll

Endo,
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BAND
THE BLACK BOTTOM
STOMPERS
THE GEORGIA
Samna on No - No Memos theselee
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w neer, how
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Details 01-64 1707

011331,

437 611031.

Camden High Street
M7 04281,

Darts

101

LONDON, Nashville, North

End Road

101

603 60711.

1031 .

221 7137).

Barer/ Maas

LINCOLN. Morse and
Groom. Jenne Kelly /
Peter Emery / Firefly /
B ob Cale=
LINCOLN. New liculeam
Club. Strange Days
LIVERPOOL, Erin IOU 256
7891 L

Peak

LONDON, Basement, Shelton Street, Fluster
LONDON. Brecknock. Camden Road 101 - 485 30731.

Units

LONDON. Dingwall,

den lock

101

Cam-

267 40671.

Newington High Street

mersmith Road, Tyla

LONDON, Rochester. Stoke
101

34901987. Samoa r

LONDON. Rock Garden,
240
Covent Garden (01
M611. Slinky Toys
LONDON, Roundhouse. Ro
lands Road, Highbury, The
Swank
LONDON. Seven Dials.
-

Shelton Street, Dick
Heckalall Smith Qmrlet

LONDON. Windsor Castle.

Harrow Road 101
MOIL Hot Properly

286

MANCHESTER, Rafters.

Oxford Street. The Only
Oees
MIDDLESBROUGH, Made,
sons (40121). Jenny

Darren

PENZANCE. Garden (24751.
The Electric Climbs/ Elvis
Costello
PORTHCAWL. Sloneleigh
Club. Brother Lees
SWANSEA. Circles, The

Enid

TEDDINGTON, Clarence
Hotel, Window
WATFORD. Baileys

(308411).

Club, American Treat
LEEDS, Fiord* Green Hotel
18234701. Teemed,

LIVERPOOL. Moonstone
1051 709 59861. The
Melanie

LONDON, Brecknock. Camden Road 101 485 317731.
Hose Idol
LONDON. Duke of Lancaster, New Barnet, Jerry the

LEICESTER. Baileys
126462). Shade' gleans
and the Sweets.
LEIGHTON BUZZARD. Bre
sard Hall, Vice {Seems

-

Maps

Upper Street

359

(01

4510), X -Kay &pee
LONDON, 100 Club. Oxford
636 0933).
Street (01

Janda

LONDON, Music Machine,
Camden High Street 101 0128 ). Woken+

LONDON. Nashville. North
End Road 101 - 603 110711.
ramie.. Poodle. / Lamer
maws Tanta.
LONDON. Pegasus. Green
Lanes, Luadecape
LONDON. Red Cow. Ham-

mersmith Road. Metr
polis

LONDON. Rochester, Stoke
Newington High Street (01
249 0198). Brett Marvin
-

and the [Mope
LONDON. Rock Garden,
240
Covent Garden (01
39611. Cleannies
LONDON, Racy, Neal Street
-

(01

-

636 86111,

Eater

LONDON. Royalty. South.
gate (01 - 886 4112). Street

Scanners,

Ferret

KURSAAL FLYERS.

LONDON, Uptalr at
Ronnie*, Frith Street 101 439 07471. HMI Wax

MANCHESTER. Electric
Circus, (ellythural Street
1061 205 NHL Rhymed
?repeal
MIDDLESIMOUGH. Medison), I 40121 ). Jenny

Dans.

PORTHCAWL, Stone leIgh
Club, Brother Lees

METEOR.). Porterhouse
(49811. Tarsiers
KOMFOKI3, Golden Lion.
Lynx / Verbs*
RUGBY, Emmaltnes Club.
Chant.
SHEFFIELD, The Hirer
Ity (240761, No Dice /
Toby

SOUTHPORT. Coronation
Hotel, Hedgehog Pie /
Dave Bisrleed
STOKE ON TRENT. George
Hotel. Quarts

TORRINGTON, Plough,
Tata

WATFORD. Baileys (398491.

Judge Dread

WOLVERHAMPTON, Lafa
yette (27811), The Enid

WORKINGTON. lien

Strange Days
DUDLEY, JB'. 18535971.

Road, Tionderfing
LONDON, Rochester, Stake
Newington High Street 101

Darla

DUNSTABLE, California

(628041, Eater
ECCLE8HALL, Folk Club,
Shebdon, Robin Dranatield
FOLKESTONE, Leas Cliff
Hall (531931. Racing Care

-

Am

LON DON Torrington. Lodge

LEICESTER. Baileys

Lane, North Finchley 101
445 4710). Lee Ramie

-

Shane Steven.

Saturday
JULY

LONDON. Dingwall., Camden Lock (01 267 4967 ),

B ob

Davenport

RILISTOL, Granary.

Back

(2112117

)

,

Liar

Harrow

ey.

Welsh

Heron / Brainchild
LONDON. Green Man
Plumatead High Street (01
854 0873). Stagefright
LONDON, Greyhound, Ful.
ham Palace Road (01 386
06281, Ugh
LONDON, Hope and Anchor.
Upper Street (01 - 359
45101, Tyla Gang
-

WATFORD.

-

garet Street

(01

The Only One.

LONDON,

-

Oscar

101

Mond
BIRKENHEAD,
ken Club 1061
Chants

at

LUTON. Sands Club, Little
Acre

it

MANCHESTER. Electric

Ore.,

r

I

(0411 305

Sect

sons (40121), Jenny

-

.....

Darren

MIDD
()UGH. Rock
Garden, Ne Dice
NEWCASTLE, City Hall
(20177). Crawler
Boxer /
Mona

PORTHCAWL, Stoneleigh
Club, Brother Leal
REDDITCH. Tracey*. Vihr.
RUGBY,

RACING CARS: Folkestone Leas Cliff Pavilion.
Saturday

Collyhurst Street
9411), Downtime's

KIDDLESKII01.143 H. Mall

atom

1

ON

Marmalade
WHITLEY RAY. Sands Club,

Ronnie., Frith Street (01
42907471, Holt Wax

(

BIley's

SEA.
Queens Hotel (Southend
444171, Zhain./Freellight
WHITBY, Spa Pavilion,

880 8910 ),

Upstairs

2541

i

3661), Geminates
LONDON. Speakeasy, Mar-

o

101

39848 1. Shaikh.' Steven(
and the Sunsets

WESTCLIFF

Jerry the

249 011181,

Windsor Castle,

Road

84031. Frac tore

SkreettrIver

ALDERSHOT, Roundabout
1318667). Toby
BRACKNELL, South Hill
Park Arta Centre 127272).

11

marmot. Granary. Welsh

oend

Portugal Street, Kingenvay
(01
405 8004 ), George
Hatcher Band

MANCHESTER. Electric
CIrcus. Colly thirst Street
1061-28394111, the Swank
NORTHAMPTON. Saracens
Head, Via Garbutt
NUNEATON. Ansley Village
Club, Strange days
PLYMOUTH. Fiesta (257211,
Nurses! Flyers
SCARBOROUGH, 011y's
Club, Mares alma on

ler

1

and the

leaser Knows

LONDON. Sound Circus,

Bethnal
LONDON, Rock Garden,
Covent Garden 101
240

BRACKNELL, South Hill
Turk Ark Centre 127273),
Rill Caddirk

/

Tunkilans

/ Warren Harry

-

ore

24901981. alleges

Argonauts

LONDON. Roundhouse,
Downstairs, Chalk Farm
Road 101
287 2664).

HARLOW, Tiffany's 1289381,
Too Plans (afternoon )
H ASTINGS, Pier Pavillon
(421210). Nuts
H OUNSLOW. &realties Rock
Club, Wbhdow

Newington High Street

BARNSTAPLE. Tempo Club
73393 I. Brothers
BOURNEMOUTH, Stevens
Hall (211416). Canal Nets

igen.

LONDON. Open Space

Theatre, Euston Road 101
357 6969). Mists
LONDON. Rat Club, Pinder
of Wakefield, Grays Inn

LONDON. Red Cow, Hammersmith Road, Wawa
LONDON, Rochester. Stoke

Nulls

Club. Oxford

636 09361. New

Flange raid
LONDON. Man in the Moon.
Kings Road (01 - 389 50791.
Fruit Eating Bears

DERBY. Saxon Arms,

Chingford,
Ferret

JULY 15
AXMINSTER, Guildhall,

Gerdes Gihrap / Gryphon
/ Rise MacFarlane Hand /
Tess Vales / ituh warless

Park Hall (Ecciciton
452090), Barbers Dickson
Pie /
/ He
Gallagher and Lyle /
Fairport Coventlon / John
Otway and Wild Willy
B arrett / Beaky Rand /
Drew Headier bs / Alman ac / Mary Asquith

(26462),

100

101

Vaudeville Band
LONDON, ICA. Nash House.
The Mall (01 - 930 0488),
Lot Cochin / Gerry

LONDON, Queen Elizabeth

Friday

Bark 1282671.Avon Class
BURTON .ON TIRE NT, 76
Club, Dare
CAMELFORD. Lan legion;
Farm Hotel. Rad Mann,
Band
CHARNOCK RICHARD,
Park H11 Eccleston
492090). Five Band Heel /
Gay and Terry Weeds /

Street

CHARNOCK RICHARD.

B

dear... Club 15360).
Manmade
WORTHING. Balmoral,
Rowlands Road. The
Depends,

and

anal Flyer.

LONDON. Brecknock, Camden Road 101 - 485 3073),

Manse/wit,

fa rd Arms BUJ (*deck
WORKINGTON, Ren-

(69906). Tanya Hyde

LONDON,

CARTEL Top Rank 126538),

Road
LONDON,

dezvous Club (5365),

WOLVERHAMPTON. Gif-

the Tormentors

ham Palace Road (01 - 385
03241, John orgy and
Wild Willy Barrett

and The Sunset.
LIVERPOOL, Erica 1051 238
7881), The Jam / Spitfires

(Southend

BRIGHTON. Buccaneer

LONDON, Greyhound, Ful-

Blackpool Imperial floret

Saturday

WESTCLIFIrE ON SEA.
Queen. Hotel
44417), Hooky

-

GLASGOW. Shuffle 1041 332
3872), Dead End Kids
HOUNSLOW, Sneakles Rock

Crawler /

3642).
LONDON. Hope and Anchor,

LONDON. Red Cow, Ham

Noshes
CHELMSFORD. CHY Tan
ern, Tont Robinson Deed

IRONBRIDGE, Meadow Inn.
VP Oarbett

Gang

Band / McCoy

Telemann Weavers

Read
/ Peter Ferro. / Bab

DURHAM, Bird in the Hand
Martin Shremen
EDINBURGH. Clouds (031
229 5363), The Jam / The
Jolt /The Rosa.
EDINBURGH. Usher Hall

Jobe (Sway and Wild Willy
Barrett
LONDON, Golden Lion.
385
Fulham Road (01

MT

I

MINIONS 1411111

101

our Street (01
Unravel,' / Nee

Judge Drifted

THE ORIGINAL

SWAT SIINSATION
SW Sown Ormanwrl

WHHHHH,

MI

LONDON. Music Machine.

BIRMINGHAM, Roebuck.
Erdington, Eater
BRISTOL. Granary, Welsh
Back 12112117i. Trickster
CLEETHORPES. Winter
Gardens 1679251. The Boys
COVENTRY. Mr Georges
1275201. Vibrators
CROYDON, Red Deer 101
698 23081. Wire
DOUGLAS, Palace Lido

1.

359

-

Limpley

I

BIRMINGHAM. Rebecca,

Tee Sale.
LONDON. Multi.- Machine,
Camden High Street 101

(01

LONDON. Marquee. Ward

Stoke 3117 Mein
BIRKENHEAD, Mr Digbys
!MI 647 93291. Trapeze
BIRMINGHAM, Parasol,

Downtimes Seel
LONDON. Marquee, Ward
our Street 101 437 66031.
4510 ;.

.

Upper Street

ABERDEEN, Musk H11
(276881. Chewier / Boxer /
More
ALDERSHOT. Roundabout
BATH, Viaduct

LONDON, Hope and Anchor.
Upper Street (01 - 359

garet Street (01

Chiltern's Tee Masers
LONDON. Finsbury Town
Hall. Leon Reeler. /
Redd. Sullivan / Berry
Robert. / Cokaygne
LONDON, Golden Lion.

4510). Ma
LONDON. 100 Club, Oxford

14

(316667). Toby

385

06261. NTC

249 0198;

end Garden, llmederflag
LONDON. Dingo/ails. Camden Lock (01
257 49871.
George Melly and John

Fulham Road 101
385
39421. Lira Acre
LONDON. Hope and Anchor.

Thursday

Fangs. Penni
Street 101 2111 79521. Jet
Harris
LONDON, Green Man.
Plurnsteed High Street 101
.

Cam-

416 3073).

-

-

Klee
LONDON,

101

15365),

BImorl,

WORTHING,

Deanna.

-

WORKINGTON, Ren

LONDON. Brecknock. Camden Road 101 465 3073).
A mertran Train
LONDON, Dingwall,. Camden Lock 101 - 297 49671.

ham Palace Road

1336701.

lea

CARDIFF. New Theatre
(324-4411, Dowels anisseare
CHARNOCK RICHARD,
Park Hall rEcclestoe/
4520901. Leo Estate
Richard and lInda Tbasup.
we Jane Tabor / Osuary
Joe McDonald ' real Rag

Old favourite currently doing the
rounds include the v -v-v -v Vibrators,
Jam, Kormale. George Hatcher, the
Heat On The Streets threesome, and
last but no way least, the ever - ready
J oho Dewey and Wild Willy Barred.

Screaming lad Sale\
LONDON. Crawford,. Cov-

1061

Cheats

free Reid are
gigging again. starting Thursday.
I n terra Ung one - off at London's New
Victoria on Monday when the much acclaimed Aleml Brothers play their
first British date, coinciding with their
chart success with '0 Lori' And they're
pretty too!

den Road (01

WATFORD. Baileys (M848).

.

Thais

Affair

Bethnal

LIVERPOOL. Erica (061
236 IMO I. Sleek
LIVERPOOL, Moonstone. SI
Johns Precinct (061
709
56811.

LONDON.

So that nd

LEICESTER, Bailey.

Club

BIRMINGHAM. Coach and
Hareem', Welt Bromwich,

And, the new hassle

-

GLASGOW City Hall lest .
129 Salt (*moiler / Beater
/

Yee

THE USUAL hot sticky array of
summer festivals are upon us at last
July Wakes at the Park Hall Leisure
Centre In Charnock Richard happens
this week from Friday afternoon (15),
through until late Sunday night (17).
Headliners Include Gallagher & Lyle,
Leo Kettle, Barbara Dickson and
Country Joe McDonald, with lots more
excellent acts in tow.
A few new tours too
Baring Care hit
the circuit at Folkestone Leas Chile
Hall (Saturday), and Deaf School, Just
back from the States, playa short series
of selected gigs from Friday onwards.

JULY 13
ALDERSHOT. v. )-As bout
illegal Telly
'BLACKPOOL. Imperial Ho.
WI 123171 o. Renal Myers

.

DeitrstaiBIRKENHEAD, 647
sees)

-II

Emmett., Club,

Manta
SPARKFORD, Spark ford
Inn. Male
WATFORD, Bailey. 1198461.
Judge Dread

Deertal
-

657 5808)

BRENTWOOD, Brentwood
Youth House Sheffield
Road (218897 ), Sunday
Band

BRIGHTON, Buccaneer
16606 American Train
CHESTER, Quihintways
;

127141). Ozo

CLE

RopEs. Lifeboat
Hotel (87272
Jody /
Seagull
COVENTRY, Smithfield,
Siege Fright

DONCASTER, Outlook

164434), Jack The Lad
EDINBURGH, Tiffany!, Mai
550 Mar, Vibrators
GREAT YARMOUTH. Tiffs.
(570181, Jain Bead
LPnit- RPOOL. Eric* (051
2-.7881 I, Deaf Scheel

LONDON, Brecknock. Camden Road (01

Scarecrow

- 465 80131.

CONTINUED
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New Album
-

..I

12 Great Tracks

Including the Hits

'GRANDMA'S PAM-Ir./REGGAE

LIKE IT USED TO BE'

'DANCING WITH THE CAPTAIN'
Album -Cassette

Also A Brand New Single !HEAVEN ON THE 7th flOOR',
1

,

L.

26
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Mora July 11 Urn
CARDIFF. Top Rank
OHM 1,1I51150,5
I.R. Clif ern's
MUOI t. The Jam

LONDON, Crackers. VeterI.
our Street MIMI Toys

oatiessostot On.
bemire Hoed

0

Cremate* tilleanitmels
LONDON,
mews ita Gino

HR
HIM
HEMEL
Great Harry

den Lock

at
217 4117)
Heed Over Howl*

LONDON. Greyhound
Mans !'dare Reed 101

dill

Anin4a/14 lade

MOM BYtXtellitr., Chiltern

1141.

SO

Rooms Dares

LIVERPOOL. Ens 1111
Ue Mal 1, Deaf &keel
LOCI1CAN RON Village
Hall Bees of Ike Ling%
LONDON, Brecknock. Cam-

dem anted
Lite DON 11If
Half Mom
Then try, All. Street 401
too Mal,, After Merlin

den Road

I

-

elle

LONDON, Golden Lion.
Althorn Road 101
3115
tett ). Metrepeft

priirs

at
Ronnles Frith Street 101 OD 0747 Panama grand&
LONDON, Windsor Castle.
1

Harrow Road ,nl
Seat. Slipstream

Math brought out her

.2411011151.XTC

291

LONDON. Rock Gardens.
210
Covent Garden lot
Mal Leer Lenin Band
Earl of Convey

ORAN. Corns Town Hall,
Dead Earl kids

1

PENZANCE, Gardens
S175 I. Raged Flyers

LONDON. Royal Festival
Hall 101 92113002 ), Osibba
LONDON, Stapleton, Crorch

(

STAFFORD. Top of the
World 03144 ?rapes.

HIS. Landscape

SWANSEA. Branewyn Hall.
Classier/ Boxer, Moon

LONDON, Tra

t LLAPOOL. Community
Centre. Boys of the Lough
ATEORD, Baileys ilea sAL
Shall,' elevens and the

aurora
eillITLF V RAY. Sand. Club.

Woolwich

855 3371

101

Ronnie,. Frith Street 101
430 0747). Phil Ram Rand

Harrow Road

Mows

ms heel.

101

2t6

.

9403). Scarecrow

Tuesday
RUMP SHE AD. Deerstalher Club

times

0051

I

OD MOM,

B IRMINGHAM, Barbarellas
tinn 64394131, Trap...
-

PENZANCE, Garden 134751.
Heath.. Contraband
READING, Target Club.
American Train
WATFORD, Batley. M9401.

Skin'

1

Stevens

and

the

Sunset.
%MINSK II API PION.

Hall

1213591,

Crawler / Moon

Civic
Bose( /

s country)also,

11

4*.i.

though emotion was
something to admire

they're guaranteed
good

rather than feel.

-

HEAR IT!
Dory

Previn guests

In

'Hear

Me

Talkin,'

Wednesday. Radio Clyde. 18 00). there's a chance to
hear some album -tracking as well as an exclusive
Interview from Los Angeles. Stock with Clyde for an
earful of Twiggy too, 19 001. when the Neasden
nymphette raps with Andy Park about her life and
times, from clothe., peg to country girl
Soul buffs could do worse than to loon In and turn
on with Piccadilly Radio and Andy Peebles. 'Soul
Train,' Friday, 18.001 Andy spins the best of the
ILK releases and goes Stateside. presenting the
cream of the American soul charts.
Radio One have now abandoned quadraphonic
rock broadcasts for the time being I did anyone have
the equipment to pick them up anyway?), but there
are one or two good things well worth an earful this
week Whispering Bob you know who Introduces
Quantum Jump and Steve Thelon on the 'In Concert'
slot, Saturday. IR 201 And lazy Sunday afternoon
part exclusive series
lures the start of a new 10
which analyses and gives airplay to the musical
influences created and developed In the long hot
summer of 'CT, when Johnny Rotten still had all his
teeth and the kids wore flowers in their hair Part
one. 'Summer Of '87'. it 30; takes a trip through a
mate of Maas and influences, psychedella and the
Beatles' Sergeant Pepper,' the Stones 'Satanic
Ma) LIeia Request' and the prepackaged Monkees.
the
line air pirate radio and the rise of, you
gue
IL Radio One

"Blue Letter" and "Go
Your Own Way," Madison Square Garden felt los
first real real energy of

the night. These numbers
saved the show, as even
Ms Nicks found It within
her power to run about the
stage and cast the spell
she's capable of.
Kenny Leggin., on his

when

opened.

and problems an Mac.
(Of course, these are the
type of "problems" that
add up to multi platinum
albums). With Kenny's
style
Peter Frampton

bright alit
tude and undeniably
catchy melodies, he
good looks,

should have no problem
becoming a big star on his
own. JIM FARBER

BUDDY WATERS

.ondon

WITH A vivid memory of

past occasions of seeing
"old boys" in concert, I
nearly didn't go to the
New Victoria on Friday
night, merely because of
the possibility of an early
Influence and lifetime
hero not being able to live
up to expectations. I
needn't have worried.
Propped up by a stool
Muddy Waters played the
blues as he's always
played them. The guitar
rang out those familiar
chords, rattled and spat
as the Imitation hot
'lend& slid up and down
the neck, while Muddy's
sold; was still full of
peen and character.

SIOUXSIE AND
THE BANSHEES

Crackers

r'

Amin
FLEETWOOD MAC clinical detachment
came on, with a broad ones 'Take My Money'
grin on his face.
and 'Politics'.
The latter Is more or
In a year when the most
exciting live show was less a kick in the teeth for
provided by a bunch of The Pinto's and Clash.
young musicians (The Mmmmm. Difficult to
Clash at the Rainbow), make out the words.
it's almost unthinkable Better luck next time.
And what's this
a
that one of the runners up
should be someone 40 drum solo? Yep. after
years their senior. covering his kit In talcum
powder and getting lost in
DAVID BROWN.
the fog, Rat falls Into a
solo
using just his hands
THE DAMNED
.

Hastings

WIPE THAT pier from
your eyes. It was only

The Damned's last show
in their massive nationwide tour.
And what finale. The
pier pavilion, Hastings,
usually antedated with
fading TV personalities
serenading balding, demented souls in beige
jackets and sunglasses
and you should see their
husbands!

.

and head.
Countless encores,

minating

.

all.

In Scabies
throwing the mike stand
15 feet into the air and
poking a hole through the
polystyrene ceiling. The
sea gushed In and washed

them away
CAIN

.

.

.

BARRY

Skrewdrlver first.

dy casually strolled off In
the same manner as he

-

Such whines are worth
considering if Crackers le
to take over from that
corpse the Rosy as
London's premier gig for
misfits, which is how one
feels forced to describe
Siouxsie and the Ban.
sheet, a band who have
just been blown out of a
prestigous tour for being
'Nazis'. Novel? Yes.
Very good copy too, but
give the singer some,
huh? Let Simard° and the
Banshees live, learn and
.

.

.

They'll give you

records if you're extra
nice. Records to disturb
and excite you. You don't
goosestep to it, darling,
you dance, just like
Siouxsie used to dance to
those anarchists the Sex
Pistols at the 100 Club.
.

Slourrsie and the Ban.
sheer have the potential
to be one of the seventies'
most vital bands: they
have classic songs, a near
incomparable sound, and
the most Interesting girl
performer to come along
In oh - a couple of million
years. Maybe I'll Just go
out on the street and beg
for 'ern. JANE SUCK

Missed them. Small

from marmalade to

likes refrigerator!

(TC
ondon
DAMNED

SPLIT ENZ
London
SINCE SPLIT Ens are
shortly to return to their

Antipodean homeland,
their shows at the end of
last week were by way of
temporary farewell to
all the fans they've
a

It's

hardly the news story of
week

but XTC'

-

"Definitely a New Wave
band" - are being (they

feel) discriminated

against. And, no sir, not
for any of the usual
reasons. It's because
they assert) they cense
from Swindon.
(Cackle) You don't
mean that place on the M4
(

udice went out when the
Wurzel* got famous.
Back to the serious bit.
a
XTC operate asfour
versatile high energy
Barry Andrews
on keyboard' / synth
giving them an extra
depth beyond the usual
guitar thrash. They're

competent enough lie
rover most of the ground
between fast glitlemap
and good thumping Moll
the Hooplinh work - aria.

"Radios In Motion" le
fact Is sure fire brilliant
pop, and ICU be a hh - as
well as some old

surprises. Like, "Fire.
ball XL 5", faster than
the Ventures maybe. but
just as good, and a much*
effective work out of R.
Zimmerman's "All Along
The Watchtower."
While not actually a
New Wave vanguard
band XTC have benefited
from the change; they've
played a lot together and
the new ideas have given
them a fresh, clever and
commercial sound. "Science Friction", "Do What
You Do" and the highly
polished "Neon Shuffle"
stand out as their songs
even on first hearing.
Yet they 'seaway to go.
The paint on Barry

-

Andrew.' shirt reads
"Bandwagons Are For
Jumping On". A joke
honest, but that bit about
Swindon (banter, banter)
wasn't
.
to them
anyway. Give theme try.
The music' II win you over
even if the posturing'
doesn't JOHN SHEAR.
.

LAW.

TYLA GANG
Red Cow
ON THE ceiling at the
Red Cow there's a three

bladed fan that looks Ike
prop left over from a
Southern LISA cop movie
trying to cool us all down.
Onstage there's the Tyla
Gang trying to reverse
that process. No question
who wins out.
Undisputed Gang leader, Sean Tyla, has been
serving up a finger
crunchin' pot pourri of
rock 'n' roll laced with a
little Southern boogie
sauce for quite some time
now. First with Ducks
Deluxe. and since then.
with uncountable differ
ent Tyla Gangs, none of
which quite fitted togeth
er. Until now that Is.
Adding bassist Brian
Torrington to the already
stable duo of drummer
Mike Desmarais and lead
guitarist Bruce Irwin was
one of the best decision.
Sean ever made.
Then of course, there's
the man himself. If the
phrase "his bite's worse
than his bark" hadn't
already been coined, It
would have had to have
been twinned for the case
of Sean Tyla. Growling at
the sardine tight audience
from inside his olive
green, sweat. limp dung
greet, he looks like the
kind of man your mother
warned you about taking
sweets from when you
were a kid.
But no matter because
he's got *classic rock and
roll voice. If I didn't think
he'd hit me for It, I'd say
he sounds like a bullfrog
that's just swallowed a
couple of Dylan albums.
And he plays a mean
rhythm guitar.
Sean was tired from
-

WAIT FOR IT.
the

as

Bunter's tuck Anyway I
thought regional prej-

.

CRACKERS is designed
like
sewer. One path
leads to the toilets, one
path leads to the bar, and
If you're lucky you'll find
the stage In half an hour.
Oh, and when you get
there you can SWEAT. It
makes the Marquee seem

.

-

Venezuela. He's known
Rat Scabies for years. It
shows.
The
After 12 encores
Damned. Clearly pleased
at the prospect of a long
holiday they look relaxed,
out for a good time. The
usual songs plus two new

boogie piano, bass,
drum.. and rats harp, the
blues just poured out from
'Baby Please Don't Co' to
'I Out My Mnjo Working'.
Dressed in a shirt, light
blue trousers and
matching wain-oat Mud

PHET
I

singers have cited him as
their mentor.
Backed by two guitars.
Pinetop Perkins tingling

There's no wonder so
many of today's rock

to

Oh, and the spoons solo
was ace. SHEILA PRO.

),

crowd. Then Auntie Pus.
Auntie Pus Is straight
out of Tom Brown's
Schooldays with sideburns. Red school blazer,
white trousers, hangdog
expression. he saunters
on with a guitar, sits
down, and proceeds to
sing a handful of songs,
subject natter ranging

-

a

following
their

make

northern climes.

dis-

playing similar assets

sized

they

triumphal return

first tour without Jim
Messina,

art

school stereotype. But
then again. I'm not sure
that played straight, the
songs are strong enough
to stand on their own.
Still, the set was
entertaining enough, the
audience loved 'ern, and

Several songs escaped

It Together' with bygone teenybop series 'Shang - a
Lang'. Wednesday. 14 20). Guests are yesterday's
heroes the Bay City Rollers. Bunny and Dawn
(Remember Tony Orlando' Later, more veterans,
including pre- rockers Frankle Leine, Ben E King
and Emile Ford. plus Marty Wilde and Joe Brown
from the early days of British pop, tread the boards
In 'International Pop Proms,' ITV. (8.00).
Come Thursday. BBC!. (7.151, supercool
Canadian export Kid Jensen presents the latest
selection of chart - toppers and chart - droppers
Highlights around the regions on Friday Include an
ancient Elvis Ohm 'California Holiday: Westward.
12 23,, and a blast of fearless Footle in 'Happy
Days.' Anglia. 15 15) And, back on the nationwide
circuit, Nell Diamond performs from the vast open
air Greek Theatre In the city of lost angels. BBC!,
IV 25). 'Love At The Greek.'
Much more Moppets on Saturday, 15 15/5.451.
ITV. If you live In the London area, Janet Street
Porter zooms In on the world of images, focusing on
the T-shirt boom and the world of video recording,
London Weekend Show, Sunday. (1. 101
Beeb 2 starts a new series of trips thru' the
Musical influences of the past two decades or so,
'Rhythm On Two,' 110.15) on Tuesday. First
programme In the tubes focuses on the early fifties.
with Freddie Fingers Lee playing Jerry Lee Lewis,
Mike Berry & The Outlaws doing a Buddy Holly,
and the Darts, all set to put the BOOM back In shboom

But from what I could
group were being
disappointingly normal.
Oh sure, they still looked
weird, but what they were
doing wasn't that different from any other band.
That could be a good
thing, considering that
their theatrical image has
probably limited them.
wise, In the
audience
past A change could give
to break
chance
the
them
out of the college /

mother to take a bow.
Still the major problem
with Mac here was that,
for all the exquisiteness of
their melodies, the vocals
were delivered with a
clinical detachment - as

MeVie's "Songbird" etfortiessly took flight, and
In the end, when
Buckingham poured out
his strong guitar lines in

Beautiful downtown Granada replaces pop slot 'Get

wasp

-

mushiness - before
"Landslide" Stevie ac-

the

-

see, the

;(0

.

.

etr g a gUmpse
them from the side
required concentrated
effort

I

.

New Wave band from
there (splutter) . . Mull
,
the other one mate
Nah. If they keep on
playing as well as they
did at the Music Machine
last week - and they'll
that
get even better
sort of Jolly japing will

for the occasion: the area
In front of the stage was
lmpossible. and even

#01

.

(guffaw)
turn trains around' 4
one where they

gained while they've been
playing in Britain
The Nashville (which
apparently the
was
scene of their firs t gig In

this trap. Christine

SEE IT!

(Titter) the one

disappear as

FLEETWOOD MAC'S
first show In New York in

LONDON. Windsor Castle.

LONDON. Kensington. Ron
sell Garden. 101
4103
32454 Warren Harry
LONDON. Queen Elizabeth.
Clowned Sucker
LONDON. Rochester Stoke
Newington High Street 101

Barre. Harry

FLEETWOOD MAC
/ KENNY LOGGINS
New York

The SIM*.
LONDON, Upstairs at

Areemusils

Ilan Illhantilawl

IROADSHOWS
Slack
I
Mac
quite some time proved
an uneven evening.
plagued by what can be
termed. "milk ft cookies
mushiness." Let's face it
- The Mac are one of the
best hook writing troupes
of the seventies, but live
THEY AIN'T GOT NO
°Until Watching their
listless swaying on stage,
It seemed like they'd all
just been shot up with
elephant tranquilliser.
Stevie Nicks, the
Farrah Fawcett . Majors
of rock, was the most out
of IL In "Rhianon," her
attempts to be sexily
bewitching looked more
like a comatose version of
Linda Blair In The
ExorcisL And talk about

LONDON. 100 Club. Oxford
Street 101 - 631 00.131. John
Oftwe and Wild Willi
Barrett / Myron and the

LONDON. Rock Garden,
Severn Garden 401 - 240

LONDON.

SOU,.

4115

LONDON. Dingwall.. Camden Lock 101
3111 OW).

36230731

May NM
LONDON. Nashville North
End Road 101 . 203 /FOIL
AO
LONDON. New Victoria 101 .
11141311711, Aboial Brainier,
LONDON, ,Catheter, Stoke
Nee metro High Street (tit
- 241 OM
The Amaalag

MIMI I.

101

alas amila Basil

LONDON. Man In The Moon.
l01

, A D.
(See 7).

Sahara Farm

LONDON. Ilan Mom, Lower
Richmond Road Putney,

King Read

Tars

Strange

Record Mirror. July

SILLY CONNOLLY

Connolly's
caustic
comments

London

LON '1' have thought It possible
for immense to sit through a Billy
cornets concert and not laugh one.. It was a Muriel from V ono-slash.
.r somewhere - but Noel Edmond's old
lads managed it. Maybe Snit was
lining too much on the line. It couldn't
hare been an unintelligible accent.
because he slowed down coesiderahly
and translated
couple of the Scots
words. And In actual fact he wasn't
even THAT Dirt). After all the
performance taws being recorded for an
I

M111

album.

.

Most

.

of

the set featured new
material Even the old stuff he did had
new nerds - like his parody of 'Help
Me Make It Through The Night' and the
Wellie Root Song'. One meg which
being in the studio hut It
was one of those night.
when, despite it all. the
band come out roaring on
all four cylinders at the
start and don't let up till
they've pulverised the
audience into overheated
soggy exhaustion. The
Gang finished 'em off
with a short but sweet
alking The Dog'.
Anyway, you could tell
It was a good
night
without even listening to
the music. Sean didn't
Insult the crowd once.
NICK CHARLES

London
WITH SO many events In
the music world being
concentrated on the new
ware lately. It must be
frustrating being talkie,
or an old hippie
or even
young hippie.
So it was nice kr witness
gig where all the afore
mentioned social groups

-

plus

a

few others

besides) could get together, bop around a

have

moment.

Black. drums. Kid Read,
bass and vomit. Honest
John Plain, rhythm
guitar and vocal,. And
Norseman. Casino Sleet
piano and vocals.
And, even mire Super
hint. they've got songs
that'll make your toes
curl and your hair twitch.
They've got a single out
on SENA, 'I Don't Care'
but ignore that 'cos It's
garbage. Almost any of
their other songs are
better.
The Boys are, for want
better word, punk.
of
Not the heavy politics and
philosophy Pistols / Clash
end of It but the FUN FUN
FUN Damned type of
approach. Get onstage,
Jump around, sing some
neat and sweet tunes,

amazing at putting them down. And he
didn't have much opportunity for off the
cuff humour. Maybe it was because It
was the first night of the London series
of shows, but his tightness didn't show
too much.
As always, he was hilarious.
ROSALIND RUSSELL.

MR BIG
London

MR BIG packed out the

London Marquee last
1

I

I

given that away. Other.
wise, there were no signs
of nerves
just an
evening of entertaining,
thoroughly polished mellow country rock.

-

For me, not having seen
was a

slightly strange ex

bit and

perb.
Lead vocalist Dicken
still tends to wander a bit

note of every bar of every
song. They'd obviously
brought their fan dub

Introductions to
numbers, but I think
that's out of nervousness
in

loyal

followers from their days
on the pub circuit.
This group know how to
get 'em and keep 'em.

Mealticket

well worth

-

thin time managed to put
across his playing with.

out

they're

a

the theatrics

he

employs when he's on a
big stage.
I think Mr Big are at

look.

SHEILA PROPHET.

his

rather than anything
else. Mick Llewellyn is a
powerful guitarist and

If

they should venture Into
your area, go along and
see

-

week
there must have
been as many people
thereon for the Damned a
few nights before.
The Rigs are getting
better and better. Out of
three gigs I've been to In
the past few weeks, the
first was a bit duff, the
second was good and this
one was excellent. They
are one of the few bands
with two drummers that
really utilise their assets;
the synchronisation and

arrangements are su

acquainted with every

-

that

how the pollee treat drunk. in the nick.
As usual there was a inaptly. turn out
of Scot. for the event. but Connolly
reroute to let them get carried away In a
wave of native nostalgia and nips any
signs of excessive patriotism in the
bud. He didn't have too many heckler..
which was a shame because he's

Mealticket's concert at

with them

handed, five strong.
Matt Dangerfleild, lead
guitar and vocal*. Jack

and grows Into a more serious

He follows that up with extended

the New Vic on Friday
was the first time out as
far as the group were
concerned, but only their
ecstatic grins at the end of
the show would have

them before, It

-

to the audience and a discussion about

good

a

27

tea

perienoe discovering that
every other person In the
hall seemed to be

MEALTICKET

I

generally
time.

I

1977

Australia was the greatest event
recorded that didn't make the Olympic
games

remained unchanged was my favourite
'Sergeant Where's Mine'.
Connolly mixes hi. political comment
with straight humour and musical
ability so that nothing gets too heavy.
His song 'John Stonehouse Went
Swimming' started out for laughs how his "swim" from Miami to

16

MR BIG

-

ONLY

P

1.

BILLY CONNOLLY not

their best Ina club like the
Marquee; the sound is
tighter and they concen
trate more on that than a
lot of unnecessary movement.

Most of their material
was from their two
albums on EMI, 'Sweet
Silence' and 'Mr Big,' of
which 'Zambia' is easily

the best song.

I

It was rP
leased as a single but
I
didn't do anything
can't think why because
Irma knockout number.
Of the new songs, they
did 'It's A Pain' which
was all right. and 'Take
Me Home' and 'Here I
Am' which were faster

understand

-

and more Interesting.

even

1

-

THAT dirty

suppose anyone else
noticed it though).
Their reception was
tremendous, but their
encore was delayed while
the PA packed up. When
they did come back on,

they got through an
instrumental of 'Someone
Stole My Fag' before the
mikes went, but noone
we had
got too upset

-

our money's worth.
ROSALIND RUSSELL

BOYS

London
"I'M TALKING 'bout
boys, yeah yeah, !emote

tell you 'bout boys."
Fifteen feet up in the air
on the idiotically posi-

tioned stage at the Music
The hand have dropped Machine, the Boys are
'Feel Like Calling Home' getting stuck into a little
whether it's because it sex
role confusion by
didn't make much of a hit way of an encore. (Well,
or they've decided It's too If the. Beatles could get
close to 'Romeo' I don't away with it, the Boys
know. They did do stand good chance). The
'Romeo,' which is a great old Shirelles raver as a
song, but they haven't storming closer to a neat
managed to make that set.
awkward key change
Lemme tell you a little
properly yet (don't 'bout these Boys. They're 1

-

'

riF

17171..ijg g

a

1

flash everybody with
your carefully tailored

punky threads (These
guys don't pose, they
mean It for real). Smile a
lot and the world smiles
with you and, In the cane
of the Boys, dances with
you.

In Honest John Plain
potential
they've got
guitar hero. His rhythm
playing '77 style Keith
Richard slop and lurch
at Inter planetary seat,
travel velocity. I'm not so
sure about Steel's playing
though. As my chauffeur

-

remarked to me, you
couldn't hear the organ

any too well. Maybe It
was just a duff mix.
Right now, there's
enough new hands around
London (and north of
Hendon . . . maybe) to
keep all but the most
jaded happy. So you
didn't get into the
cancelled Damned show?
So go and see the Boys,
huh, NICK CHARLES.
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PALL NICHOLAS

-

Is one of

Nicholas:
Quick as

who doesn't
think "pop" is such a dirty
'people

those

word. He's had four hits with
pop songs and should he
having more before his
number's up
Some may knock him for singing

about Grandma's Party and
'Dancing With The Captain' but
after all there is a market for those
kind of songs Anyway, don't start
telling Paul about rock 'n roll, h
was once In tough little band called
Savage the days when he had zero

flash!

a

records
Two writers called Husain and

I

)

Borrowed
Even so, he still maintains he's a
living on borrowed time,
but "I don't really think about it too
much. I'm not really a planner. I
don't sit down and deliberate I look
at it this way: to me it's like
throwing a dice, I try to find the right
songs, commercial records, and
hope they make the charts "
So far the only record of his not to
have done so was the rendition of the
old tissue stainer 'If Your Were The
Only Girl In The World' (which you
may have heard at grandma's
a song which Paul knew
party
would be no - go even before it was
pop singer

released.

"Everyone said record It for a
It'll be different, and it
might broaden your market, you
know the way people talk But I
hated it. It was a very nicely made
record mind you, but I personally
found it so so boring I think pop
should be quick as a flash, over
really fast."
His latest offering "Heaven On
The Seventh Floor" is however
much more to his liking, and more
importantly to his fans, because It's
in the charts
change.

I'M stone cold about
Billy Connolly
Haven't seen him

S,
V

i

/

concert and can only

recall hearing some of his
songs on the radio. So I

had the media Image
rather than the man
Absurdist, with a line In
regional humour, spiced
with obscenity.
Stone Cold Stone cold
sober too, which would be
Irrelevant except that

PAUL NICHOLAS
living on borrowed rime

"It's

gonna be released in

America, my first record over there.
We felt this particular single was the
most suitable for the US market "
The new (debut) album might also
be released there, but he Isn't too
sure about that.
The songs on the album are
fundamentally In the same vein as
his hits, soil's a fairly safe bet to say
his British fans who bought the 45's
will not be disappointed
"I think it's not a bad first album,"
he opines, "And 12 tracks is good
value for money. The songs are
uncomplicated and you can bop
around to them, but the album's no
great masterpiece."
Nicholas Is no 24 hour a day pop
star. He strips away his Top 20
stance just as soon as he can.
"Friends see me on Top Of The Pops
then look at me slouched on the sofa
and they say "What a difference!"
He enjoys appearing on TV
though, it must be the peacock in
him Plus he's no stranger to the eye
of the camera lens having been in
quite a few movies, namely 'Blind
Terror' with Mia Farrow, and two of
Ken Russell's kinky screengems
'Tommy' and 1...isztomania' He will
be adding to that collection by
appearing in a film musical of
'Sergeant Pepper' soon to start
rolling in LA
"I play the brother of Billy
Shears," he explains, "and Billy
Shears Is being played by Peter

SOBER

Frampton."

Peter and Paul get
together' There Is a slight physical
Ah,

so

likeness between the two. "Yes,"
agrees Paul, but Frampton's much
prettier than me and much younger
looking "
On the "other side" of 25 Paul's not
such an old - timer either: "Oh, I
After you go I'm doing a
dunno. .
teenybopper TV show where I've got
It is
to smile and look young. .
not easy. . " JAN ILES.

..

yI
1$

1

N,

breakfast. Look at

nolly

Barney McKenna. He
gets up In the morning,
puts his banjo on his lap.
and plays it In his

Billy Connolly

is the
card In the

-y

pack. He doesn't lecture

his audience, he tells
them what they already
know and then take it to
the heights of absurdity
He's a very Innocent
child, asking all the
wrong, but right, questions
The interview was a
quickie, backstage

-

1

pyjamas "
We talk about other

'see

career opportunities Billy likes acting and he's
written two plays, the
second of which will be
presented at this year's

Edinburgh Festival.
"But

I want to do them
all. I don't want to branch
out into something else. I
like being a comedian. I
like playing a guitar. I
like writing plays. I use
them all, each as a

at the Dublin
If I had

expected

a

similarly

manic Individual behind
the mask, I was wrong
Billy Connolly seemed

diversion against the
other."

slightly tense and speedy,

So far, a sensible, sober

but that could be put down
to the performing adrenalin still coursing through
his veins and his obvious
legitimate desire to hit the
town with his buddies.
What is similar is the
Connolly compulsion to
communicate
he
doesn't clam up and lock
himself in his shell. I end
up as the straight man.
One of the Furey brothers

Interview until Horst

Kocht Intervenes. As I
hesitate to decipher my
scribbled excuse for
notes, there's this angelic
voice coming from over
my right shoulder

-

arrives and the compan-

ion he's brought with him
is a German guy. It turns
out that he's a comic too.

Horst Kocht
German

Billy

no kidding

"You like Heern,"

Sure "You like Bread?"
Anything you say Horst

"You like Been,""
Teasingly, "You like
peppermints,"
I'm fall guy and the

II

gales of laughter leave
me bewildered and
suspended in midair
Billy is just the slightest
bit embarrassed so he

- the
Connolly.

obligingly seizes on my
first remark and the
Interview falls back to a
sane plane The line
between absurdity and

The dice are stacked, so

I'm uneasily looking over

my shoulder all the Ume
while I should be focusing
on Connolly and the
business In hand. No
malice on their parts, just
that they'll high-spiritedly sabotage me if my
questioning gets too
ponderous
I mean, how do yoti

question

a

solemn

Eng

guy

like

Connolly who says it all
To take a
on stage

°

I have concerts for my

tween Bruce and Con-

Stadium

I don't need to tell them
what's going on up there
They know fine."
Not that he was
chickening out since he
did both the Rangers V
Celtic and the anti -pollee
routines As to ad libb-

No way.
tour.
"Smashed? I thrive an It.

obscenity, there's no
great comparison be-

joker, the wild

concerts'
"Tonight a lot of the
crack was different.
Things I wouldn't say up
there Not because I'm
frightened, I'm not
frightened by anybody,
but In Belfast, when
people come through all

trig "If I get five or six
minutes on stage, I'm
delighted. I did It tonight
I have a basic skeleton of
an act, I know what's
coming next I know how
I'm going to Introduce a
song, but something can
happen and It's away on
Its own. "
But he must be
exhausted by this
time on such a long

graveyard with Hamlet
The fool's conscience like
Lenny Bruce And besides their use of

No.

because It's got unwieldy
I write it
and top
when it's finished
How much does he
change his set around
each night" Was there
any difference between
his Dublin and Belfast

those bloody checkpoints.

The fool Is Shakespearean. Bitte rwise man
humour out on the heath
with Lear, or at the

;PC

.

Lit

approach and clubfootedly ask, "Tell me, Mr
Connolly, - what do you
think Is the function,
nature and or essence of
is to crassly
comedy'"
and single-mindedly miss

-

spirit of his act
So we begin with any
debts he might have to the
muslchall and vaudville
He first picks up on the
obscenity angle.
"If you look back at the
music halls, they were
doing very risque material, even Marie Lloyd.
And people are getting
very suddenly shocked in
the seventies because
everything gets bold."
But what about the
the

it

,"rrr,

-"'

loading the system. Clean
air legislation will never
work In Glasgow. .
He's a jester, not a fool.

.

I

"7"

Liver Salts, or too much
curry and Guinness over-

fl

I

r-

TONE
C LD

before the Stadium

of Connolly's
humour is about getting
drunk, falling unconscious and waking up
with a twenty-one gun
salute of a hangover in
the morning.
Billy Connolly sings the
loos About the effect of
overdosing on Andrews

Since then the snarl's disappeared
and he's fairly content to smile
awhile about making stylish pop

I

air

much

hits

Muster compote, his material c
have written some quite nice song,
myself but they're not actually
worth rushing out and spending 70p
on") kicking him into hit parade
orbit with 'Reggae Like It Used To
Be', about a year and a half ago. All
Paul's hits have been chirpy and
unobtrusive, songs that can be
whistled to In the loo or while you're
frying your morning eggs They
usually make the charts at
breakneck speed
"The stuff I do," he says, "Is
straightforward pop, very commercial. very simple People might
say they're silly songs but let's face
it there's& market for them."
Paul isn't exactly laughing all the
way to the bank, because, as he
points out. the big money comes from
last albums. b America, but he is
grinning. For, by his own admission
he thought he was little more than a
one hit wonder Though admittedly
that was before he produced hit
number two

si

venues he plays?
Shouldn't he be in

grow'
BILLY CONNOLLY:

You 'J heifer bolter.'

obscenity: "If you look at
my stuff, you'll find it

-

ii'

Connolly. The Joker
plays an Ace
Theatre? "It's very odd.
but that's all that's left to
people nowadays since
they've thrown all the
theatres away I think It's
a bloody disgrace that
this Is the only big venue
that Dublin has got "
Isn't he perhaps out of
time, out of place Did he
ever wish he was born 50
or more years ago, to play
the Edwardian halls'

A
wrong line Billy
Connolly is very critical.

almost savage about
those days
"Not at all.

I like it. I
think entertainment in the
seventies Is fantastic and
I'm not a great fan of the
variety or theatre people

To me, most of them were

con
-artists,

an eight
minute act that lasted
them 20 years, whereas
today you get the creative
comedians who have to
change their material
An hour and a half of
material has to be
changed, because you
record It and that's It
stone
-dead You have to
get something brand new
for the next tour. "
His own routines often
come from stray fantastic
musing on the road. "I'll
be on the road and I make
It all up myself
It's
organic, It just grows and
grows and grows until
eventually I have to cut it

Reprinted from the Hot Press

absurd, rather than

obscene, so people don't
get embarrassed by It

They're not the victims "
It's a childlike absurd.
ity, I suggest The Big
Yin responds Immediate-

ly.

"Like Barney

McKenna Is a childlike
guy He's not a childish
man, but he's got a
childish charm which is a
great boon to hint "

And Billy then tells a
story which explains him
better than any of my
analysis The last line,
the last laugh are Billy's.

"I

remember

being

shown around a mausoleum In Scotland, with
40 foot high bronze doors
and a guy was saying how
much they weighed and
how beautiful they were,

and

I

immediately

thought of him locking IL
with his tie stuck in

"You're supposed to be
Impressed by the carvings in the door and I
just thought of him, with
the tie stuck In IL
screaming for help "
BILL GRAHAM

Rriord Mirror, July 18
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Vakety
Yak

Connection
do it in
a big way
BEEN said that

T'S

album artwork has
.ne much to sttmu,:e album sales in

progressive mu -

the

market.

means that native kids
get both American television and high powered
Floridian radio stations

pumped out of their

receivers. Between cal.
ypso and other native

With rhythms they received
disco. Roger Dean were the popular sixties
:7-.tasies are lost.
sounds of Motown, Stax
Most disco albums and Atlantic. 'I wouldn't
there wasn't any
,ally have unclad say
Wonder influence
.:ments of the Stevie
In our song," said
ale anatomy. So Coakley. "I guess a little
,ic

forget artwork. But
novelty that has

strong effects
-.
shaking up the,
,most predictable,
taco market is the
12 inch single
oi

-

Connection's 'Do

.that

'

Wanna

You

Do'

-.r, be one of the first hits
s directly benefit from

bigger sound you get
-,,rn the giant size
ingles Certainly the
-.cord. with its standard
lancing beat and min.
mal mental message,
..Le es
much to Stevie
corder In the vocal
.-partment
tr-the case of T
,,,-necUon. they're more
set of studio
a

the

nr
.scans. who read
through a score and are
given a title by the
-.loser a week before

ire record's release

Trivia buffs please note
that T - Connection are the
first group since The
Beginning Of The End
Funky Nassau') to

break

of the

out

Bahamas

six year old line
'I was the brainchild of
The

-

singer

songwriter and
all
round spokesman,
Theodophi los 'T' CoakHis

-e5

brother Kurt

plays bass and sings. One

Monty

Brown 'plays

guitar, Berkley Van Byrd
is described by his record

I

company as "exceedingly
creative on drums", and
Tony Flowers masterminds the percussion.

what T
Connection
with The
beginning Of The End Is
'.1), Miami based Audio
crew of TK records.
race in common

Funky Nassau' was
Producer Steve Alaimo's
baby Alaimo is also
Credited on the back of T
rbnnection's LP, 'Magic'

Nassau is

1;

changing,"

,..id Coakley, of his
background "At the time
started, the scene was
mostly hotels, particularly the independent clubs
,"at were mostly for

tourists. You'd play
calypso numbers
2 "'Meal
t" Places like Freeport

the last few years, a lot
"f the old places have
faded and the natives
have
more

started going out
So the
musical
build has become more
"anterriporary. "
Eking a mere 100 miles
from

Florida's shores,

bit of Stevie rubs off

-

29
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MARVIN GAYE will be
producing Mary Willman's
effort
.
first solo
.

hand to help raise
funds for a black dentist,
running for LA mayor,
were Freda Payne, Glynn
Turman of 'Cooley High'
fame. Billy Davis and
Marilyn Weeds.. and
Bernie Casey . , . Ohio
Players to score new Fred
Williamson flick. 'The Big
Score'. . Has everyone
heard the Jerry Ruder /
Thelma Houston duet
album' Smooth as double
On

.

said, "and the ideas will
flood in."
The moral of the story
is, you can do anything
you wanna do But doing
it in a 121n groove will
help you dolt bigger

cream
'Guitar'

.

.

.

Johnny

Watson drew

Bette Midler, Tatum
O'Neal, Linda Roastadt
and Richard Pryor at
T -CONNECTION

We

recent performance

hart io get n, Britain

You get a free ADC cartridge when you
buy this turntable, but we advise you
to read all the small print.

on

everyone
unintentionatty "
'Do What You Wanna
Do' was a three - year
old number in the T
-

Connection repertoire

It seems only fair to warn you that the BSR
McDonald BDS95 is a tempting enough
purchase as it is.
We made this beltdrive turntable with
certain people in mind.
People who still have the turntable that
came with their first hi.ri system.
And they've begun to notice the
imperfections.
The BDS95 means you've not only moved
up toe turntable that meets the most
exacting standards of design and perform
ance, but you still have a turntable you
can really rely on.
So let's take a closer look by lifting the
friction hinged lid, which stops at any
angle on the SII mime plinth.
Notice the 'S' shaped, low resonance,

the group made
their deal with T. K. The
arranged
song was re
and produced with a disco
beat and before you could
say 'get down', there was
when

-

a hit.

"Disco music Is getting
plenty of bad raps," said

Coakley realistically

"The market Is cluttered
with more and more
singles every week. But
to me, disco is a creative
source of music in the way
that jazz is. In contrast,
look at classical music.
You have orchestras
playing the same songs
with the same arrange
ments, that were written

nundreds of years ago.
No one goes on about the
lack of creativity there.
Certainly disco music has
a basic beat, as does
reggae or calypso Within
the beat there's freedom
of movement "
In the midst of all this

.

polished aluminium tonearm, which floats
In a concentric gimbal style mount.
The counterbalance for primary weight
adjustment and micro-balance obtained
by the ultra -fine rotary control.
Now let's get things in motion using the
viscous cueing device, and discover the
great combination of silent power
transmission and ultra modern styling.
The discerning eye will spot features such
as the bias compensator that equalises
stylus pressure on both sides of the
groove, and the special lightweight
headshell.
And this of course is where the free
cartridge comes in.
The ADC 032 is a superb Induced Magnet
cartridge with an elliptical stylus, worth

around £14.
If you should prefer the BDS80 turntable
instead, we'll include an ADC 030
cartridgein the price.
That's worth around £10.
Both these offers close on 31st July.
We're sorry if this leaves you with a feeling
of deep dissatisfaction with your present
turntable, but we did warn you.
If you are in any doubt about compatibility
just write to Richard Jones at the
address below.

Limited.
McDonald Division,
Powke Lane,
Cradley Heath, Warley,
West Midlands B64 50H.
BSR

B

R

McDONALD

'

fairly straightforward

Miami disco backbeat is a
touch of the airy fairies in
the form of Cory Wade
Wade gets almost as

many album credits as
between his
the group
producing, mixing, album cover designs and
'album co - ordination.'
"The difficulty of our time
is a difficulty of the
human spirit," says one
quote on the back sleeve
"This album is dedicated
to all who share the

-14-,:-,,:__
I

/

i

.

--:
-

--:-_-___

-

. LI
cc ".

°
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a

it

sciousness"

other What Is universal
consciousness supposed
to mean?

not sure."

-

..
r

nUniversalreadsC o an-

"I'm

-

t

-

,...

chuckles Coakley.
"You'll have

to ask Cory

Wade "

-.17.4-73 2

And what of their
current plans' "We've
just finished three months
on the road with the
Average White Band,
Slave and The Ohio
Players We're finishing
another album, which will

have about eight to 10
tracks on It. It'll be a little
different from the last

one,

but just

commercial

And

1/4

as

we

have to get to Britain "
Coakley writes most of
his songs by starting with
a slogan or phrase and
building around It "Just
keep your ears open," he

-

.1
"se

'Li

fT

1irt

t
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NEXT
WEEK

Prison,
Police,
Politics,
Power
and the

Beach Roy dates, I'll
probably start work a a
new album.
With Rockville
No, there's not really

JUST TWO months
ago Dave Edmunds
was looking forward
to a lengthy tour of
the Staten with his
hand RockpUe supporting Rad COMpatty.

enough material. You see
I've got a IOW album is
do, and Nick has one of
his own. And I don't think

it Is contractually
foible at the moment

That was in April, now
he's bark In town with
time nn his hand. after
problem. Just a third of
the way through the
dates. Naturally he isn't
too happy about this Mate
of affairs and sitting In a
hamburger bar in titling
ton Is a poor substitute to
being on the road In
America.
Looking thoughtful and
Into his second glass of
milk, Dave has to admit:
"It's not so wonderful

yet.

the Beach Boys, and he
neat recorded with Bruce
Johnston, and haw always
shown a healthy liking for
surf music. Somewhere In
the dark shadows of
RCA's vacate there easy
be lurking some Interest
-

leg tapes of such

"We'd played about

enterprises, which have,
as yet, not seen the light of
day. Rut let's not put
Ideas into their heads.

Recording

If

Did the festival dates
come from past contacts'

That was just
the first leg. There were
about M dates to do In all.
to 20 dates.

"No, by a completely

"I'm not sure what
really went wrong,

different route." Dave
replies. "But It seems like
a good idea."

they were. They were big
gigs too, one or two had to
he cancelled altogether.
Some of them were 11,000
to 20,000 seat venues."
So, It was a case of no
fun?
"No, we had great fun,"
he shrugs his shoulders.
"We went down really
well," he hesitates again
and continue.. "Maybe

the only live dates lined

maybe they're not as
popular as they thought

At the moment they are

up

tripping up and down the
MI again, or at least some
of the band don't.

"Terry (Williams, the

drummer), has just

with all that,
when he finished touring
finished

with Man."

Then quickly he adds:
that one.
I've heard It happens, but
who could believe anyone
could be like that. If the
main band were not going
down as well as the
support act surely that
would make them want to
shake themselves up?

interview

RECORD MIRROR,

we'll get you

tenet'

Cowboys

"Apparently they've

never gone down that well
in the south and there
were some dates coming
up down there, and to
play it safe they brought
In The Outlaws on the
So,

If you don't get

J

Displaced

bill."

Plus: Don't miss
the last in the
series of punk
posters. We've
got the lot.
Vibrators, Saints,
Stranglers and
many more

One little luxury they
did get used to In the
States was
comfortable
homely bus, a step up
from your average band's
truck.
"It had lour bedroom.,
two colour tellies. ping
pone, the lot.

"I can't believe

exclusive

In

tact

Rockplle

were, how shall we put it,
displaced on the tour? "It
all came so suddenly.
You'd think they would
give you more notice, It's
not very courteous. I
mean when you get to a
gig and And your gear

DAVE EDMUNDS it all come so suddenly
single 'I Knew The Bride'
doing very nicely In the
charts, and big gigs with

between stages of the tow

popped back to do their

chart topper!

truck!"

onto

a

hire

Rockplle are supposed
America, resting

to be In

while Bad Company
London shows before

resuming the tour.
Truth le that Rockplle
are back here, a bit down
hut not out. For starters.
there Is a Dave Edmunds

"The whole thing was
else of a
Greyhound bus. It was
better than going by

about the

the Beach Boys coming
up. Allis far from lost.
The single is penned by
the enigmatic Nick Lowe,
bass player with Rock.
pile, and this Is his
highest UK hit to date, a
big step for a writer
whose talents a select few
have been talking about
for some years. So far
he's had to make do with
hits outside the UK, like a

stacked

for the band,

especially with recording
commitments coming up.
"We don't want to be

too well."

CLASH

Just the odd idea

written down now and
thee. There'sno hurry."
[lave's work in the past
brought him In touch with

bring back."
So what went wrong?
"I'm not sure," he
hesitate*.
"The official reason,
I've been told to tell you.
Is that Bad Company
were not selling out dates.
which is not good for them
or me.

piss

"Anyway I haven't got
anything definite in mind

legendary Japanese

There has been a 'Top
Of The Pops,' which went
"Not
quite smoothly

like when

-

I

was on

'Supersonic,' that took
about is hours. We kept

getting drunk, sober.

drunk again and soon.
"I only did one number,
oh yes and a jam at the
end of the show with Marc
and Alvin. We weredoing
a Chuck Berry number
but some of them didn't
know all the words and
were reading them off
idiot boards. I know all
the words to all the Chuck
Berry songs!

Nuts
"And, oh yeah, 'Situ:
day Scene' with Cliff, that
was alright. I told him
that 'Move It' would make
a great single to put out in
the States. I told him It
had been one of my great

plane. Bad Company
were flying tram gig to
gig, but you see more on

favourites, and be said
the same, and said he'd
never been able to get
that same sound In the
studios shine"
Perhaps Dave should
try producing Cliff?
"I don't want to do any
more producing, thanks

very much,''

the road."
The road they ,saw was
mainly the west and south
west
"Iota of donut,
lots of cowboy country."
They started off In
Denver but left 'Get Out
Of Denver' from their

-

Dave

repertoire that night.
node longest drive was
24 hours, on the way to
Iris Angeles. "We played
cards for 20 hours. Nick

frowns. "It was driving
me nuts spending all that
time In the studio. After a
while you start losing
your marbles."

laws lost," Dave laughs.
So, It wasn't all so terrible
for them? "No, we

The last producer
credits were for the
Mantle' Groovies"Shake
Some Action' last

mer.

But there

enjoyed ourselves, but I
think we were the only
one. that did. Though the

sum

will

probably be another Dave
Edmunds album before
too long.
"After we've done the

people

who saw us
to like us, and
that Is what coma In the
seemed

long

run."

I

DAVE EDMUNDS

GETS JILTED
'
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GET DOWN TO THE

John Shearlaw has just come back to life after
his hangover from the May Balls. Here he takes
you into the marquees (where the action is)

BURP. . . ANYONE
FOR CHAMPERS?
IT MAY strain the
imagination of the
weary
it may
cause right - minded
Socialists to reach for
their bags of flour
it will test the
constitution of even
the hardest stomach
and even the
groups involved may
choose to disguise
their role in the
proceedings
.
Yet It happen'. Every
year. Young Evelyn
.

if.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

If'
I

.

Enderby did get a shock.
Call It academic privilege U you like. Every year
the muddled egg heads of
two of Britain's least
known universities (Oxford
and Cambridge) decide to
turn the clock back In the
cause of all- night reverie.
With great regard for
tradition - and scant
regard for common sense
- they mount a series of
entertainment extravaganzas that would make
Harvey Goldsmith (bless
Im) blush.
-

-

Called May Balls they
take place. . . right in the
middle of June.
These legendary wild
nocturnal gatherings are

notable for excess in
extreme and for the

shattering of many a long
held dream. If you knew
about them you dreamed of
dawn champagne break-

fasts If you went you
threw up
If you didn't know and
you didn't go

4.

read on.
The cost?

A

.

.

Well,

staggering

could be
135 for a
couple The fun to be had?
A night - long battle with
sum which

anything up to

cheap sparkling wine,
gruesome grunts, the

unkind elements and a bill

entertainment that

of

makes Top Of The Pops
look positively New Wave.
And of course the fizz,
sparkle and romance.
This is provided by a wee
small hours funerama of
stunts ranging from rock
'n' roll revivalists and
fading chart stars to steel

-

bands and trad Jazz bands
carousing amidst a multi-

They're already missing
the trad
lude . .

tude of flowers and fairy
lights on formerly sacred
college lawns.
Ah .
Evelyn. We
didn't bargain for this
HE
the escort and
pimpled provider
will
consume and cackle. The
borrowed dinner jacket will
find Its - fitting lapels the
target for many mix .

multitudinous roadies stalk
In and out of the carnage
left by the carousing

.

-

academics. They're

-

directed delicacies
.
perhaps even his own
dinner. The rose - tinted
dawn will rise through a
sea of nausea, indigestion
.

- the vestal
blushing partner SHE

legs.

the

-

spires.
Matchbox belt It out in
the quad. Over in first
court some " dashed fine"
reggae band called the
Cimarons wow the alcoholic egg - heads And "good

.

'

the
very famous Kursaal
In

marquee it's going to be the

bottles
He carresses the bra
strap bumps on her non

-

seethrough gown. She
shivers. He belches.

.

Right now all three are Hittin'
the Streets on one exciting
tour.
For the price of E1.00
admission, you'll not be

-

disappointed, so get down to
one of their gigs and collect s'
Free EP as you walk in. You
just shouldn't miss itl
wer

Dates from now are:

-

Wednesday 13 July
GLASGOW, City Hall
ABERDEEN, Music Hall
Thursday 14 July
EDINBURGH, Ushers Hall
Friday 15 July
NEWCASTLE, City Hall
Saturday 16 July
SWANSEA, Brongwin Hall
Monday 18 July
WOLVERHAMPTON, Civic Hall
Tuesday 19 July
HANLEY, Victoria Hall
Wednesday 20 July
LEICESTER, De Montfort Hall
Thursday 21 July
BIRMINGHAM, Town Hall
Friday 22 July
LONDON, Rainbow
Saturday 23 July
and the current albums are:

-

.

-

-

Or

-

.

it he and she survive the
night they'll see as much
music as anybody could see
in a few days at a local pub
rock boozer. She could
have eaten at MacDonald'.
He could have got briar* at
the wine bar.
So what's left? Romance? Bah
In 1964 the Rolling Stones
played a May Ball. So did
of Pink Floyd once upon a
blue - moon. But the
Kursaals and cheap booze?
At over £20 a throw, young
Evelyn was a mite
surprised. And the Jolly
undergraduate Japes left
her cold
but so did the
weather.
What is this got to do with
rock 'n' roll? What do the
graddles think it's got to do
with rock 'n' roll' What wUl
the Stranglers think about

towards the dreaming

pukka punters remain
resolutely unmlffed
queueing and braying
round tables of empty

-

good

find) the music which got
them to shell out all that
money thunders aimlessly

Fine ball, what?
The champagne. which
isn't - really - champagne
runs out frequently. The

different

A

world.
The ball goes on.
The bands play to a sea of
nervous, shuffling dicky
bowed bodies. Raised on
the eightsome reel the
audience bump, gawp and
gaze at the variety of music
In front of them
Is It 'pop' or what? Jolly

to

Flyers. Eh, Evelyn?
Even later It'll be the
Searchers, or Alvin Star
dust, or F.B.I. or
Gonzales, or Shakln'
Stevens, or Mike Chapman.

HEAT ON THE STREETS
TOUR

and

Archibald.

will

ward off the chills of the
cold damp night.
And the band plays on.
As our happy couple
stumble off in search of
champagne and strawberries (which they never

show", later

-.. THE Ste0'42

-Ignore
ignore them. They
Algernon

and

occasion ball

dress painfully falls

0A,

-

'

-

-

.$

Algernon and Archibald
(having lost Cynthia and
Fiona)
with only the
padding in daddy's dinner
jacket to keep them upright

.

trip gaily through muddy
marquees. Become Infuriated at his Inebriation.
Find that romantic dreams
fade rapidly as the bought
for

rif

in-

congruous In Jeans or stage
threads. They delight In
guzzling wine from the
bottle and eating chicken

and shivering, futile
attempts at seduction.

Inter-

Jazz

-

.

Band members and

-

.04

It'

-

The shattering of love's
the
.
young dream
second division of the
.
the
music business
playground of the upper
the waste of
crust
the permoney .
.

.

.

.

.

,

?,

.

.

.

petration of the myth.
It happens every year.
"Are you up for Trinners

again Evelyn,- thanks
awfully.

°

.Za-tvd

N`w

Meanwhile,

RECORD

enter

the

MIRROR

MIRROR. PO Box 16.
Harlow, Eases CM17 OJA.
Closing date Is MONDAY
25 JULY. when the editor
will judge the competition
The
firm
20
correct
coupons picked out will
receive the exclusive tour
lockets.
Normal
competition rules apply

Competition below to WIN
JACKETS (worth
16.00 each)
produced
specially for the tour. All
you have to do Is answer
three simple questions on
the three bends and send
your entry to HEAT ON

20 TOUR

THE

STREETS

Competition.

RECORD

HEAT ON THE STREETS Competition

.

it's going to be the very famous
Kursaal Flyers. Eh, Evelyn?

1.

Who plays flute In Moon?

2.

John Bundrick's nickname is

3.

Which instrument does Boxer

r

ADDRESS

......

Mike Porto play?
11

v

NAME

I

.0

rile

37 %Mad berm Jul, la I'M

-NEW RAVES

NEW WAVE

RECORD MIRROR looks at the new wave bands outside

Newcastle
PENETRATION

Ireland

Bristol THE CORTINAS

came
WHEN THE Boomtown Rats
it
London from their native Ireland,
influence
strangling
was to escape the
They'd had
of the "showband malls". didn't
want
threats from peopleonwho
the showhand
them muscling in
concert
by
territory and gigs pulled out

'Noway the lads' kind that Invariably
leads to a tide mark around the tongue.
onditioning

proreaen

abound

a hen

Newcastle is mentioned to any non . Geordie,
especcal el I and onera. Cranes and cape and dirty
P and !steel and smoke and pitchfork houses
and dislocated pubs and punk hand, and

rpers to identities and.

playing in
They knew when they started they were
Britain, they'd have problems:
of the
prepared to start again at the bottom
for, was
ladder. What they weren'ta prepared
punk hand, which
that they'd get labelled as
meet so
they say they are not, and that they'd
much violence at their alga
Camden
In
Machine
Music
the
The show at
Bob (leadoff
depressed them all - lead singerafter he was
just didn't feel like going on.

Walt &minute Punk hands?
Neil. punk hand actually. Penetration (don't

go to my head). primo pushers of the big noise
loan In the boomdark. They're 1e-I9 and on the
way op
(

if that means

anything), supported The Vibrator, three times.

seen The Pistols ars en times, laid down a tea
demos, been banned from 'Sear-wale University,
rl tte n sons- pretty geed song,
And been interviewed by RECORD MIRROR
of course..

That was on the night they supported The
Muster, for the third time at Sunderland's
,a-aburn Hail From that. easy to Wie they've got
an acre of a following.
Okay, Introductions. Thin Is Pauline, a real
ersekertos with waylaid black hair and eyes of
snore.. She sings. "HL"
And the Empire State on has.. here is simply
called R'. "Alright" The Bill Nelson lookalike
on guitar la Gary Chaplin. "Hullo". And on
drums le year . old Gary Smalltime. "Dow yer

going?"
"Some of the people in our own town don't treat
us the same as they would a London hand." says
',mailman. "That really gets up my none."
Their omega are complex, heavily influenced
by The Plato's' Wayfaring spirit "I like words,
Interesting words. I look at things way, way out
in the flatware," says Pauline who has titles to
her credit like 'Duty Free Technology', 'Don't
Dictate', 'Destroy'. 'Silent Community'. 'I'm
Nobody', 'Firing Squad'.
They smack of Tesealde bleakness

d-

.42

-

Lama,

falling into that trap again.
"The Pistols evade you feel as though you could
go and try to do It yourself. They trade me start
singing. That's their secret," she add..
Anyway, Penetration are creating enough

interest to have had at least two record
companies sniffing around. They laid down a
couple of numbers in the studios of one and they
seemed very Impressed. Early days.
-There's been a lot of crap put out recently,"
nays Chaplin, "but we set our standards a lot
higher. There's no way we would ever release
something that we weren't absolutely sure of.
Okay. no we haven't got a deal yet, but if not
when we do, we want control over any thing that
Is released. "
They ain't boastful just realindc and perhaps
So what's the scene like In
a little fanciful.

Newcastle'
"There's not one place to go where they
regularly play our kind of music," Chaplin. "Its
picking up fast now but It's getting frustrating. I
think its mainly to do with adverse publicity.
Like, we had never been threatened until this
hunch of crap started appearing In the nationals.
"Now we're getting intimidated and we can't

even walk around the streets of air hometown on
our own. It's ridlcsalloun rain who had really ever
heard of ?oda In such numbers before the gapers

picked upon It"

"And the worrying thing is that people are
actually believing what they read."
mailman: We wanna make music for people
to enjoy. not for y oboe( to go mad on. "
"We work out our frustrations on stage. I could

no mure smash someone's head in than walk a
tightrope... Gary Chaplin said that
wanna destroy passers by." Johnny Rotten
said that.
BARRY CAIN

'l

d-

THE CORTINAS. Nick Sheppard

WELL, YOU'RE a
schoolboy in Bristol, a pretty well
off schoolboy at

that.

But that's boring

y'know, so to alleviate

the damage you form a

band playing Dr Feel
good rip. offs That gets
boring too. Then you see
the Sex Pistols
.
So now you got
directions sonny. But
you don't wanna be
another voldold and
legless fascinate. That's
no fun my babe. How
can you write songs
-

about dole delights

when you're sunbathing
in your own spacious

garden'
The Cortinas dilemma? Not really.
They don't inflict themselves with fake identities, just cigarette burns
on the arm. The
elevator high class
structure has ensconced
them

firmly

the
they

on

second floor and

have no particular
desire to walk down.

all - embracing
blanket sensing 'I'm so
An

poor' stance is out. The
false idol purveyors of
the new / now music can

go hang themselves.
But I disappear up my
own garrulous black

hole.
.
The Cortinas are

-

Jeremy 'Fatty Potato'
Valentine vocals, Dexter 'The doctor said I'm
the most unhealthy

teenager he's ever
examined' Dalwood
bass,

guitar,
lead

Nick Sheppard
Mike Fewins

guitar. Danny

Swan drums
We're In the living
room of Danny's dad's
house. The band have
Just played an open air
-

festival in a Bristol
park Abysmal set

her

thanks to almost non existent PA Okay, I'll
say cheerio now and
leave you with the boys.
Danny
"A lot of
people in London get the
impression that we're a
bunch of square kids
Just because we happen
to be middle class.
Okay, we known punk Is
essentially a working
class thing but that

-

PENETRATION venom reed Pauline

to

suddenly
halls managers who
discovered new rules In the lease.

.

They've played The Rosy

,

BOOMTOWN RATS

AVOIDING CONDESCENSION.
That's the 'When The Boat Comes In'.
(

of London

structure, that's all. If

doesn't mean to say we
can't have a place In it
as

well."

-

Jeremy

we did write like that

and somebody came
here and saw this house
we would be maligned "
"There's
Jeremy
always been London.
We were terrified at the
prospect of playing
there but when we did
we soon realised that a
lot of what you read
about it In the music
press is a fabrication I
mean, we thought it was
the centre of the world

"Lower

class kids are bored
kids All they seem to
want Is football on

-

Saturday afternoons
and afterwards got out
and get drunk. They
don't want to think

about things.

It's

always been down to the
middle class kids to say
whatever they want "
"The hard up
Nick
kids haven't had a
chance. They've been
Indoctrinated since the
day they were born
They don't need any-

-

their life

thing,

planned."
Danny

-

laughter).''

"Working

get through

-

anything physically

They had to go to CBS
and get money to get
their message across."

of

despise us because we
have done In one year
what they haven't In 10
We loved playing R&B
but after seeing the

-

Pistols you get

-

although decisions have
always been made for

been on the dole and

-

they haven't

"And when
Nick
middle class teenagers
dropped out what did
they become' Hippies
Living In squats
Nothing positive Now
we're saying something "
Like their song 'Further Education'
'Why should I tilt for a
board of metrication,
Just to go on to further
education'
What's the point of
qualifications,
If It don't Include the

Yet

they're trying to create
a movement against
lying "
"Rebellion is
Nick
getting stronger all the
time. There will be
another one if this one

-

doesn't do IL

I

the sound

desk."

But more than any of this Inter group row, the
thing that upsets the Rats in the violence.
"We're not a punk hand", said Bob. "And we
hope to still be around when all the fashion
progresses to something else."
Line up; Bob fieldoff (vocal.), Simon Crowe
(drums), Pat (Louth (bass). Gerry Cott (lead
guitar), Johnny Fingers (keyboards) and Gary
Roberta (rhythm guitar).
ROSALIND RUSSELL
*vs,

Sok

re_1111110.

may be

getting a very privibut
leged education
I'm also getting a higher
level of backlash "
And to set the record
straight about the single
'Facial Dictator'
"It's about
Jeremy
a guy who doesn't want

-

-

complications'
"People say
Nick
we should be working
class but we bloody
ain't "
"And we
Dexter
don't profess tete''

-

to be tied down

serious

in

a

romantic situ-

ation,"
'I don't want love

-

Nick

to

thinking er . . . See,
you've got to support
what you write "
"It's like the
Nick
bands saying they've

good job. Like
thinking for yourself,
a

as

It's

a bore,

don't want love just
some street whore
I don't want love cos it's
a waste of time,
But don't forget that you
are mine
BARRY CAIN
I

- "It's pointless

writing songs about

class

-Most

this area

bands in

things are expected of
us. Like going to
university. Like getting

us

-

Dexter

They'll
Just beat him up
because they don't
known what he's talking
about."
"Certain
Dexter
Soviet Weekly?

"

"

"I mean,
Nick
there's no real way the
Clash are gonna change

university grad into
communism trying to

you

"The punk

totally new but bands
soon realised they had to
use the establishment to

la

class kids often resent
middle class kids and
who can blame them
when they get some

flog them a copy

-

Dexter

thing has already
changed. It started off

hurt He
attacked onstage and some fans were
visited one of the kids in hospital last week. They
resilience.
some
But the band has
survived a tour as support to Tom Petty and the
without Its
Heartbreaker,. which wasn't any
publicity
difficulties. They couldn't afford
their own
manufactured
they
so
material,
waiters with a tin of emulsion paint and a roll of
wallpaper. Apparently Tom Petty and his lads
weren't too happy with this obtrusive method of
advertising.
"I think it was after we started getting good
reviews," said Geldoff. "We noticed a change of
attitude. We didn't get to use the lights we had
paid for on some of the gigs and they told us to
stop making our posters. They thought we were a!
bunch of clowns and amateurs. Then when we
started calling them Tin Potty and the
Windbreaker.., they didn't think it was very
tunny. If they hadn't been nasty, we wouldn't
have done IL
"They wouldn't even talk to us at breakfast.
Even their roadcrew couldn't stand them. But
ultimately' it's down to what you play and they
were stupid to have us on the bill. because we're
good."
All of which would lead you to believe that the
Rata would be sympathetic to any support band
who worked with them. Then why was
Skrewdriver grousing outside the Music
Machine in Camden the other night (after a
variety of unpleasant events).
+ THEY SAID that the Boomtown Rats had
turned down the sound during Stained river's set.
THEY SAID that the Rats had asked them
for EA towards the use of the PA and then up It
t* SAID that Bob Geldoff had slung a
THEY
P *T atone of their friends, from the stage.
glass
Bob Golden checked out these accusations.
"We were hiring the PA for CD'', said Bob. "We
agreed to pay LSO towards that, Skrewdriver
were asked to pay CIO and 999 were asked to pay
EIS. Skrewdriver said they couldn't afford to pay
CIO, so we paid ES of that. We loge money. And I
made a point of apologising to theni for the delay
In getting a soundcheck.
"As for the sound. They had their own train
doing the sound and if it was turned down it was
because he didn't ilk° them! We never went near

things 'cos we

don't know anything
about it. There will
always be a class

'

F
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not punks
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The pieces are really falling into place for Jigsaw.
Their brand-new single "If I Have To Go Away" has not only ruled
the airwaves as Tony Blackburn's record of the week
but it's also a high scorer on the Capital Countdown and '
your local radio station.
Give Jigsaw's "If I Have To Go Away" a listen, we're sure
it'll fit neatly into your record collection.
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FLOATERS: 'Float On'

DISCOTEX 77
BADEN( the disco equipment manufacturers
association are holding their find *Discotelt 777
.

exhibition on September 12
14 (Mon
Wed) at
London's Bloomsbury Centre Hotel Jim St. Pierre,
the assn's new chairman. emphasizes that the show la
financially secure and predict. that it will be a sell
not !kJ cress Of the 4n plus stands available. 30 have
already been booked by leading manufacturers and
record companies. lust some of these being Roger
Squire optikinetIce. Pulsar, Zero sat, Chronic, H&H,
etc
RECORD MIRROR will of course be
In
Attendance
-

!

12 -INCH NEWS
a

a.

set

('HOR RECORDS'
of 12 inch EPa on

atracksFairs'
by each

their ABC label

known
feature

4

artist and cost

99p

normal prior in 7 Inch
form though). The acts
chosen are not very
-

disco orientated, but
useable tracks are JOE
K ALAN 'Rocky Moon tain Way/ 'Walk Away
,Lite)' ( ABE 12002),
MAMAS & PAPAS
'Dedicated To The One I

Lose' / 'California
limeade" / 'Monday

Imported dreamy smoocher, 12 Inched with

elongated 11:49 and
edited 4:13 sides.

The

last half of the long side
Is much stronger than
the short singles ver
sion, which stupidly
misses the catchy slow
"Aquarius, Libra, lust
Cancer" intro. A summertime smash!

ef-

*-7.
Stock PVT M). Mem
phis rock 'n roll classic
In a hard driving

authentic treatment.

SIIALAMAR: 'Uptown
Festival' LP (Saul reign
FL inn). For those
without the 12
Inch,
here's the full 8:52
version plus a copy of
the Jackson' great '75
leaper, 'Forever Came
Today'
C. J. at OD.: 'Devil's
Gun' LP (Atlantic K
5113911). The full 7:14 title
track, similar 9'30 'We
Got Our Own Thing and
7:30 'Sure Can't Go To
The Moon' are hotter
than a pistol!

Of Youth'

(ABE 12091).
Inland Records have

three reggae 12 lathers
in their 'Limited Edilion' aeries - the freaky
fast JUNIOR MURVIN
'Tedious' (IPR 2001),
throbbing slow CON.
GOES 'Congo Man'
(Black Swan BS 1), and
cool Missy GEORGE
FAITH 'To Re A Lover
e / w UPSETTERS
-

Rastarnan Shuffle' (BS

'Come Along Little Girl'
(Starlit.. ST MOM, via
Vintage Record Centre
01 - 807 86M). Powerful
rockabilly bopper from
'61. available at oldies

2).

stores.

SALSOUL ORCHESTRA: 'Short Shorts'
(Salami
2037). Royal
Teens' M chugger has
Fonz appeal for summertime fun.

WILDFIRE: 'Here
Comes Summer (Casablanca CAN 197).
Jerry Keller's '59
summer classic adapted
for modern rock noises.

GRACE JONES: 'I
Need a Man, Phi 1/2'
(Polydor Mimeo). Lick.
ety - spit fast sizzler, a
US monster for months.

'Sweet Little Rock 'N'

Roller' (Mercury
4110007). Get it on to a 3

BIDDU ORCHESTRA:

'Soul Coaxing' (Epic
EPC 5411). Raymond

Lefevre does the

Shuffle! Sounds good.
EXILE: 'Try It On'
(Rak 242). Great little
pop tapper from last
year. a near miss then.

ROBERT GORDON:
'Red Hot' (Private

ALICE COOPER useable tracks

disco

bates
THURSDAY (14) Radio

Medway's Tony
'Shades' Valence

has

yours truly JH ('The
Disco Kid') on his 7.30
- 10 pm soul and disco
show (SE listeners can
get It on 290m MW / M 7
VHF). And on Friday
and Saturday for the
next two weeks I'll be
partnering Andy Can
slily at London's Sundown In Charing Cross
Ftd. getting as funky as
they'll let me
Friday (Unseen Chris
Hill at Ilford's Lacy
Lady having a fancy dress beach party, with
everyone In swimming
costumes
including
punk nvimwear,
plus
Marks, beach games.
-

-

-

nudity and more.
Robert John' BRM
Roadshow hits Hereford
Town Hall for a carnival
queen dance on Fri, and

Llandrindod Wells

Grand Pavilion on both
Sat and Wed (V)
Saturday (la) Rush
Green Hospital. Rornford. has a fete and open
day with Noel St. John
and other hospital radio
Jocks showing off their
studio. also Sat, the
Vibrators visit Reddlich
Tracy's

Every Tuesday

there's free admission to
John DeSade at Wrotham's Spring Tavern
for people carrying a
copy of RECORD
MIRROR
John!

-

nice one.

-

track maxi.
SHOW ADDYWADDY:
'You Got What It Takes'

(Arista ill). Berry

-

catchy.

Gordy's '59 hit song for

Mary Johnson / Johnny
Kidd.
THE JAM: 'Slow Down'
/ Onetime Theme' (LP
'In The City' Polydor
2353 447). Easy - and
for any rock / pop
tun
Jock to use, while their

CHRIS HILL (Ilford Lacy lady) Import Ups Space
'Magic Fly' / 'Tango In Space' ,"Carry On, Turn Me
On' (French Vogue LP), Roy Ayers 'Running Away'
(Polydor LP I, Hank Crawford 'Taco Rico' (Kudu LP),
Johnny Hammond 'Lady Smooth' (Milestone LP),
Touch 'Me And You' / 'Energizer' (Brunswick LP),
UK tips Attitudes 'In A Stranger's Arms' (Dark Horse
LP). Stevie Winwood 'Time Is Running Out' /
'Penultimate Zone' (Island 12-inch), and revives
Crystal Glass 'Crystal World' (Philips). Johnny
Guitar Watson 'I Don't Wanna Be A Lone Ranger'

(Fantasy)

-

new le is more pogo a - go

go, 'AU Around The
World' MOM.
THE RINGS: 'I Wanna
Be Free' (Chiswick 814,

GRACE JONES: US monster

Really Got Me'

Woman' LP (CBS

Mo.

-

via Anchor). 'You

ERIC GALE: 'Ginseng

fast riff,

52055). Superb subtle
semi slow title track by

type

punked up

'Spanish Stroll' (Capitol
CLX 103). New wave

Inventiveness,

Inches for added

pact

12
im-

CELIA & THE MUTATIONS: 'Many Mony'
(UA UP 351912). Punk ish copy of Shondells
classic.
TED NUGENT: 'Cat

Scratch Fever (Epic
EPC 6452). Buzzing
noisy rock chugger.

the Jazz guitarist with
all- star support
NINA SIMONE: 'My
Baby Just Cares For
Me' (LP 'The rimer
Bethlehem BCP 8003,

via CBS). Joyfully

rolling piano swinger
from '58, still huge with
older black crowds.

ANDY FAIR,

WEATHER LOW:
Shinunie

Do

-

-

Wab

Sae' (A&M ALMS 7303).
Happy carnival - type

1) 1 Hotline
DANNY

WILL

Luau 'Dentin' Easy'

(Ensign) continues with

exceptionally heavy add
- one
from Mick Ames
(Bedford), Dwight Who

and (Southend

2114

vegan), Steve Wiggins

(Barry), Steve Day

(Chingford), Doc Hayes

(Exeter Churchills),
Morris Jenkins (Stafford TOTW), Keith
Tyler (Sunderland Mayfair), Mark Rymann

(Swansea Cinderella.),
Chris Archer (March
Cromwell), Les Aron
(Lancing Place), Capuchino (Bromley), John-

(Bristol

ny King

Scamps), John Dthade
)Maidstone), thought
for the week is punk to
new wave what skittle
was to rock 'n roll"

or empty

8

-

track carts

call

for Its Jingles

potential helpers
Steve Hyland on 01 574
Peter
8141 (ext 217)
-

.

.

.

Brown 'Do You Warm.
Get Funky' (MO gets
Paul 'Ormsby Beech
(Birmingham Sloopys),

Stewart Hunter (Pre
ston), Arthur Dyke

.

.

Philadelphia

The Ghetto' (US Phil
Int) adds Brian Cardno

(Douglas), Bill Robin(Iveston New Inn), .
.
D -R -U -M 'La.
iebye' (Ensign) adds
Roy Hughes (Leeds

Pentagon), Michael
O'Brien (Chester Le
-

Street Genoa), more...

-

Carrie Lucas 'I Gods
Keep Damcin' (Soul

Train) gets Tricky

(Weybridge)

Spats), Mike Dow (Bow
Prince Albert), Philip
Oliver (Hanley Ante.
.
Garrel
Redfearn's IMF now
services UA mail - outs
Guys 'N Dolls
.
'Mamacita' (Magnet)
MoRs Robert John
(Hereford). Ian 'Mae
quiz" Camelia (Airdrie
Marcos), Steve Ingram
.

.

.

.

.

.

Gary

(Berwick Tiffany.)
Bob Jones (Chelmsford
Dee - Jay's), other hip
.
. Salami Orch
'Magic Bird Of Fire'

Jocks

.

(U8 Salami

12

Inch)

pulls Nigel Peterson

(Littlehampton

rioca).

Ca-

ropren

adds Martin Bullock
son

AU

Stars 'Let's Clean Up

.

Bernardo needs blank

.

Hospital Radio St

Glitter 'A Little Boogie
%fragile' (Arista) wins
Richard Cooper (Lydney Peacock), John
Fuller (Norwich).

.
.
(Exeter), more
Paul Nicholas 'Heaven
7th
Floor
(1180)
On The

lope)

samba

JIMMY BUFFETT:
'Margaritaville' (ABC
4179). Mildly Jaunty
Moll, much plugged on
radio so known by now

CONNIE FRANCIS:
'VACATION' / 'My
Heart Has A mind Of Its
Own' (Polydor Nose424).
1962 summertime fun,
and MoR flip from '60
VERA LYNN / JORDA
NAIII.Efi: 'Who's Sorry
Now' (EMI 21139). Yi ha! Good ultra
More
-

quickstepper, cut

in

Nashville.
TINA RAINFORD: 'Silver Bird' (CBS 44111).
Abba
type Euro smash from last year,
now a US country hit
.

Dicky Scenes (Soho

.

conga
cum
sounds.

-

Lovers 'Discomanla'
(Epic 12
Inch) Is
Professional Nightclub
DJ Assn (Midland.)
GSDP
. NYPA 'I Got
It' (levitate) gets Feds
(Carlisle Twisted
Wheel), Jon Stone
( Wea 'dawn, Tudors),
Greg Davies (Watford
New Penny), many
more .
.
Scat theirs
-

'Pa.

I

-

rather well_
MINK DEVILLE:

HOT VINYL

a.

ROD STEWART:

DETROIT EMER-

ALDS: 'Feel The Need'
LP (Allende K 50372).
The long 7:03 hit 12 Inch version is the best
of a low key set
VAN McCOY: 'Spanish
Boogie' (FILL swats)
Latin husUe meets soul
cha chin for a shuffle and
bump, but It's not that

1
O

AUBREY CAGLE:

-

,

via

-

-

Monday' (ABE INKS )
ALICE COOPER 'De-

partment

117). Much

(ABC

CHRIS GENTRY bases his wide ranging roadahow
In St Leonard, - an
Sea ('phone Hastings 0424430473), and is also quite regularly at Eastbourne's
K Mg. Country Club through the summer. A bit late to
be topical but great as a straight MoR chart, this la
his special Jubilee Top Ten compiled from dates over
that holiday period
I SHE LOVES YOU, Beatles, Parlophone
2
LET'S TWIST AGAIN, Chubby Checker, tendon
3 YOU'LL NEVER WALK ALONE, Gerry & the
Pacemakers, EMI
4
RHYTHM OF THE RAIN, Cascades, Warner
-

-

Bros

5
6
7

BABY LOVE, Supreme., Tamla Motown
RETURN TO SENDER, Elvis Presley, RCA
SPEEDY GONZALES Pat Boone, ABC LP
NEEDLES AND PINS. Searchers, Pye

SATISFACTION, Rolling Stones, Decca
REACH OUT I'LL BE THERE. Four Tops,
Tamla Motown
BREAKERS (I'm sure they're pleased,
1
ROCK AROUND THE CLOCK, Bill Haley, MCA
2 JAILHOUSE ROCK, Elvis Presley, RCA
3 ROAD RUNNER, Jr Walker. Tamla Motown
9

10

I

CARLY SIMON: 'No
body Does It Better
(Elektra K 122411). Slow
smoochy new James

Bond song

JOHNNIE TAYLOR:
'Your Love Is Rated X'
(CBS 5 3 5 A). Lush
smoother.

JACKIE WILSON: 'It
Only Happens When I
Look At You' (Brunnerkk BR 43). Lovely
creamily rhythmic swayer, quality stuff'
BOBBY BLAND: 'The
Soul Of A Man' (ABC

4155). Blueafty soulful
swayer.

TYRONE DAVIS: 'This

DETOURS: 'Hideaway'
(MCA 3011). Bright and
breezy old Choice Four
song

CHOICE.

FOUR:

'You're My Happiness'

(RCA PR 904111). Van
McCoy Jogger from '75

DAVID RUFFIN. 'I
Can't Stop The Rain'

(Motown TING 1078).
Van McCoy - produced
shuffler.

SILVER

CON-

VENTION: '(There's)
Always Another Girt'
(Magnet MAO 95).
Shrilly vacant Euro pounder.

SIMONE: 'Flattery'
(Spiral SPY 7007).
Perky '76 style hustler.
-

SAHB: 'Cheek To
Cheek' (Vertigo
105 II 1 7 3). Muddily

recorded (live), but that
old MoR magic comes
shining through.
THE RUMOUR: 'Do
Nothing Till You Hear

From Me' (Vertigo

Duke Rilington's romantic oldie
updates grittily.
40641174).

Mix Master
STERLING VANN, at
Green's Gees' Old
Globe every Tsars / 'Fri
/ Saturday. has more
mixes that sound great!

6446).

Emotions 'Flowers'

LIFE: 'Cat's Eyes'

*Mimes 'Duels' Easy'

I

Swear (CBS

Powerful cool pounder,
typically Ty

(Philips 110041280). Muddily churning organ
instrumental from '73

MAXINE NIGHT

INGALE: 'Will You Be
My Lover (UA UP
35283). Messy fast
northern stomper.
JAMES WELLS: 'My
Days Are Numbered'
( Poiydor 2088811). More
untidy northern sounds
LOTTA:
SVENNE
'Extra Extra' (Pye 78
). Continental
cram copy of Ralph

Carter's'

mixing 10 seconds
from end Into Downy
(CBM,

(Ensign); Bo & Ruth
'You're Goads Get Next
To Me' (EMI Int LP)

mining last in-

strumental break

Jackson' 'Show

Inks

You

The Way To Go' (Epic

LP); and - aisle!
Doom Sumner 'I Peal
Love' (GTO), mixing

last moog part late
Deaths Coffey 'Whigs Of
Fire' (Atlantic LP).

maim drums intro My
own have Dona mix Is
Co 'Devil's
into GO
Gem' (Atlantic Mara).
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Your own teacher in your own home BRAND NEW
correspondence course recorded on CASSETTES
specially created for ROCK and ROLL and HEAVY
LEAD styles My unique course will save you years of
struggling on your own All the MODERN SOLOS and
LEAD RUNS are played for you on tape to hear and
practice with The Is actually better than going for
pnvate lessons as it enables you to have the lessons
over and over as many times as you wash. You may also
write to me at any time during the course for free
advice No music reading involved A satisfied pupil
writes' Dear Mr. Wilcock. your ROCK LEAD GUITAR
COURSE is lust fantastic' am now able to play gone
well and a mead and I have started a group G Mitchell.
Cheshire.
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London NUS 7TH
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Post Now to. Jack Wilcock Teaching Tapes. 46
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Esms
Personal
GENUINE LONELY sin
,ere guy M, seeks a
sincere Filipino girlfriend. London or East
Anglia area. To share his
life with Box. No1117
GUY 17 rather quiet, not
bad looking. seeks girl.
friend. Cheater area. Box

Ills.

No

AFFECTIONATE GUY
seeks loving girlfriend,

'. iv, heater Southampton
area Photo appreciated
Box No 1115
ISOLATED PUNK (20)
-reel like minded people
Crewe Sandbach area.
BORN° 1114.

GIRL WANTED for

relationship. If you are
15-31. single guy wishes to

meet you. All letters
answered_ Box No. 1.111.

QUIET SHY, lonely guy
19. seeks understanding
girlfriend similar. Age
looks unimportant. I have
my own Music Centre and
Flashing lights, and earn
ever 140
week. Near
V1 hitby
Box No. 1112
DAVID 19 would like to
meet girl for genuine

relationship. Please

write 56 Chester Road,
Tottenham. London N17.
STEPHEN (M) RATHER
quiet_ sincere not bad
looking seeks, girlfriend,

Eiger Avenue Surbi-

101

Surrey ICI59JS.

ton.

TERENCE AGED 30
seeks - genuine girlfriend.

Telephone (011-

340-4285.

GIRL

seeks male

21

companion 23-30. Photos.

Bernadette Burke.

8

Ullswater Close, Tower
Hill. Kirkby.
NEW EXCITING friends,

Worldwide Selection,

A. E Details, IPC, 39a
Haterleigh Road, Ruislip
Manor, Middlesex.
UNATTACHED? OVER
18? Meet your type of
S

person through

Sue

Carr's Countrywide

Friendship Agency. Free

brochure - Somerset
Villa. Harrogate. Tel:

anytime.
MARE FRIENDS worldwide then' our exciting
new magazine, 50p
fortnightly Pay after
receiving 6 from: Leisure
Times. (RM 38), Charley,
0423 63525

lance

HOW TO get

girl friends,

what to say,

how to

overcome shyness, how to
date any girl you fancy.
S A E.
for free details:
Dept. RM, 38 Abbeydale,

Winterbourne, Bristol.

UNUSUAL PEN

-

FRIENDS, exciting, Olt

ferent! Highly COrn,
prehensive services

available Continental and
other departments - For
brochures send S.A E
(RMs) Po Box 54, Rugby,
Warwickshire.

JANET SCOTT for
genuine friends, introductions to opposite
sex, with sincerity and
thoughtfulness.
Details
free, stamp to: 3 North
Street, Quadrant, Brighton, Sussex. BN1

fraJ.

DOVELINC PARTNER
catalogue. Select your
own partners and penfriends. For free sample
photos sae to
100.

All PO Box

Mi

MN

Mwrue Owlet,

W on,
PAWL

tn.t

on

Eels

tar

Jl son

Mlle

dl ere
Ins
..1.tot
Not otol drlAth

In

111

-

Tel.

01/179353

Dunstable Road, Luton,
Beds

SENSATIONAL SIN
GLEE sale. Recent chart
toppers ridiculously
priced at 20p

SAE for
catalogue: Richardson.
52 Coach Drive, East-

SUPER.

-

Quo, Queen, Rosy, Yes.

Pier, Santana, Feelgood,
Stones, Deep
Purple, Cockney Rebel,
Rod Stewart, Bad Co,
Knebworth Fair, Wishbone Ash, Genesis, Tour
badges of Santana, Dr
Hook, Be -Bop, Strawbs.
Send 20p each, plus ae.
Julie
Love and Peace
Williams, 7 Candy Street,
London E9 2L1-1.
NOW DO It yourself with
Iron -on -transfer letters

Bowie,

-

Great for

for T-shirts.

names, slogans, groups.
discos. Permanent and
washable 4p each letter

-

(minimum order 15)
Romica (Dept RM), 479
Canterbury Street, Gillingham. Kent

ABBA CONCERT
photo's. Incredible value Set of eight exciting
good quality photos 7 x 5
p&p 25p Send
only t2

Long,

Ivan

to

22

Sparrows Herne, Bushey,
Hertz.

GENESIS

-

-

EARLS

ways 1,000s of rock, soul,
pop, 'ramie - SAE 24

Southwalk, Middleton,
Sussex.

Songwriting
PANY needs lyrics for
new songs. All types
wanted. Free details Musical Services, 1905/R,
North Highland, Hollywood, California, 90028.
LISA.

Fan Clubs
FORTUNES FAN Club.

c/o Anne, 91 Thorns
Road, Bolton, Lams
SAE.

OFFICIAL OLIVIA Newton John Appreciation

1000.

SINGLES

3

HURRY! HURRY! HULL
RY Don't miss the sale of
a lifetime! EnUre singles
I

111

and SAE, for reply Write
',Materials' 2 Wakefield
Street Upper Eomenton,
London NI8 2AE

Showaddywaddy

Fan

Club, Cavendish House,
Crossgate, South Shield,
Tyne and Wear.

Disco Equipment

V mains. Connections on
pin socket. Open., Ahort

Protection. Complete

heavy duty high quality
unit used standardly In

all GP slaves, discos, PA
and guitar gear. Dimen-

sions 10% a 5)4 x 9%.
Weight 10Ibs
Telephone for information or
advice [49.68 Inc VAT

-

and p&p (CWO)

GP

Electronics, Pottery
Road, Bovey Tracey,
Devon.

Telephone:

0628

832670.

WE HAVE the biggest
range of disco equipment
in the UK. complete disco
systems from L.16154800

-

From Roger Squire's
Disco Centre, London 01272

Bristol

7474;

E160550;

0272Manchester 061-

8317676.

AMAZING DISCO catalogue, over 200 bargains!
Guaranteed money -saver. Only El (refundable
with first purchase)
Dlacopower (Cat Dept),
Livingstone Place, Newport, NPT8EY.
NEW squire mulUfect

projector with liquid

wheel and rotator. Worth
In. Quick sale £50. 01-

-

806 7257.

SAl 1VJ TWIN DECK.
[120, 2 x 50W Goodmans
speakers (Squires cabs)
£55, Shure unidyne '8' (15,
Pye cassette deck, £30.
01-668 7527 evenings.

20

Corsham Wilts.
HOLLIES "SEARCHES"
wanted
Liam Bruhn,

Eckenerstr
burg

Plena

16,

SECONDHAND SIN-

-

GLES wanted.
Send
list to Dave Banks'
Records, 223 William.

thorpe Road, North

-

I

NOTICES

PERSONAL

Am,.arenens

RING ANDRINA
ON

01-836 1522

POST'S,

ixtf

For Hire

West Pave el the only
radio
monthly

In the

Relish
Amateur

DISCO EQUIPMENT.
PA

systems. sound .to

light units, reasonable

-

rates
Newham Audio
Services, 01.534 4064.

Victory

Radm

Rade,
Voice of Smith

CB

'deco Graham Gill Boat Tno

acts.

Campus
Rada,
Hospital RaMo DR top Radio
Rattam
BBC
Radio

e

aa

Nacho11 and all

mrte-11 rouse new,

auger /

Seed

Wanted

lea

PO low

are

el

to

L

P

Wardripoli,

77 Mee

Ty

lewd

Sheet, LONDON, WI

WANTED ANY old Queen
Pin -Ups, Posters, articles, etc. Best prices
paid. Send details prices
plus SAE. Tish Kennedy,
16

-0(

PLEASE

Trippler Road, Eccles,

Manchester.
WANTED WINGS anything, posters, records,
programmes, send sae to

*

NOTE!

Seaton Avenue, Houghton-Le -Spring, Tyne and
Wear.

*

8

The Advertising

sone MOAN

nos

1

if

Department of
Musical Services
RECORD

LYRIC WRITERS. Melodies to Lyrics, together

recordings by profes-

sional Musicians.

1.1311

it14(

MIRROR

with Demonstration

is now

Cl

located
{X

SONGWRITER MAGAZINE. Free from International Songwriters' Association - (RN), Limerick, Ireland.
LYRIC WRITERS' Arrangement / Demo /
Promotion.
SAE
(details) Donovan Me
her, Excel House, Whitcomb Street. London.

-

40 LONG ACRE
LONDON
WC2

.cc

Our new phone

iv,

number is:
01-836 1522

yy

-

WC2 TER.

IN. IOW NOS.
YOH MIXT WSW

tit

Ales Noun
Add Emil 2m...tom,

to

al.rtlo.,,te,

CARDS & POSTERS
moot STEM

n

'IL

INAIN06111411

36

)11/L

* *

advertisement rates

insertionls1 commencing issued dated
enclose a cheque/postal order for
MIRROR

)Ali

at:

London W4.

&

I

1101.1110001) MATS
1Sp each
VS Glow 40 30

.4(

-

Climax Music, 74 Lavender Hilt Enfield, Middx.
LYRICS WANTED by
Music Publishing House
11 St Albans Avenue,

.

.

.

..

..........

.

.

.

..

.

for

4

*
*
,*
*

*
**

4,So

21`

.... i

to corer the cost made payable to RECORD

I

Ureter the heard

RESULTS

WAVELENGTH

PLEASE PUBLISH my advertisement under the heading

1

BIG

effective. SAE for sample
Moordale Mall Order
Supplies, Dept RM5, 64
Woodcot Avenue, Ball don, Shipley, West Yorks

-

- order form

lip per ward

FOR

big business Every
hand out carries your
advert Inexpensive and

-

-

TRUIMPITS FOR SAIL

mono. ewe, onpunr otoot

SMALL ADS

DISCO -GROUPS. Your
wording on our selfadhesive stickers means

Wingfield, Chesterfield.
ALL YOUR UNWANTED
45s and LPs bought or Situations Vacant
part exchange for new
records, large collections
urgently required. Send LYRIC WRITERS rerecord with sae
F.
quired by Recording
Moore Records Ltd. 197a Company, Details (sae):
Dunstable Road, Luton, 30 Sneyd Hall Road,
Bedfordshire.
Bioxwich. Staffordshire.
LPs WANTED In mint
condition, good price
-or
offered.
Send sae with Publications
details to: Teretone, 20a
Brent Road. London SE18

write stating price
Sandra Duff, Scores

ti011007

wrote

Bins.

Services

I

- Brian
Stokes Road,

State price.

Records Wanted

1

FR CORDS COP SALT. INS

LOAM.

"London Noise" and
"Change Direction"

3DS

8

Rates and Conditions

crawl

BRIAN BENNETT LPs.

POWER AMP unit 130
Watts RMS Into 4 Ohms;
100 Watts RMS into 8
Ohms 400 my Input; 240

is. samara
FAN [IOW. Ids MINDS. SITUATIONS VACANT,

I
I

ALL SMALL ADS MUST BE STRICTLY PRE -PAID

TUITION,

10p pot word

10A1/1 ADVERTISEMENTS
tea.. troy
10p pof word

hoof,

son MOAN NS

Wear

Showaddywaddy items. Send to: Dept S3RM,

Ureter

etc_

Lists SAE
Ashton Way,
Bay. Tyne &

forms for lots of

SMALLS

Att. lot B.
onto o 11111) Poo

-

membership card,
personality profiles, wiper colour plc and order
pen,

Hotel, St Andrews, Fife.

20p. 500
albums from
75p, Beatles, Bowie, Zep
77

postal order for life
Membership. You will
receive regular Newsletter, Showaddywaddy

SWi8 4AS

anew
from

Honorary USA Member.
ship In "I'm In you"
JOIN THE Showaddywaddy Official Fan Club.
Send big SAE with 80p

T REX SINGLES wanted

Wandsworth, London

-

Records For Sole

-

Cambridge. Includes

Society. - Send SAE, Dep
RM, 113 Buckhold Road,

because I, MOON, speci-

-

DORSET and
Mungo Jerry, !Jain' In
the Alleys an' fighting In
the Streets fan: club
SAE to 978 Hervey Clone.
Finchley, London N3
PETER FRAMPTON.
SAE Wendy, Box 104,

-

alise in photographing
only groups that I'm into
Send SAE for contact
prints and Info to. Moon,
The Willows, Trewern,
Whitland, Dyfed.
BAY CITY Roller photos
SAE Heather, 5 Main
Street, Stanton -by -Dale,
Ilkeston, Derby.

RAY

-

HOLLYWOOD COM-

B&W photos The
Court
BEST there are WILY?

sale now on' State wants.

rl Ni./M. bad, trim

167a

SHEET MUSIC excellent
condition, mostly preLARGEST TAMLA &
war.
Phone 0682 Soul
Saver Records,
(Luton) 12250 evenings.
PUNK T-SHIRTS. Punk. "Ashdene", The Street,
T-Shirts! "Punk Power" Rockland St. Mary,
or "God Save The Sex Norwich.
Pistols". Red on white 100 GOLDEN OLDIES galore Ex juke box records
per cent cotton T-shirts.
(mall order only). Please from 12%p. Hundreds of
old
hits. Most latest
send size required and
£2.50 (postal order or stars. SAE for lista Dep
82 Vandyke St,
cheque, payable to D/4,
Rycol - To: Tiger T- Liverpool LA ORT.
CHARTBUSTERS'
(RM2)
shirts
10 Dryden
Oldies, availChambers, 119 Oxford GOLDEN
able '56-7'. A must for
Street, London Wl.
collectors
- a Godsend for
COLOUR CONCERT D. J. 'a SAE
photo's Bands available: H7 Western - Diskery 86New Genesis, Floyd, Brighton. Road, Hove,
Callers welFerry, Heep, Tubes, come.
Lazy, Harley, Tull, also
Bowie, 74 and 76 Klki, CALLAFRAGALLASTIC
Purple, Blackmails, Dy- OLDIES '57-77.
Large
lan, ELO, ENO, Essex,
92 Dutton Lane,
Hall/Oates, Emmylou SAE
Eastleigh,
Hampshire.
Harris, Sahli. Kiss, GOLDEN OLDIES, for
Zeppelin, N
t h.
our latest catalogue of
Queen, Stones, Sparks, singles '57-'77. send 20p to
Stewart, Inca, Who, 75 Penny Farthing Sound:,
and 76, Wings etc, sae Dept. 5R, 13 Cranbrook
stating interests for Road, Ilford, Essex.
proofs to
Dick Wallis, (Overseas customers,
159 Hamilton Road, send 3 international reply
London 3E27.
)
BADGE COLLECTORS coupons
LP's FROM 20p, Singles
read on, Floyd, Sabbath, from 5p. - SAE Thorny
Zeppelin, Alex Harvey, son, 24 Beaufort Avenue,
Wings, Wings Over Blackpool
Wembley. ELP, Status PASTBLASTERSI Al-

(10p)

111

Ossetia Dept (110)
11/1

(Records) Ltd,

1,000s 45's, BOXES.
CARD sleeves, private
collection, Ideal disco
starter. L.150- 01-068 7527
evenings.

For Sale

Whitley

toalttl ant1

...mg

1966-'75
Send 10p plus
large SAE.,
L Moore

111

HI In
Dating

rrr0MpUlef
si Ilmothlop I.n,

AVAILABLE NOW, our
latest list of pap oldies,

wood, Nottingham.

Sutton. Surrey.

BEAUTIFUL GIRLS

from Europe, Asia, Latin
America, want corre-

I

spondence, friendship,
marriage. Sample photos
free
Thames-Vetiag.
Box union S
D
100,
Berlin 11. Germany.
POSTAI. FRIENDSHIP
club. Introductions arranged by post for all
ages Postage stamp for
our free colour brochure
to- Miss Chidgey, Dept
Disc, 124 Keys Avenue,
Bristol. HST OHL.

.111

Alamo taro are do 111.

Sp pm

OOP

rood rm.

v.rxe

Ion

A MI nISR Av oiroonon0
O opes ,ray. a.m. Inch
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11
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Address
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L

Record Mirror for the best results

17 1..',./.1L

.

Name and address when included on advert must be paid for
Send completed form to Small Ads Dept M. RECORD MIRROR.
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ROBIN KATZ meets Andy Gibb, the Bee Gees' younger brother, and finds he's

.

.

.

IN THE FAMILY WAY
"A LOT of

they emigrated to Australia - and
It was there that the Bee Gees were

people figure the
Bee Gees have such a

With one American monster, and a
good Used British hit under his
formed.
Melt, does the youngest G ebb worry
popular sound that I'm just
Nine
years
later,
they
came
back
t, about the future!
cashing In on the mum
their original home, but after his "You think, what happens If you dry
admitted Andy stint
in Spain, and then some time
up?" he admitted. "But as Barry
Gibb without flinching.
playing 1n Britain. Andy decided,
pointed
by the time you wait
"Yes, 'I Just Want to Be on the advice of his brothers, to go for the out,inevitable
feeling to
back
down
under to establish
Your Everything' was the
happen, you've already poured
your heart out from the
result of a collaboration himself there.
Basically, I like to
with Barry. But my own "I'm not trying to be rude," he mild excitement.
create the situation I write about,
frankly, "but it doesn't matter
material is much different.
rather than living through It at
whether you break big or tall on
I
write things that are your face In Australia Very few that very moment
more in an Eagles, country
snaps ever get heard of outside
"I can't write when I'm depressed.
the continent, anyway."
9'
and western vein.
But if I'm feeling okay, I can write
about what it feels like when you
"What happens If people prefer my
are depressed. And If all else falls,
brothers' sound to mine? I guess
I can always listen to Randy
I'll have to change and find
Newman or Don McLean and feel
something that I, different, but These day., the Gibb family appear
lifted again. They both construct
still haft broad appeaL I'll cross
marvellous songs."
In be spread out all over the world.
that bridge whorl get
Most of them are heading in the
Andy is, understandably, an avid
general
direction
of
Miami
Beach
Andy Gib!, was only nine years old
Flee Gees fan. "In Australia) used
In Florida - Barry and Andy are
when his three elder brothers,
11
to perform several of their songs In
already there, and Maurice, mum.
Maurice, Robin and Barry Brat hit
my set. I used to get told then that
dad
and
their
12
year
old
kid
the charts In 1957 with 'New York
I
was
cashing
in.
But
then,
If
I
sister are all on their way.
Mining Dimmer'.
didn't sing any of their songs, I'd
always get asked by alienist one or
meanwhile, has opted to stay
"I wasn't really aware of them until Robin,
In Britain, while the eldest sister
two people why I didn't sing any.
I was 13 or so." he said.
They
has
So there's no happy way outl"
settled
permanently
in
were away on the road 10 months
Australia.
of the year. So I started my own
Andy acknowledged that, with two
thing quite separately."
It was through his big sister that
sisters and four brothers In the
Andy met his wife Kim, and while
family, they could have easily
His own thing' ended In Andy
they were on their honeymoon in
become like the globe
trotting
playing his way across Spain at
Bermuda, he was given a contract
Osmond, Mr Gibb senior used to
the age of 13
an Idea that would
with the Stlgwood Organisation,
manage the Bee Gees, and he still
give most parents a heart attack.
who also handle the Bee Gees.
travels with them.
But as Andy casually pointed out,
his warn and dad understood Andy's accent Is a gentle cross "There has been talk about
between English, Australian and
because they were in showbiz
expanding the Bee Gees, and me
American He's toured with his
themselves.
joining them," he said. "But none
brothers before. So the music
of us have ever been home long
Mr Gibb was a drummer in a big business doesn't frighten him too
enough at any time to give It any
much. "Nine years is a big age
band who fell in love with, and
serious thought.
gap for anyone," he says of his
later married, a singer. They
relationship with the Bee Gees. "And now, with the single, I'm
settled on the isle of Man, where
"But
now
the
gap
has
narrowed.
determined
to make It on my
all their famous sons were born
oskrIL
Wean have. lot In common. "
ANDY Gild: detrrm lord 1,, stake ,ton
But shortly after Andy's birth,

44'

thing,"

Age Gap

toll"

-

-
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